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PREFACE 

A. The purpose of the procedures clesoJ;'~ed is to assign "object~" 
or "observations" in some optimum fashion to one of two or more 

populations. In routine bankini a bank ~ager may wish to 

classify clients who wish to make loans as low or high credit 

risks on the basis of the element.s of certain accoWlt.ing st.atements., 

In such a case t.here are t.wo de.fini t.e dist.inct. classes. 

Another invest.igat.ion may be init.iated t.o dei:ermine whether buying 

habit.s are different. with respect to the cat.egories: urban, sub"" 

urban and rural clients. 

Not.e t.hat. in the first example t.t}e cl~sses ·are determined before· 

any satnple of observat.ions is investigat.ed, i.e. the .. $ample resuits 

do not. influence the choice of groups. In, .the lat.ter case one is i· 

trespassing on the terrain of cluster analyrsis. 

In the first case we have two types of problems, na-.ly that of 

devising a classification rule. from samples of already classified 

objects and that of imposing the classification scheme on the . ob- .. 

. ject.s. . The term "discrimination" refers to the process of de

riving classification rules from samples of classified Objects and 

the term "classification" refers to applying the rules to knew ob

jects of unknown class. 

Although it is possible to convert raw data into more easily grasped 

forms like cartoon faces (Chernoff, 1973) this still represents the . 
problem that any grouping or classification based on these diaqr&lll8 
is subjective. 

This suggests the following reasons for developing formal statis

tical classification methods (see Hand, 1981): 

(i) Formal met~ods are objective and can be repeated by other 

researchers. 

(ii) One can assess the performance,of the assignment rule. 

2/ •••• 
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(iii) One can formally measure the relative sizes of the classes.; 

(iv) One can determine how representative is a particular example 
of its class. 

(v) One can investigate .whae. aspects of the Objects are impor
tant in producing a classification. 

(vi) One can describe and test the differences between class.s. 

This agrees with four of the main objectives of discriminant analysis 

and classification, viz. 

(i) Finding linear composites of the predictor vat'iables. that 

enable the analyst to separate the gToups by ~xilRising the 

among-groups variation relative to within~groups variation. 

(ii) Establishing procedures for assigning new individuals whose 

profi les are known, but not the group iden ti ties, to one of 

the groups. 

(iii) Testing whether s.ignificant; differences exist between the <~ 

mean predictor-variable profiles of the groups. 

With large sample sizes it is not difficult to obtain a si_i-·· 

ficant test ratio, even though the classification aooutacy is 

poor. 

(iv) One should eventually be guided by the classification 

accuracy. 

To summarise: The problem of classification arises when .1'( investi

gator wishes to classify an individual into one o'f several categories 

. on the basis of some measur~ts. The problem may be considered 

as a problem of "statistical decision functions". Each <mseryat1on 

occurs according to a given distribution. Now each d1s~ibutlon, 

may be known or unknown. If it is known, the paramete~s may b~ 
known or unkn~. In the latter case the parameters . must bees-

timated from a sample from that population. 

3/, •• •• 
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,.If there is no hint of which distribution i$ involved one may fall 

. back on anon-parametric approach. It will be $_n that non'" , 
parametric methods are sometimes as accurate as parametric. methods~ 

B. Having discussed the basic "de·finiticm" of discriminant an~lysis 

one may well ask whether this procedure is 'useful for the typeo! 

data one often encounters in marketing re$earch si tua tions. The 

cl~ssical discriminant analysis was based on two groups and con

tinuous data which are normally distx-ibuted,. When the distribu

tions involved, were not known, normal distributions were assumed, 

because of large enough sample sizes. 

We know, however, that this is an idealistic way of looking at the 

real situation of small samples, discrete data, continuous an~d1s

crete data mixed, ordinal discrete data, nominal data and so forth' 

which one so often, almost as a rule, encounters dealing with 

marketing research problems. 

This thesis U'ies to give a summary of the 91assicalapproach to 

discriminant analysis as well as some other: method.s in O~der to 

see whether the techniques available are appropriate for handling 

all these different types of data. as .well as the tYJ>ical small. 
samples.. As this field has been stUdied fair.ly well it ienot 

easy to even mention all possible techniques· (see section 5.4), 

but I think most of the basic methods have been touched. 

Studying all these techniques it has become evident that much of 

the present day marketing research data can. be ana lysed by means 
of the classical approach, even if the data are not normal conti-

nuous, but of an ordered nature (see sectioa ~.lO). If results 
. are not satisfactory then one can use more data-specified techniques 

as described in chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 has been included to show some of the relationships be

tween discriminant analysis and correspondence analysis, where the 

latter is not such a well-known, but very useful and interesting 
procedure. In this chapter, i.e. chapter 4 and section 5.3 the 

4/ .... 
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basic structure dtsplay of a data matrix was used to define thE! 

basic structures of the data ~tricesin cQrrespoodenceanalysis . 

and discriminant analysis. Note that~ correspondence analysis is 

well suited for the positive nature of the data one often finds in 

marketing research • 

. .. In chapter 5 two of the more COlll1lon problems in discriminant analysis 

(typical of multivariateanalysesr) ar(!l br~efly aiscussed and some 

other problems just mentioned. A very brief descriptiOD isgi ven , . 
, . 

of two typical problems in marketing research. In both cases the 

group sizes are fairly small and although a!moat no refinements, 

except for jackknifing, ''1a8 added to the basic programs, the rates 

of correct classification were more than satisfactory - especially 

in example 2. 

Finally same theoretical background and results are 9iven in the 

Appendix. 

c. Diagrammatically the text may be summatised as on the next . page: 
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" In general the following notation was U,SH unless specified 

otherwise: 

p number of variables in x -
variable/element i of vector ! 

x observation vector -
population i 

ni probability associated witbHi 
n(p,~,E) multivariate normal distribution with p variables 

in each vector observation 

ni' N;J. ,size of sample/population i 

W(p,q,E) The p-variate Wishart density with q 4egre~s 
, 

of freedom 

/).2 Mahalanobis's distance squared 

D2 Mahalanobis's sample distance squared 

A the matrix of sums of squares and cross products 

S the sample variance-covariance matrix 

~ (.) the cumulative normal distribution 

Epq=E:pxq a pxq matrix with all elements equal to 1 

diag (a l , ••• ,~) diaqonal matrix with diaqonal alements 

tr(A) 
a

l
, a 2 , ••• , ak 

trace of matrix A 

I' . 

' ... " 



Chapter I 

CLASSICAL DISCRIMINAT!ON 

1.1 Principles leading to a solution 

Initially we will discuss the case of twopopulations for e~se 
of notation. 

One of the principles which will help us to find·a procedure is 
the minimisation of the cost of misclassification of an obser
vation. There are other ways of tackling the problem as we 
shall see. For other short and easy readinq references refer 
inter alia to Press (1972), Johnson and Wichem 0.982) and 
P. Green (1978) • 

. 
Let us define a rule that will classify ~nq observations as 

I 

follows (Anderson, 1958): 

If an observation or individual is characterized by a certain set 
of values say !I = (xl' x2 ' x3 ' ••• , Xp)' it will be classified 
as from n11 if it has other values it is. classified as from n2 
where nl and n2 are the two populations. The classification 
thus depends on the vector of measurements !'= (xl'· x2 ' x3 ' ••• , xp )_. 
One can think in terms of a p-dimensional. space which is divided 
into two distinct regions Rl and ~ referring to nl and n2 res
pectively. 

Let us now distinguish between the two kinds of mi8classifica
tion errors with the corresponding costs of misclassification. 
The cost of classltying an individual as from n2 when it is in 
actual fact from nl is c(2/1»0 and the cost of classifying an 

individual from nl when it is in fact fro. n2 is 0(1/2»0. It 
is of interest to note here that the units of cost is arbitrary, 
because even tually it is only the ratio of the two cos ts that is 
important. Although these costs may not be known exactly, the 
statistician may have a rough idea of their magnitude. 

A good classification procedure is one whioh minimises the cost 

1.2/ ••• 
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of misclassification in some sense. 'Refer to table one for 

the appropriate costs. 

Decision 

nl Ra 
" 

I 

Population nl 0 c(21l ) 

n2 c{1/2) Of 

TABLE 1 

1. 2 The m!nimUDl cost pmoedure when a priori pobabilities ate 
known - A Bayes procedure. 

suppose the probability that one observat~on comes froll\ RI isql'

and from n2 is q2 where the denaity funct+~ of n1 is fl (~) and 

~at of n2 is f 2 (!). ! 

The probability of correctly clas$ifying an Qbservation from n l' 
,i. e. region RI in p-space is 

1.2.1 

where d! = dxl , dx2 , dx3 , ••• , dxp~ The
j
probability ofcorrectly 

classifying an observation from populatiozil R2 , l~e.region R2'in 
p-spaee is 

1.2.2 

The probability of miselassifylllg an Ob8et:Vation from n1 is 

,P(2/l,R) - '~ f1 (!)dx 1.2.3 

and the probability of miselassifying an ~bservat1onfrom n2 is, 

P(1/2),R) - 'a f 2 (x)dx 
1 '-

1.2.4 

1.3/ ••• 
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The leost of procedures P (1/1 ,.R) and P (2/2 ,a) is- zero as can be 

'(' seen from table one. 

The probability of drawing an observatiQtl'from nl and misclassi
fying it is Q1P(2/l,R). The probability of drawing an observa

tion from n2 ~ misclassifying it is Q2P(1/2,R) • 

, 
The expected total cost which must be minimised is: 

c(2/l)P(2/1,R)ql + c(1/2)P(1/2,R)q2 1.2.5 

The minimisation of this average loss is determined by di vidinq 

the space into regions Rl and R2 in such a way that the expected 
loss is as ,small as possible. 

Now 1.2.5 can be written as 

1.2.6 

Expression 1.2.6 for the expected loss can be minimised by 

minimising the probability of miaclaasification and this can 

be obtained by assigning to that population which has the higher 

·conditional costlt for each given vector!. Therefore, if 

we choose nl , otherwise we choose n2 • 

equality is arbitrary. 

The choice in case of 

Since minimisation is appUed at each point ,we minimise over 

the whole space • . 
The alternatives can be set out as follows: 

Choose Rl and R2 according to 

or 1.2.8 

1.4/ ••• 
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ft(!)c (:1/2 ) q2 
or f2t!J < C(2/l)ql 1~2.9 

, ,1.3.1 Class1fiCAtion into one of two knownmultivariate 
normal P9pulations 

'Observe the two mult1var1ate normal populations with equal 
covar1ance matrices, namely ~h .... n(p, l:!.lrI ) and !2 .. n(p, l:!.2,1:) 

where !i = (x1l , x12 , x13 , .' •• , XiP) and ili = (ll1l' lli2' 
ll13' ••• , lliP)· Let us assume initially that 1:1 = 1:2 = I. 

f l (!) 
Then 1t, follows that f (x) which can also be seen as a iikeli-

2 -
hood ratio (Morr1son, 1976), ~ be written as 

(2'11') -lJp I I ,-lJexp '-

= exp.[-IJ!'I-l ! + lJl!i1:-l!+ 1s!'I-l l!l

+ IJ!'I-l ! - 1J!'1:-l l!2 - 1J1!~E-1! + 

1.3.1.1 

1.3.1.2 

1.3.1.3· 

We call (l!1-l!2)'I-l ! the discriminant function and log A the 
classification function. 

e(1/2)q2 
In 1.2.8 let k • c(2/l)ql wh!.re the costs of misclassif.t:catiQn 

are equal and ql • Q2' then k - 1, i.e. log k = o. 
Then the classification regions aral 

Rl when log A ~ 0, 1.e. (l! -)! )'E-lx -1 2 - IJ (l:!.1-l!2l' 1:-1 (1!1-l!2J ~o 

R2 when log A < 0, i.e. -1 (1!1-1!2) 't !-
.... 1 

IJ (1!1-l!2) '1:{l!1 +}!2) <,0 

1.3.1.4 

1.5/ •• e, 
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i.e. 

Rl : (~1-~2) II-
1
! > ~(~1-~2) II-l(~l~~) 

-1 -1 
R2 : (~1-~2) II ! < ~(~1-~2) II (~1+~~) 1.3.1.5 

1.3.2 The correspOnding probab~11ties of !isclassification 
-1 -1 ' 

Let U = (l!1-l!2) II ! - ~(~1-~2) II (~1+~2) where !-n(p'~lt'I) of 
! is from n1 , then 

( ) I -1 1. ) I -1 - L -1 ) 
U -n (l!1-~2 I ~1 - "2(l!1-~2 I (~1+~2)' ,(l!l-~l) II l;I(~1-~2) , 

1.3.2.1 
i.e. 

U - n(~(~1-l:!2) II-l(~1-l:!2)' (l!1-l:!2) II-l(~1-~2») 1.3.2.2. 

. 1 
Let a~ =(l!1-~2)II- (l!1-l!2) where Ap is MaPalanobis's distance 
between n 1 and n2 , then 

u - n(~a~, A~) 

Similarly, if! ~ n(p, l:!2' I), then 

U - n(-~A~, A~) 

Taking into account the cost of misclassifi'cation and taking 

log k - c, then 

1.3.2.3 

P (2/1) - ~ i2n~p exp [.-~ ( z-~t.~) 2 / t.~ ] dz 1.3.2.5 

i.e •. 

1.3.2.6 

and 

P(1/2) = 1 - ~[(c+\A~)/apl 1.3.2.7 

'so that c can be solved and therefore the ~ptlDlW1l ratio for 

1.6/ •••• 
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Q2c (1/2) 
q

l
C(2/I) . can be determined in a mini-max8olution where 

,. 

c (1/2) (l-~ ( (C+;A~) lAp> )= 1.3.2.8 

using a method of trial and error in the·normal tables. 

1. 4.1 Classification into one of two mult1variate normal 
j; , 

popula~ions with the parameters tr 1:!l and l!2 unknOWQ -

a .sampling procedure 

When the parameters are unknown we would have liked to sUb

stitute for Yl' ~2 andt using the unbiased estimators. . If 
one wo.uld substitute them into 1.3.1.3, 1.3.1.4 and f~ther, 

there is no "basis for assuminqthat the principle of optimality 

with respect to cost is still applicable (Anderson, 1958). 

An appropriate method is Fisher's approach USing the union. inter

sectionprinc1pleof Ray (see Morrison, 1976 ) to obtain the 

maximum distance between centroids. 

Define the two multivariate normalpopulatlons as before with 

equal covariance matrices such that !l ... n (p, l!l' it) and 
_ 1 1 
!2 ... n (p, l!2' N t), then 

2 

-x --1 1.4.1.1 

i.e. 

1.4.1.2 

which is a univariate normal distribution for any non-zero 

! : pxl. 

Let S be the unbaised estimator for t, then 



= !'<!1-i2 ) (!1-!2) '! N1N2 
.A 'Si . Nl +N2 1.4.1.3 

Now (!l-~) (!1-!2)' is pxp and symmetrical, and S is pxp and 

symmetrical so that the maximum for t 2(a) exists where a is 
N N - . .. -

1 2 -1 - - - - I the eiqenvector of Nl+12 S (!1-!2) (!1-!2) , which corresponds 

with the largest eigen root and this maXtDlUll\ of t 2 Cil) equals 
N N 

the largest eiqen root of N
1 +i s-l (!1-!2h{!1-!2)' and equals 

N +N 12 
(!1-!2) 'S-1(!1-!2) N lN 2 == T2 and the cor~espondinq eiqen-

1 2 
-1 - - \ vector is S (!1-!2) =- !. (See Graybill,. 1969). 

We now have an ! such that t 2 (a) is maximised, i.e. the centroids 
of the two samples are thus determined that we have a "maximum" 

or "optimal" difference between them. 

Our index is thus . 
!'! = [s-1(!1-!2)]'! 

i.e. !'! =- (x -!z) ,s-lx .. y 1.4.1.4 --1 - -

.The mean value, of the indices of the two samples are now 
- - - -1- - - - ,-1- ' 
Yl == (!l-!z)'S !l and Y2 =- (!1-!2) S !2· 

The midpoint of these mean values on a discriminant function 

scale is 

.. 1.4.1.5 

from which we have our classification rule~ 

1--. $/ •.... 
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I . 

Allocate the individual with r.sponse ! 
I 

to population 1 1f (x -i )'S-lx > 
-1 -2 -

.- .. ,: -1 - -
Ij (!l ~!2-) 's (!l +.!2) 

_.. -1 - - ~ 

Ij(!l-~)'S (!l+!2)' 

i.e. sample units are allocated to that group nearest to 
it wi th respect to the mean score. 

- -

1.4.1.6 

Yl+Y2 
2 

is the value of a random variable and therefore the 
i 

rule can be summarised in the classification function: 

1.4.1.7 

where! is allocated to Hl if W~O and to population 2 if 
W<O. If log k,.O, this "optimal n rule for "maximum distance" 
would be changed by ~ subtraction of a constant. 

It is important to note that prior to the application of any 
classification rule, one should determine first whether the 
group centroids differ significantly, i.e. whether any allO'!
cation will have any meaning. For this Hotelling's T2 test 
measure can be applied: 

HO : ~l = ~2 against the alternative hypo~esis. Calculate 

2 N1N2 - - -1 - - Nl +N2-p-l 2 
T = N +N (!1-!2) 's (!1-!2) where F - (NL+N -2)p' • T 

1 2 ~ 2 
is distributed as .the F distribution with p and Nl +N2-p-l 
degrees of freedom if H is true. o -

1.4.2 Misclassification probabilities as.p~1at.a with 1.4.1 

Estimation of misclassification probabilities is difficult in 

such a case. 

1.9/ ••• 
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If ! ... n (p, l!l' t) then it follows that 

.. n (0,1) 

if ! is independent of !, i.e. 

P (2/1) = P (W<O) 

[
x la-1I1 8 - - ,1;1-

= P -----
{! 't! 

< \ (!1+!2) '!-~i!]!· 
{!'t! 

[
\(X +x ) la-1II a] _ ~ -1 -2 . - ~l-

{! it! 

and similarly 

__ ~(~2! -\ (!1+!2) I!] 
P (1/2) 'It 

'!'t! 

but t, 1!1 and l!2 are all unknown. 

Various estimates of Pl = P(2/l) and P2 = P(1/2) were 

suggested in Lachenbruch and Mickey (February, 1968) and 

are shown in IOOre detail in Kshirsagar (19712). We will 

have a look only at those estimates which ~re fairly 
_ 1 

1.4~2.l 

1.4.2.2 

1.4.2.3 

useful and common, i.e. the OS, U, U and "apparent" methods 

as described below. 

Lachenbruch et al. stated that if approximalte normality can 

be assumed then the OS and 6 met:ho~ are good, but if 

(!1-~)IS-l(!1-!2) • D2, the sample Mahalanbbis distance 
squared, is small (say < 1,0) or the sample: size i~ small 

relative to the number of para.ters,the OS method should 

not be used. 

used. 

In such a case the U or 0 method should be 

When normality is questionable and the samplle size is small 

1.10/ ••• 
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. I 
relative to the number ofvariableatha tl iJRethod should be 

used. 

(1) The OS method: 

Estimate 0 2 by OS = (m":p-3lD2 I (Nl +lS
2
-2) 

asymptotic expansion for the distr1~ution 

by Okamoto (1963) to estimate P1 an~ P2 • 

m = Nl+~. 

and use .the 

of W as given 

Note that 

(ii) The U method: 

Morrison (1976) describes the U method as follows: 

Calculate _for each observation !i from the k th sample'. 

Wi = {!i-\{!l+~ ~ N~-l (!i-ik) ]js~l{!l-~+ J~:i~(!i-ikl] 
1.4.2.4 

where 

-1 N1+N2-3 ( 1 Ck . . 1 1) 
S =s- + S- (x -it. ) (x .. i. ) 'S- . 
i. Nl +N2-2 1-Ck(!i-~)'S-1(!i-!k)' -i -It -i .... K 

Nk 
and ek = eN-!) (N +N -2)· In this formulation Nl +N2 k 1 2 i 

statistics are calculated, but with the particular individual 

observation omitted in the calculation of~e linear dis
criminant coefficients, means and aovarianqe matrix. 

I 

As before, if Wi;'O allocate to population 1 j -

i 
and if Wi <0 allocate to population 2.! 

I 
: 

The probabi 1i ties P 1 and P 2 are now estima ~ad by the proportion 
of misclassified cases for each group. 

I 
Note that for computational purpOses Wi can be expressed as 

1.11/ .' ••. 
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1.4.2.5 

This technique is simil'ar to the so-called .. jackknife" 

approach as described in Section 1.11. 'l'his is one of the 

reasons why it is fairly robust with respect to normality. 

For the derivation of these Wi'S refer to Kshlrsaqar (1972) keepinq 

in mind that Kshirsaqar's S is equivalent to our A. 

(iii) TheU method: 

Unlike the U method which is notinfluencedaharply by A. 

deviation from normality, the ij method depends explicitly 

on the assumption that the linear discriminant variate is 

normally distributed. 

Compute 

where 
Nk 

sk
2 

- N:-Lr. t Wik-Wk ftk~J,. i=l 
k III 1, 2 

'usinq the scores in 1.4.2.4 and 1.4.2.5"then the esti-' 

mates will be 
,., ,., 

1.4.2.6 

1.4.2.7 

The derivation of this can be found in Kshirsaqar (1972). 

1.12/ ••• -•. 
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'~, (iv) The resubsti tution' method:, 

This method provides us, with the estimated error rate which 
is commonly known as the "apparent" error ra:te. What the 
method obtains, is the ratio of misclassified observations 
where the classification function was determined on all Nl +N2 . 
elements and by resubstituting the observations by means of ' 
which these calculations had been made~ This technique is 
often misleading and gives estimates of P 1 and P 2 that are 
too optimistic, i.e. too small, as the same observations are 
used to compute the classification function and also to evaluate 
its performance which obviously results in biased reSUlts. 

Another not often used technique is to split the samples into 
two groups. Do all the calculations on the one group, i.e. 
use it as a training set. Assess the performance of the 
resulting function using the other group. This is not always, 
practical as total sample sizes are often relatively small 
which disencourages the further decrease of the number of 
observations for calculation purposes in both cases. 

Much work has been done on the estimation of error rates, with 
respect to already classified observations as well as new re
sponses. Confidence intervals have been detei'mined for the 
misclassification probabilities (see Lachenbruch, 1967). 
Sayre (1980) derived some actual and asymptotic error rates 
under certain conditions. A summary of some of the latest 
developments in this respect may be found in Oillon (1979). 

Kshirsagar (1972) posed the classification also as a reqression 
problem. 

1 - 1 where BpXq is a pxq matrix Let ! • -XE l' ~=-YE 1 nl n l n2 n2 
with all el8JI\8Dts equal to 1. Let X

pxnl and Y xn p 2 
be the 

sample observations from nl and n2 respectively with n(p'}!i'}:) 

1.13/ ••• 
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.populations. Let! be the Observation: to be classified. Then 

s 

Using the eX~I~ion as given it follows that , 

1n~~2 !! - n(p,In~~2 ~, El 

Note that fl1i!li. d is indepeit1: of A where Viij!R2-

Therefore, g and S are unbiased estimates oif & and t. 

Then Fisher's discriminant function becomes' 

1.5.1 

,and is known as the sample discriminant fun~tion. 

Now, using the same notation, define the duiuny variable ~ as 

~ - ~l if an individual belongs to nli 

- ~2 . if an individual belongs to n2t 1.5.2 

and we can write 

where 
and 

1.5.3 

I 

! is the vector of measurements for the individual, 
! 

1.14/ ••• 
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(l = 1.5.4 

i . 

so that E (!) - l:!1 when t=A1 and. E (!) -l:!2~en t = ).2. 

From this it can be seen that 1.5.3 can bel looked upon as 
the regression equation of ! on t. 

The problem however, is to predict t giveni! in order to be 
able to decide whether to assign the indlv!dual to R1 or tt2 , 

not the opposite. We must find the regression of t on !. 

, 

Observe the following table 2 for the N - ~l+n2 observations 
on x 

Variable Observations on the ObserJa tions on the < 
I . 

nl individuals from Rl n2 l~dividualS from R2 

x x Y 

1-

TABLE 2 

I 
. The matrix of corrected sums of sq\Wlres and! sumaof products 
of all the n1+n2 - N observations on !, I is 

[X : Y] [I - ~ ~] [X : Y]' 
• • 

1 . 1 n 1n 2 = X(1 - - E )X' + Y(1 - - E . )Y' ~ dd' n1 n1n2 - n2 n2n2 n1+n2 --

= A + n1n2 gg' 
n 1+n2 

i 
I , , . 

1.5.5 -

1.15/ ••• 
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The matrix of the corrected sumS of productts of ! with ~ is 

~l ' t 
[X : Yl (I - N Erm)[ h 1 El : h2' Eln ] 

• n 1 • 2 • 

1.5.6 

The matrix of the sums of squares of observations of· ~ is 

'Let the regression of ~ on ! now be 

,where we use the method of least squares td minimise the 
sum of squares of c!.viations of ~ from its :regression. 

2 satisfies the normal equations 

1.5.7 ' 

1.5.8 

Then 

1.5.9 

using 1.5.5, 1.5.6 and 1.5.7. From this npw follows that 
I 

1.5.10 

Take now into account that1) 

1.16/ ••• 
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1.5.11 

1.5.12 ' 

Equation 1.5.10 now reduces to 

1.5.13 

where D! - ~'s-l~, so that 2 isproportio~al to A-lg and 

thus b'x to a'x, the sample discriminant f~ction. Apart 
from ; ~onst~; of proportionality thedi.Jriminant and 
regression functions are similar and will lead to the same 
classification procedure as before. 

At this stage the following questions may ~ll be asked: 

(i) Are these b i values valid? 

(ii) How do we test before hand for the h~pothesis ~1=~2? 

Thus let us take the die'cussion a little fdrther, because 
: 

if Itl = Y2 there is not really any sense in trying to di.s-

crim1nate with respect to centroids. Further we would like' 
to be able to apply a hypothesis test to each b i • 

The regression sum of squares of t on x is -
1.5.14 

1.17/~ •• 
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1.5.15 

because «nl +n2-2)A-l g) '5!=5!'s-lg = o! ' so that we have the 
following ANOVA table. 

Regression of ~ on, ! 

Source d.f. Sums of squares F 
. 

nl n2 nl +n2-p-l'. n l n2 02 
SSR(x) p nl n2 )2 

n1+n2 p p n l +n
2

, 
, - (A -A n l +n2 2 nl+~-2 ,', 1 n1n2 02 n1 +n2-2 + nl +n2 p 

Error n l +n2 
n ln2 2 n1+n2-2 

S.S. -p-l n l +n2 
(A l -A2) • n ln2 02 nl +n2-2 + n1+n2 p 

n1n2 Total nl +n2-l 2 
nl +n2 

(Al-A2 l 

TABLE 3 

There is no association between! and ~ if i • 0, i.e. if 

l!1=~2· 

Although the basic assumptions in a standard regression 
analysis are not satisfied - i... the dependent variable ~ 
must have a normal distribution and the independent variable 
x must be fixed - it can be proven that the hypothesis 

1 •. 18/ ••• 
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. can be tested by 

1.5.16 ' 

where F has the P distribution with p and nl+n2-p-~ degrees of . 

freedom when ·,!Il =..!:'2' i. e. when ~;;.o. 

For further information regarding the distribution of 02 
p 

refer Appendix B. 

At this point it is interesting to note the relationship 

between Hotelling's ~2, MahalanObis's p2 and Pisher's R2 

where R is the multJple correlation coefficient between t 
and ! (Lachenbruch, 1968). 

R2 = reqres.ion s.s. 
total S.S.' 

and from this follows directly that 

1.5.17 

1.5.18 

1.5.19 . 

1.5.20 

This is handy because hypothesis tests OD R2 ~y measure 
the discriminating ability as determined by the 'regression 

_thod. 

1.19/ ••• 
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A further point of interest is ~h8 f.ct that A 1 and 12 are .. 
. never used in test 1.5.16 so that one can use more convenient 

values like A1 = 1 and A2 = 0 or 1, -1, etc~ FisheXl used 

n -n 
A = 2 and A = 1. from which follow. 8 that A1-.A

2 
:;; 1. 1 n 1+n2 2 n l +n2 

and g = O. For a full discussion of this result refer Anderson 

(1958) • Different choices of A1 and A2 yield different values 

of e, but all such e's are proportional to each other and to 

a ' x. This however doesn't matter in discrlminan t an a !:ysis , . 

as we have to standardise the discriminant fun·ction by cti-

. viding by its standard deviation before using it (see Johnson 

andWichern, 1982) • , 

This difference between regression and discrilllina~ion is im

portantl the reqression coefficients are unique·while the 

discriminant coefficient.s are not. - only their ratios are 

unique. 

In st.andard least. square theory Var q~) i8 equal to 

(A + n l n 2 dd,)-la2 where a2 is the variance of t and is 
n1+n2 --

estimat.ed from the analysis of v.r1ance t.ab1.. This is 

not t.rue here. because t is not. normally dist.ribut.ed. If 

we however wr1te 

= (A + n l n 2 dd') -1 S.S.E. 
n l +n2 -- n1+n2-p-l 

nn 
1 2 (A -A ) 2 

nl +n2 1 2· 
. n

l
+n

2
-p-i . 

1.20/ •••• 
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then 

to test the significance of b i • 

For the derivation of the covariance matrix of 2 see 
Kshirsagar (1972), Kenda11 (1982) or Appendix o. 

1. 6.1 Tests associated with discriminant analysi$ 

1.6.1.1 Notation 

1.5.21 

1.5.22 

Kshirsagar (1972) as well as Rao (1966) paid attention to the 
different tests which may be applied to a discriminant ana1yais. 
The notation as well as the tests are taken from these two 
re ferences • 

02 = d's-ld is Maha1anobis's sample distance squared 
p - -

with distribution of 0 2 given by p 

with 

i.e. o! is not unbiased as an estimator for ~, the 

1.6.1.1.1 

1.6.1.1.2 

1.21/ ••• 
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> population Mahalanobis 

distribution of o!. 
dis tance. See Appendix B for tbe· 

Therefore an unbiased estimator for 11 2 is p 

(nl +n2-2) - fp-l) 0 2 _ (nl +n2 )p 
n l +n2-2 pnl n2 

Partition !, ~, L, g, A, ! as follows: 

x == f!lJ k §. 

~ [t1 - !;. p-k 

a == 
I-1i l:~.l k 

d =[' d 1 ] - ~ ~. 
!2 p-k 

k 

p-k 

k 

p-k 

L l ~ ~~ .~. ~ ~~. ] k . 
A l ~~~ .~. ~~~ · ] 

L21 : L22 p-k A21 : A22 
• • 

k p-k 

with 2 and §. as defined before. 

-1 a == L21tll 

(p-k) Xk 

k p-k 

Further, let 

B == 

k 

p-k 

-1 
L22 •1 • L22-L21tllL12 

-1 
A22 •1 == ~2-~lAllA12 

(p-k) x (p-k) (p-k) x (p-k) 

1.6.1.1.3 

1.6.1.1.4 

1.22/ ••• 
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• 

1.~2· 

• -1 . 
-Sl:22.1 

................ . -.- ............. . 

and 

-1 
A = 

k 

• 
• 

With respect to ~~ we can write 

~2. == 0 'l:-10 
P - -

p-k 

k 

p-k 

, -1 • -1 : ,-1· 

= [~~l ,[~~~~:~~~:~~ ... ~ ... :~:~2 .. ~:~]. [.-_:2~1 
12] -E22 • I S ~ 1 22 •1 u ] 

1.6.1.1.5 

- [li(Eii + S·t;~.IS) -6~ti~.~-liS·EI2.1 ~ 15E;:.I] 
• 

o[ .. a, ... ] ..... . .,:.. ~ . 

§
·.2 

Similarly 

2 2 -1 
Dp == Ok + (g2-B41)' S22.1(~2-sg1) 1.6.1.1.7 

with 822 . 1 == li
1
!n

2 
~2.1' and A:, 0:. aretb.e t~ueand 

"studentised" squared d1atancea·between n1 ana n2 based on 

1.2" ..... 
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the first k variables in !10l'11y. The increase in tbe dis

tance between III andlla due to variables ~+l ' ••• , xp over 
the distance based on xl' ••• , ~ is given by 

6 2 
- 6 2 = (0 -Ba ) '1:-1 (_02-Bo_1) p k -2 -1 22.1 

with unbiased estimate D~-D~ from 1.6.1.1.3 as 

1.6.L1.B 

1.6.1.1.9 

1.6.2 Several hypotheses and' an appropriate test measure 

HI: ak+ 1 = ••• = ap = 0, 1.6.2.1 

i.e. !2 = Q where ! = 1:-1~ is the coefficient vector of the 
discriminant function a'x and! is partitioned as in 1.6.1.1.4. 

"-

From 1.6.1.1.5 it follows that 

-1 -1 
!2 = - 1:22.1B~1 + 1: 22 •1 22 

-1 
- 1: 22 •1 (~2 - B~l) 1.6.2.2 

so that HI is equivalent to 

1.6.2.3 

when !a = Q, or equivalently H2 : E (!2/!1) is the same in 

both III and 112 • 

Further, from 1.6.1.1.6 HI and H2 are both equivalent to 

1.6.2.4 

1.24/ ••• 
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i.e •. t\~ - A~ .. 0 with the test me.sure 

1.6.2.5 

where F has the ,F distribution with p-k and (n1+n
2
-2}-(p-1) 

degrees of freedom if HI' H2 or 8 3 is valid. 

HI' H2 and H3 all accepted means that the variab1ee 
~+1' ••• , xp do not have any discriminating ability once 
xl' ••• , ~ have already been considered. 

Consider also the fo1~owing hypothe8es: 

i.e. 

or 

or 

H 4 : E (!2 ) is the s &me in n 1 and n 2' gi ven that 

. E (!l) is the same in n1 and n2 , 

H4 : ~2 = Q, given ~1:= 0, 

H5 : t\~ = 0, given t\~ := 0, 

H6 .: t\~k - 0, given t\~ := 0 

2 d A2 = ~ 't'-1~ where t\p_k is base on~, viz. ~p-k ~2~22~2· 

This can beswamarised: If H4 , HS or ft, is true, then 
from 1.6.1.1.6 we have that 42 - Ilk

2 and 1.6.2.5 is . p , 
applicable again. 

1.6.2.6 

1.6.2.7 

1.6.2.8 

1.6.2.9 ' 
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Note that if !l has the same mean in both populations, !l 

is known as the vector of concomi ttan t variables or anei lliilry 
variables. They have no discriminating ability by the~ 
selves, but in the presence of other variables having diS
criminating ability, these ancillary variables, on account 

of their correlations with the main variables, may pro,vide 

additional discrimination. In practice, however, when the 
correlations are unknown and have to be estimated from data, 

there may be loss of information, unless the correlations 
are high. (Rao, 1966). 

A very special case worth pointing out is when k=p-l, in which 
case we wish to determine if a single specified variable has 

di~criminating power. The F statistic will have the F dis
tribution with land n l +n2-p-l degrees of freedom or 

equivalently the t 2 distribution with n l +n2-p-l degrees of 
freedom. Significant values for 1.6.2.5 would lead to the 

conclusion that the measurement '\> is, needed for discriminatory 
power. For further information see Berenson, Levine and 
Goldstein (1983). 

1.7.1 Discrimination in the case of more than two populations 

Let Hi' i == 1, ••• , m be m populations with. density functions 
Pi (!) respectively. We want to partition our space of obser
vations into m mutually exclusive and exhaustive regions 

Ri' i == 1, ••• ,' m. Define the cost of misclassifying an 
observation from Hi as cOming from nj by c(j/i). The 
probability of this misclassifieation is 

P (j/i,R) == J Pi (!)d! 
Rj 

Then the conditional expected cost of miselassi fying an 
! from Hi into anyone of Hj , j == 1, ••• m but jJ'i, is 

1.7.1.1 

1.26/ ••• 
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m 
1: 

j=1 
j~i 

c(j/i) P(j/i,R) 

1.26 

I 

Let the a priori probabilities for Ri be a~ before, i.e. 

qi' i=l, ••• , m. Then the totalexpeotedj10ss is 

m 'm 
1: qi {1: c(j/i) P(j/i,R)l 

i=l j=l J 
j~i 

1.7.1.2 

1.7.1.3 

Our aim is to partition R' into RI' ••• , 1\n: in order to make 

1.7.1.3 a minimum. 

The conditional probability of an Observatton ! as cominq 

from Ri is 

qiPi (!) 
m 
1: qkPJt(!) 

i=l 

I 
So that if we classify the observation U from Rj then 

the expected 108S ls 

qiPi(!) 
m 
t qkPk (!) 

k-1 

• e(j/U 

1.7.1.4 

1.7.1.5 

We minimise this expected loss 1f Wemin1'Se the numerator, 

i.e. 

m 
1: qtPi(!) e(j/i), 

i-1 
l~j 

1.7.1.6 

1.,27/ ••• 
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i.e. we must oalculate 1. 7.1.6 for all j and select that j 

which gives a mini_um - if two or more different indices 
give a minimum the choice is arbitrary. Assign! to Rj 
according to the "minimum" choice. 

Follow this 'procedure for each! so that an observation is 
classified as from IT j if it falls in Rj • 

This argument can be summarised as follows: 

If qi is the a priori probability o~ drawing an observation 

from population ITi with density Pie!), i=l, ••• , m and if 
the cost of misclassifying an observation from ITi as from 
IT. is C(j/i), then the regions of classification, Rl , ••• , Rm 

J . . ' . 
that minimise the total expected cost of misclassification 
are defined by assigning ! to ~ if 

m 
~ qiPi(!) c(k/i) < 

i=l 
:l:J'k 

m 
~ qiPi{!) c(j/i), 

i=l 
i;j 

j=l, ••• I m1 

1.7.1.7 

If 1.7.1.7 holds for all j{j1'k) except for h indices and 
the inequality is replaced by equality for those indices, 
then this observation can be assigned to any of the (h+l) 
populations. If the probability of equality between right 
hand and left hand sides of 1. 7.1.7 is zero for each k and j 

under IT j for each i, then the minimising procedure' ~s unique -
except for sets of probability zero. Refer Anderson (1958) 
for further detail. 

Let C(j/i)=l for all i and j (i~j), then in ~ 

m 
~ qiPi(!) 

i=l 
iJ'k' 

m 
< ~ qiPi(!)' 
i-l 
iJ'j 

VjJ!'k 1.7.1.8 
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This however, means that the term excluded from the 1eft

hand side is bigger than the term excluded from the right

hand side, 1. e. 

q.p.(x)< qkPk(x), 
) ) - - Vj~k 1.7.1.9 

or 

1n q.p.(x) < 1n qkPk(x), 
) J - -

1.7.1.10 

In this form the observation ! is in Rk if k is the index 

for which qiPi(!) is a maximum; i.e. ITk is the most 
probable population. 

If a priori probabilities are not available we define an 

expected loss on the condition that the observation comes 

from a given population. The conditional expected loss if 

the population is from ITi is 

m 
~ c(j/i) P(j/i,R) 

j=l 
j~i 

1. 7 .1.11 

Let us apply _this to a number of multivariate normal 

popu1ations as described inter alia in Johnson and Wichern 

(1982) • 

Let 

with c(i/i) = 0, c{k/i) = 1, k~i, i.e. the misc1assification 
costs are equal and a priori probability qi. 

Allocate ! to ITk when 

1n qkPk (!) = 1nq~ ~\p1n.(2'IT) - ~ln I ~k I - ~ (!-l!k) • ~;1 (!-}!) 

1. 7.1.13 

1.29 
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Allocate to rrk if for all i=l, ••• , m, k;i 

kD~ (!) ~ i D~ (!) 

ite. 

o < kD~ (!) - iD~ (!) 

=-(Yk-~i) 'E-1! - ~(~k-~i)'t-1{~k-~i) + In(~) 
qi 

Write Uki for the left-hand side of 1.7.1.20 so that Uki 
defines region 1\. 

qi 
If the costs of misc1ass1ficat.ion are equal, then 1n(qk) 

1.7.1.19 

1.7.1.20 

will fall away. This then is the most common form of the 

discriminant function, because the a priori probabilities 
are often difficult to determine. 

Note also that 

Uki = -Uik 1.7.1.21 

In the usual case where the covariance matrix is unknown -
if a common one is assumed - and ~1' i-1, ••• , m. are . unknown , 

A,.-. ,..._ 

the sample statistics are used where Yk - !t arid ~i a !i and 

m 
E (ni -1)8 i and 8 - .i
m
_-.1 ______ __ 

• Then one can determine 
t n -m 

1-1 1 
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and allocate to fik if 

qi 
~i(!) ~ In(--), 

qk 

r.3!' 

1.7.1.22 

1.7.1.23 

Here we have formed hyperplanes beca~e Uik (!) is a linear 
combination of the components of ! so that we find in fact 
the regions which are separated by these hyperplanes. 

As in the two class case we have that the estimation of the 
population parameters may mean that the ,sample classification 
rules are not any longer necessarily optimal. ~eir perfor-

. . 
mance can however still be estimated using Lachenbruch'shold-
out procedure as described earlier. 

If ni:) is the number of misclassified hold-out observations 
in the i th group, i=l, ••• , m, then an estimate of the ex
pected actual error rate, E'(AER), is provided by 

m (H) 
1: niM " i-l E (AER) = 1.7.1.24 m 
1: ni i-l 

where 8 refers to "hold-out" and M to "miselassified". For 
further detail refer to section 1.4.2. 

We must ·emphasise, however, that rather strong assumptions 
of multivariate normality and equal covariances are involved. 
Before implementing a linear classification rule, 
ti ve assumptions should be checked in the order: 
normality, then equality of covariances. If one 

these ten ta
Multivariate 
or both of 

these assumptions are Violated, improved classification is 
probably possible if data is first suitably transformed. 

1.32/ ••• 
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The quad~atic rules are an alternative to classification with 
linear discriminant functions. The former are appropriate 
if normality appears to hold but .the assumption of equal. 
covariance matrices is 'seriously violated. The assumption 
of normality however, seems to be more critical for quadratic 
rules than linear rules. If doubt exists as to the appro
priateness of a linear or quadratic rule, both rules can be 
constructed and their error rates examined using Lachenbruch's 
hold-out procedure. 

, 

1. 7.2 The use of· oneway MANOVA, regression analysis and 
canonical correlations to diminish dimensions in the case 
of a large number of variables as well as a large number 
of discriminant functions 

Johnson and Wichern (1982) stated that the use of MANOVA, 
, 

regression analysis and canonical correlations to diminish 
dimensions in discriminant analysis is the. result of the 
need to obtain a reasonable representation of the populations 
that involves only a !!! linear combinations of the observa

tions, such as !l'!' !2'! etc. 

Although the primary purpose of discriminant analysis is 
to separate populations, it can also be used to classify 
new observations. For the basic theory it is not necessary 
to assume that the k populations are multivariate normal, 
but in order to be able to apply the hypothesis tests for 
a possible decrease in dimensions we shall assume normality 
It 1riJ~, however essential that we have pxp var. -covariance 
matrices of full rank, i.e. tl = .•. =tk = t. 

We shall first of all define and derive the one way MANOVA 
notation and technique. The reason for this is that it 
supplies us with a relative easy check on whether the 
means are different so that a di.scriminant analysis is 
applicable. If so, we use this technique in combination 
with regression analysis and canonical correlation to dis
criminant between observations "as well as to diminish-the 
dimensions if possible. 
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1.7.3 Oneway MANOVA 

Consider the k p-variate normal populations n , a=l, ••• , k a 
with equal variance-covariance matrices (see Kshirsagar, 1972) • 

. Let q = k-l and let 

1!1 = 1.7.3.1 

where the k independent samples are random of size n 
a ~ 

from population a, a = 1, ••• , k. The r th observation 

of the i th variable of the a th population is .indicated by 
xira (i=l, ••• , PI r=l, ••• , na , a=l, ••• , k). 

X : pxn is the matrix of the n sample observations from a a a 
na and 

XpxN = [ Xl · X2 
• • · . ....... 

• · ~] p 

· n l n 2 ...... 
is the matrix of all N = nl + ••• +.~ observations. 

n = N-l and as before 

x = .Lx E a=l, ... , k 
-a n a na , a 

and 

A = X (I..LE )X' a=l, ... , a a n n n a a a a 

Further we have that 

- 1 !ex - n ( p , Ha' In E ) 
a 

is indepentently distributed from A where 
a 

A _ W(p, n -1, E) 
a a a=l, ••• ,k 

k 

All these distributions are independent, because the k 
samples are all independent. Then 

1.7.3.2 

Let 

1.7.3.3 

1.7.3.4 

1.7.3.5 

1.7.3.6 
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k 
'A = t Aa'" W(p, n-q, t) 

i=l 

1.34 

k 
keeping in mind that n-q = (N-1) - (k-1) = N-k - t 

a=l 
is the total degrees of freedom. 

1.7.3.7' 

(n -1) a . 

Note that A is independently distributed from !a, a=l, ••• , k 
and holds irrespective of H being true or not. o 

Define a new matrix of observations 

as Gkxk is orthogona1 where 

and 

r '. 
G' = l~l 

q 

..... 
• 

1 

is any orthogonal matri~ with 

1.7.3.8 

1.7.3.9 

1.7.3.10' 

1.7.3.11 

When one takes the dis,tribution in 1.7.3.3 and the form 
of U in 1.7.3.9, then it follows from the independence 
of i , a-1, ••• , k that U is distributed as follows, viz. -a 

(2 '11') -\pk It I-\k e xp [-\trt-1 (U-E (0) ) (U.,..E (U) ) , ru 1.7.3.12 
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whereas the transfromation 1.7.3.8 has the Jacobian IGlk::;:l 
it follows that the transformed form of Uas in 1.7.3.8 
leads to 

When Hois true, i.e. l!a=}!' 0.=1, ••• , k, ~ 

E(Z) = E(U)G' 

= [{nl l! :{n
2 

}!: 0 ••• : 1 G' Ink l!J • • • 

= }!o[{nl , {n2 , •• • 0' {~ ]G' 

= 1:!o/N h'G' 

= l!0,IR [ 0, 0, 0, ... , 0, l} 
ro ·0 0 o o. fr}! ] = . - . . .. l- . -' . . 1. 7.3.14 

Note that this result is dependent on the condition Ho. 

From this follows that ~, 0.=1, ••• , q(~~k) are independently 
distributed as n(p, Q, E) under Ho. Obvi,ously !kis also 
normally distributed but with non~zero mean. 

At this staqe we have A which has the W(p, n-q,E) distri
bution as well as 

q 
B = E 0 ~~ 

0.=1 
1.7.3.15 

1) 
(ZG-E(ZG» (Z-S(ZG» '=(Z-E(Z) )00' (Z-E.(Z» '-(Z·E(Z» (Z-E(Z})' 
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Keeping HO and the distributions of !~, a -1, ... , k in mind, 
- as well as the fact that the z ·s are func.tions of x , 

-cl -a 
a-l, ••• , k which are all independent of A, we know that A 
and B are independent with the distribution of B being 

W(p, q, 1:) 1.7.~.i6 

which is a real Wishart distribution if q~p, but the pseudo
Wishart distribution if q<p. 

From Appendix C it follows that 

A = A(n, p, q) = 11!~1 1.7.3.17 

has the Wilks A(n, p, q) distribution when~ver HO is true 
and can therefore be used as a tes.t measure for HO' which 
will be rejected at the lOOa% level of significance when
ever 

-{n-~(p+q+l)}lnA > W (n, p, q) . a 

= Ca(p, q, M)X~(X) , M =- n-p-q+l, 

as ,defined by Bartlett - the left-hand side of 1.7.3.18 

1.7.3.18 

'2 
being approximately distributed as a X distribution with 
pq degrees of freedom and a correction factor on the riqht-
hand side obtained by.Shatzoff(1966). Tbe latter should be re

ferred to whenever wa(n, p, q) > X~q(a). For more detail 

refer to Kshirsagar. 

Note that B is the "between groups" matrix of sums of squares and. 

products while A is known as the "within groups" matrix of sums 
of squares and prod uc ts, i. e • 

q 
B- 1: zz· 

a=l -a-a 

= ZZ' - z z' -k-k 

- UG'GU' - Ohh'O --
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k n k n 
= UU'- (~ ~ x ) (~ ~ x ) 

a&:l IN -a a=l IN -a 

k 
= ~ 

a=l 

k 

n X x' a-a-a - Nxx' -

= ~. n (i -x) (i -i) t 
a-a- -aa=l 

-! = 

From this we can now construct the multivariate analysis 
of variance table: 

1.7.3.19 

1.7.3.20 

Source of variation d.f. Matrix of 8.8. and S.P. 

Between groups q B 
Within groups n-q A 

Total .. n A+B ~ 

TABLE 4 

If Ho' is not true we can carry on wi.th the discriminant 
analysis - otherwise we may be wasting our time and effort. 

Before we go further, it is good to have a look at the im
plications of the decision that ~ is not true, i.e. 
E(z )~O, a=l, ••• , k. Then -a 

1.7.3.21 
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but" var (z )= t and from the distribution of !"., a =1, ••• ," k -a ~ 

it follows that 

1.7.3.2'2:" 

is known as the noncentrality matrix which becomes the null 

matrix under H. 0 can thus be seen as a measure of de-o 
parture from H • 

o 

From the distributions of A and 8 follow that 

E (A) = (n-q) 1: 

and 

E (B) = q1: +1:0 

= q1: + A 

( James, 19 SS). For more detail see Kshirsagar. 

lemma in Appendix B. 

1.7.3.23 

i.7.3.24 

See 

Thus n~ anCl ~ prov1.de indepent •• timates of twhen ~ is 

true. Wilka 'a A compares th,se two estimates .and p~ovides 

a test of Ho which, if rejected initiates tbe cUscriminant 
analysis of the data. 

Use 1.7.3.24 and then an unbiased estimate of 0 according to 
the above-mentioned leJlltla is given by 

1.7.3.26. 

We will see more a!)out this in section 1~7 .:5. 

1.7.4 The MANOVA problem aa a raF.saion problep 

The one way MANOVA problem can be expressed as a regression 

1.39/ ••• 
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problem. Again we gain nothing in itself doing a regression 
analysis, but if Ho of 1.7.3 is rejected, then the basic 
theory gives us more tnsight into our group centroids. 

Use the q dummy variables Yl' ••• , Yq where 

x is from IT - a 
= 0 otherwise, a=l, ••• , q 

From this we then have that 

so that 

a=l, ••• , q 

= l!k 

when! comes from ITk since all the y's are zero in the 
latter case. Then we have further that 

with 

1.7.4.1 

1.7.4.2 

1.7.4.3 

1.7.4.4 

1.7.4.5 

Then Ho : ~l = ••• =l!k is similar to Ho : 8=0 so that the 

hypothesis test applicable in regression analysis may be 
applied in this case to see whether it is worthwhile 
carrying on with a discriminant analysis. 

Corresponding to the matrix Xa of the na observations on 

x from IT , we have now the matrix Y :.qxn ·of "observations" - a . ' a . a 
on i. The matrix of all N observations on i is then 

' •. ;;:.; .•.• \,; .•. ~.; ..•. '.'.j j ~:~~-'~~~.~:.::-' 
.;, 

; ... ' .. : .•.. ;. ~. '.: 

). ~ 
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. . . .. Y , 
q JqxN 

where Y = 
Cl 

o with the l's in the Cl th row. 

11 ••• 11 

o 

Define now the matrices, with J = I - N-1 ENN ; 

C = XJX', C xx xy = XJY', C
yy = YJY' 

so that 

= f n (~X): · n (x -x) ] Cxx = A+B, C . .. • xy L 1 - - • • q -q -

1. 7.4.6 

1.7.4.7 

1. 7 • 4.8 

Cyy = diag (nI' ... , n
q

) - ~[n1' ... , " [ nqJ nI' . . . , nq ] 

therefore 

-1 
C 

yy 
. . . , 

= C - C c-1 C xxxy yy yx 1. 7.4.9 

which are found in the regression analysis of ! on l!: and" 

is exactly the same as table 4 in section 1.7.3. 

Source d. f. s.s. and S.P. matrix 

c-1 C " A 

Regression of x on l!: q B = C = S Cyy S ' xy yy yx 

Error A C Cxx - C -1 C n-q = = C 
xx.y xy yy yx 

Total n A + B = C xx 

TABLE 5 
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s = rank en) = rank (td = un 1.7.5.3 

But B is a pxq matrix so that 8<p,q whichever is the smaller. 

If one can determine the rank of,one of the above-mentioned 
matrices, part of our problem is solved. In practise, 
however, these" matri,ces are unknown and s_ must be estimated 

"" " 
I from samples from which 0, f1 or B may be determined. 

We know, however, from 1.7.3.26 that n = (n-q-p-l)A-ls-qI • 
p 

Even if the number of non-zero roots is s, more than s roots 
will (may) be non-zero because it 1s an estimation only. 
Assuming n to be large enough one may accept that the first 

A 

s roots will be significant, so that s equals the number of 
-1 significant-roots of (n-q-p-l)A B-qlp • 

If Ai are the roots, they will satisfy 

I (n-q-p-l)A-1B-qI -AI I = 0 p p 

or when r2 = A+q h 
n-p-l+A ' t en 

I (n-q-p-1)A-1B - qI - AI I = 0 p p 

I (n-q-p-l) B - qA - AAI = 0 

I (n-p-l+A) B-(q+A) B ..; (q+.A) AI = 0 

I q+A () I - n-p-l+A B+A + B = 0 

- r2 (B+A) + BI = 0 

or 

1. 7.5.4 

1.7.5.5 

1.7.5.6 
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2 . 
so that the roots r i ' i==l, ••• ,f; f = min (p, q) are 

the squares of the sample canonial correlations between 

the random variables ! and the dummy variables I defined in 

1.7.4.1. 

The tests of significance 'fordet~rmin1ng the number of sig';' 

n1ficant roots in the case of canonical correlations may be 

used as it is briefly described: 

For each value of s prepare the table 6 , starting with s=l 

and use the X2 test as shown sequentially until a non

significant result is achieved. 

Source d.f. 2 
X 

1st s roots pq- (p-s) (q-s) - m ln ~ (l-rf) 
i=l 

Remaining roots (p-s) (q-s) - m ln ~ (l-rf) 
i==s+l 

rrotal pq - m ln A (n,p,q) 

TABLE 6 

The dimensionality of the group means is then inferred from 

the number of significant roots of 1.7.5.5 'using the criterian 

..; = - (n - 1s (p+q+l) ) ln 1.7.5.7 

f 
where IT (l-r~) = Ai (n,p,q) for testing the hypothesis 

i=stl 

that the dimens10nality of the space spanned by ~, a==l, ••• , k 

is s. See also section 1.8 for a detailed. description of 

Wilks's Stepwise procedure. 
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We can look at this measure as the total "distance" measured 
s 

by r o~ = tr(r-l~) = tree) or alternative measures in order' 
i=l 

to use the x2_ criterion. Note that 1f s=p we have Pillai' s V 
or Rotelling's generalised T2. 

1.7.6 How to determine the number of si2Pificant discriminant 
functions 

In the case of two groups Fisher's discriminant function was 
obtained by maxill\ising the ratio of the "between groups S.S." 
to the "within groups S.S. 11 in the analYSis of variance of an 

arbitrary linear function!:. '!. Here we are going to do 
something similar. 

Assume k p-variate normal populations lIa' a=l, ••• , k with 
means Ya and equal variance-covariance matrix r. From table 6 
in section 1.7.3 it follows that for! and a linear combination 
R. ' x, we wan t to maximise R. 'BR. /R. ' AR. • We mus t the re fore find - ~ ~ - - ~ 

the R. which-will maximise R.'BR./R.'AR. or for that matter - - - - -
&.' B&/&.' (A+B) & 

and asin the previous section by .differentiation this 
"optimum" &. satisfies the equati.on 

[ - r2 (A+B) + B l&. = Q 

where r2 is the canonical correlation, i.e. 

1 .• 7.6.1 

1.7.6.2 

From 1.7.5.5 and further we know 1.7.6.3 has f = min(p,q) 
222 roots r l > r 2 > .... r f • 
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. . 2 
Corresponding to !!£h root r t there will be, a vector &1 satis-

. ,fying 1. 7. 6.2, so that we have f discrim1nan t functions 
!:i!' i=l, ••• , f which are also the sample canonical variables 
of the X-space. 'Since r~ is the largest root of 1.7.6.3 the 
corresponding function ,&i! provides the maximum separation 
of the group means and is useful as a discriminant function. 
Similarly &i! provides separation in,a different direction, 
and so on. The question is now whether all f discriminant 
functions are really important. 

We have to measure the discriminating ability of these dis
criminant functions. 

In section 1. 5 it was shown that the performance of the dis

criminant function in the case of two groups could be 
measured by Mahalanobis's D2 or using the distribution of 

R2, the square of the multiple correlation coefficient be
tween ! and ~, the single dummy variable. 

2 2 Now R is replaced by ri' i~l, ••• , f, where the. single ~-
is replaced by a dummy variable~. Therefore it is natural 

to expect r~ to measure the discriminating ability of &i!, 
2. 2 2 2 r 2 of !2! etc. If only r l , r 2 , ••• , rs are significantly 

large and the rest are insignificant we employ only &:i!, 
i=l, ••• , s. for discrimination. This procedure has been 
described in full in section 1.7.4 and 1.7.5. 

'I'lle result is that the adequate number of 'discriminant 
functions is the same as the dimensionality of the space 
spanned by the k group means. 

1.7.7 Discrimination in the case of a lax-ie number of 
populations and a large number of variables -

a summary 

We can use the preceding results in the following way. 

Use the s discriminant functions !i! a8 determined to 
classi fy a new observation !o in one of the k groups. 
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Form 

where uoi ' i=l, ••• , s are known as the n~ co-ordinates 
of the point !o. Immediately the dimensionality of the 
problem is reduced. 

1.7.7.1 

In a similar way the 
of IT will be 

co~rdinates of the estimated mean x 
a 

= R,'x -l-a' = R,'x -2-a' 

-a 

U = /I ,-x •• • , as ~ -s-a 1.7.7.2 

Therefore, with respect to ITa the distance squared between 

!o and the mean !a of ITa based on the new co-ordinate system 
is 

/).2 
ao = 

and this will be so for all a = 1, ••• , k. 

Finally the observation !o should be assigned to ITa if 
the point !o is nearer to the mean of ITa tJllan the mean 
of any other IT , i.e. assign xo to IT when a - a 

1.8 Wilks's Ste wise Procedure - Decreas 
variables considered for d1scriminati ses 

1.7.7.3 

of 

We have seen in sections 1.7.5 - 1.7.7 how. the dimensions 
and so the number of discriminant function. as well as the 
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the number of transformed variables cou14 i;)e ,decreased. In .. 
. , 

this process all the original p-variables were still being 
used. 

If one can determine the approximate dimen~lonality as des-
I 

. cribed in those sections one might like to: know which s of 
the original p-variables are significant in the analysis. 
Various methods have been proposed based on different ap
proaches. 

McKay and Campbell (1982, I) compared some of the techniques 
under the headings: 

(a) Canonical variate analysis approach, 

(b) Stepwise F-methods and 

(c) All subsets procedures. 

Their conclusion was that although (a) giv~s useful information 
the recommended method would be (c) with s~.ific technique the 
use of simultaneous test procedures by means of MANCOVA likeli-· 
hood ratio statistics. This is,however, a computationally 
cumbersome method when the number of vari4les are large. 
If this is so they recommended the use of a combination 
forward-backward selection procedure. There are,: however, 
grave disadvantages, e.g. the significance, levels are un-
known in the case of individual tests. 

Having established the apprOximate dimensipnality of the cen
troidshowever, one may use this knowledqe; as an aid in the 
determination of a stopping rule. 

Farmer and Freund (1975) compared 4 backwafd elimination 
techniques in which at each step the variable is deleted 
which 
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(a) has the la'rqest R2 value comp~ted from the rows of the 

error matrix 

(b) has the smallest absolute correlation with the "best" 
linear discriminant function 

(c) is similar to (b), but the two "best" discriminant 
functions are considered 

(d) makes the smallest change in Wilks's A. 

They concluded that procedure Cd) based on the decomposition 
of Wilks's A was by far the most effective and popular - and 
is incidentally the method used by the BMOP-7M package. 

Rencher and Larson (1980) investigated Wilks' s A using Monte 
Carlo methods with the emphasis on the down'.".ard bias present 
and gave the following brief description of the technique: 

Let A(1,2, ••• ,p) and B(1,2, ••• ,p) be the within and between 
group matrices based on n observations from a oneway MANOVA 

with 9 groups and p variables Xl' ••• , xp. Then 

A(l ) IA(l, ••• , ~)I 
, ••• , p - IA(!, ••• , p) + B{ , ••• , p)1 1.8.1 

is Wilks's A-statistic with parameters n, p, g-l. If one 
adds a variable xp+1 ' to !, one can form the multiplicative 
increment 

A(~+l) _ A{lt ••• , P, p+l) 
A 1, ... , p) 

which is called a partial Wilks's A-statistic which 
corresponds to 

1.8.2 
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= n~g-p I-A (p+l) 
F g-l· A (p+l) 

./1.49 
/ . 

provided that x +1 is an arbitrary variable/rather than 
p . 

one which maximises F. In such a case F has the F-
distribution. (See Appendix C on Wilks' sA. ) 

1.8.3 

In the stepwise p~cedure 1.8.3 is used ~s criterion to 
decide which variable must be entered and which one is to 
be removed. At each stage the variable with the largest F-
to enter is added to the set of variables if its F-value " 
is larger than a specified threshold, Fin. (say) • After 
this step all variables are re-examined and the one with 
the smallest F- to relOOve is deleted if the F-value is 

less than a threshold, F out say. 

Obviously the conditian"Xp+l is an arbitrary variable" is 
not satisfied, with the result that 1.8.3 does not have the 
F-distribution, because in such a case Wilks f s A is downward 
biased. Hawkins (1976) suggested that. the level of signi
ficance, a will approximately be attained if the level 

a (p _ rk) is used, a being the required l~vel of significance, 
p-k the number of variables available for inclusion and k the 
number of variables already included. 

The bias in A may lead to problems as described in Rancher 
and Larson: 

(a) Inclusion of too many variables in the subset and 
probably unstable subsets. 

(b) Selection of an entirely spurious subset. If predeter
mined significant levels are used the correct classification 
rates may be good even if none of the available variables 
are good discri~nators. This is e.pecl~lly so if the 

. number of variables is large and the sample sizes are small.: 
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They found large reductions in both the average and lower 

percentage points of A in the cases where the number of 

variables was more than the degrees of freedom of the error 
'\ 

matrix, i.e. p>g-1. That is the reason why the one way 

MANOVA must first. be carried out to dete~ine the dimen
sionalities (see also Jennrich, 1977). It is thus impor

tant to note that if p>g-l than the stepwi!se procedure is 
not recommended, unless the one way MANOVA has been carried 
out first. 

When p<g-l however, it was found that Wilks's A gave the 
, I 

"best" subset if compared with the other three stepwise 

procedures. 

I 

1. 9 More on the Estimation of Error Rates i in the case of 

several populations 
, 
, 

In section 1.4.2 it was pointed out that Lachenbruch's .hold-

out U-technique can be used to eS,timate the error rate, es-
I • 

pecially so as the resubstitution or apparent estimated error 

rates and the "split into two sets" or split sample methods 

show a substantial downward bias and reduc$ the effective 
sample size r,spectively. 

It is difficult to select a "best" estimating method as 
, 

there is no "best" estimator for several r,asons. One is 
. I 

that most estimators are sensitive to application - speci-
fic factors such as sample size and violat~on of distri
butional assumptions. 

The U-method mentioned above is desirable as only a 

bias is introduced, because the classification rule 
determined using (n-l) rather than n obsertations. 

small 

is 
Only 

the observation to be classified is being held out and the 
remaining observations are use~ as the training sample 
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for the determination, of the classification rule. Then 
this observation is classified and it is noted whether it 
is correctly classified or not. This procedure is repeated 
for all observations. Formu1es for calculation purposes 
are given in section 1.4.2. 

G1ick (1978), Moore, 'Whitse11 and Lundgrebe (1976) developed 
an error rate called the posterior probability estimated 
error rate. Hora and Wi1cox (1982) found that by ama1~ 
gamating the U and posterior techniques they could obtain 
low variance, low biased estimators of the error rate. 

If an observation is assigned to the population having the 
largest posterior probability, one has a set of optimal 
discriminant functions. Let Pj' j = 1, ••• , J be the 
prior probability of an observation belonging to the j th 
population andf(!/j) the probability density function of 
the observation! in population j. The unconditional 
densi ty of ! is 

J 
E p. f(x/j) 

j=l J -

and the posterior probability of the j th population is 

= 
Pj f (!/j) 

f (!) 

Determine the set of vectors x which are such that -
P(l/!) is the largest of all the J posterior probabili-

1.9.1 , 

1.9.2 

ties. Call the set R1• Determine similar sets which 
are such that P{j/!) are the largest among the J posterior 
probabi1i ties and call these sea of vectors R j , j - 2, ••• , 
J. 
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The error rate for observations 1:)e1onging, to the j th 

population (r = 1, ••• , J), is then 

where 

= P (j/X) • f (A) 

Pj 

from equation 1.9.2. 

e. = 1 - 1 
J Rj 

Thus 1. 9 .3 becomes 

-Now 1 P(j/x)f(x)dx is the expected value'l i.e. Y.j 
R

j 
- - -

of the random variable 

= 0 otherwise 

for i = 1, ••• , N = sample size, taken witf respect to 

f(!) in 1.9.1, i.e. Ep(j/!)(f(!». 

The posterior probability estimator of e j fan thus be 
determined as 

.1.9.3 

1.9.4 

1.9.5 

1.9.6 
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N 
L Yi ), 

i=l 
1.9.7 

. i 

from which follows that E('j) :11 e j so ~at 'j is an unbiased 
estimator of the error rate for the optimal discriminant 
function. 

To estimate the "overall error rate" it tJ just natural 
tc? use the a priori population probabilities as weights, 
thus 

1.9.8 

If one uses the definition of Rj as in th~ paragraph afte·r 
1.9.2, then from 1.9.6 and 1.9.7 it followjs that 

1.9.9 

Therefore the overall error rate estimator is calculated 
from'the average ·of the maximum posterior probabilities for 

: " 

each observation. Note that when an esti~ted discriminant 
func·tion is used the unbiasedness of the t>bsterior error 

. i 

rate estimator does not necessarily hold." Glick (1978) 
however, noted that when an estimate is used then the pos..
tarior error rate estimator will still be ~ good estimator 
of the error rate of the sample discriminapt function. 

A unique feature of the postertor type of error rat. esti- . 
mators is that the calculation of the esti"tor is not 

I 
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dependent on classified observations. The estimator can 
thus be found even if classification may become known in the 
future only. This is so because the estimator is calculated 
by using each observation's largest posterior probability 
without regard to whether this probability is associated 
with the correct classification. \ 

Hora et al. integrated the U-estimator and the posterior 
probability estimators. They calculated the posterior 
probability of an observation belonging to each population 
without using that observation to estimate the unknown 
population parameters. 

They compared the apparent, U, posterior and posterior/U 
estimators using simulation in the Monte Carlo technique 
with normal densities. In the comparison they used the 
ratio 

Mean square error of· the error ra·te estimator 
Best mean square error in that row 

, 

i.e. they normalised the results per simulated sample using 
the "besta one in a row as the standard unit. 

They found that only in the case of a large number of . variables 
and a small population separation in terms of the Mahalanobis 
distance was the estimator of the posterior/U method inferior 
to the others with respect to the estimation of the overall 
error rate. In general however, the posterior/U method was 
by far superior to the other techniques. 

In a comparison of the techniques with respect to availability, 
accuracy etc. only one real problem was pointed out, and that 
was that the speci~ications of a family of probability 
functions is required. This is not a. severe limitation as 
any appropriate probability function may be used. 
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The BMDP-7M discriminant analysis programs (Pixon and Brown, 
1977) supply an estimate of the posterior prQbabilityof 

i 
group membership so that the posterior probability error 
rate estimator can be determined easily as the arithmetic 
mean of these values - the U-method is available when the 
stepwise program is used. This package also supplies the 
posterior probabilities with the single observation withheld, . 
so that the posterior/U method requires only the calculation 
of a simple numerical average of the posterior. probability 
error rate estimates as they are supplied by the printout. 

Hora et al. recommended the posterior/Umethod if the 
assumption of normality is not severely violated, otherwise 
the U method or apparent method must be used, because of the 
bias which may make the first method inferior if normality 
can not be assumed. Note also that unequal covariance 
matrices may have the same effect (Hawkins, 1981). 

1.10 A test for discriminatory power 

Having established a discrimination procedure it is of interest 
to know the discriminating ability of the discrimination fUnc
tion(s). If the sample N is large enough, where 

k 
N = ! ni' the follOWing approximate method may be applied 

i=l 
to determine whether the discrImination Frocedure does better 
than chance (Press, 1972). 

Define the confusion matrix C with elements nij being the 
number of observations from population ni misclassified into 
n.. Assume k populations and n i observation per population 

J . 
ni' i = 1, ••• , k, then the matrix is 
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predicted llj'S 

n l n2 •••••• nk 
n ll n12 ••••• n lk 
n2l ••••••••••• n2k ................. 

nk_ ~l· • • • • • • • • •• nkk 

Note that the diagonal elements denote the number of 
correct classifications. 

1.10.1 

Use n .for the total number of correct classifications and 
ii for the number of misclassifications, efor the number 
of expected correct classifications and e for the expected 
number of misclassifications if classification is made at 
random where the probabili.ty of a succesful random classi-

1 fication is k ' i.e. 

k 
n = E n 

i=l ii ' 
-n = N - n, 

Use the chi-square test, i.e. 

0 = (n-e) 2 
+ (ii-e) 2 

e a 

(n~)2 [ (N-ll) -(N-~) ]2 

= N + N 
k N-k' 

= N - nk 
N(k-l) 

N e = 
k ' 

e=N-~ 1.10.2 

1.10.3 

1.10.4 

usinq 1.10.2 to find 1.10.4. The zero hypothesis is Ho: 

Correct classification is random; against H : Correct a . 
classification is better than pure chance. Under HO being 
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correct we find that Q is, approlCimately distributed as the 
x2-statistic with 1 deqree of freedom. 

1.11 validation of the techn!gue of discriminant analysis 
in Market Research withsp!cial reference to the 

-
estimation Of error rates in small sample discriminant 
analysis 

Crash and Perrault (1977) asked whether the results of sample 
based discriminant analysis are valid with respect to the 
broader population of interest. They wanted to know whether 
the classification potential is as 'high as sample estimates 
indicate, whether the true population profiles, i.e. charac-. 
teristics of groups which are dominant in terms of discrimi-
nation, are what they appear to be fr.om the sample results 
and whether the underlying sample-based dimensions .are 
generalisable to the population. They concentrattld on small 
sample results as the marketing researche.rs are often forced 
to use small samples. 

Glick showed that despite the good properties of the U method 
which i~ relatively robust to the assumption of normality and 
yields almost unbiased estimates of m1sclassifica~on pro
babilities, the low magnitude of bias reduction is over
whelmed by the large standard deviation of the estimate. 
See Oillon (1979) for more detail as wel~ as confidence 
limits for the probabilities of misclassification. The 
researcher wants to have confidence in his results - and 
in the case of small samples it is so much more difficult 
to find estimates with small confidence intervals. (See 
Glick, 1978)~ 

Another reason why further investigatio~ is necessary, is 
because of the results experienced by researchers with res-
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pect to performance by the different techniques. The most 
common methods, like the OS, U etc. are Rot as robust to the 
assumption of normality as Is the U-method and in the case 
of small samples one is quite often not sure of the distri
bution(s) involved. 

Crash et al. discussed several methods of validation. Most 
of these methods are based on the bias in the error rates of 
classification as we have seen. In section 1.4.2 we also saw 
that when the sample size is small and the number of variables 
is small then neither the apparent or resubstitution method, 
nor the U-method is app"ticable. 

At a basic level the validity of discriminant function analysiS 
results resides in the stability of the coefficients of the 
discriminant functions derived. Research has been on its way 
to find validation metho~s which use all available information 
in the sample data to determine the stability of parameter 
estimates while allowing unbiased estimation of error rates. 
The U-method does not allow the determination of the stability 
of the coeffJ.cients. If the jackknife method is com-
bined to the U-method however, one achieves two goals in one, 
viz. the error rates are estimated with stability of the 
coefficients. 

Observe a sample of N sampling units and partition this sample 
into Ok subsets of M sampling units each. Compu:te thediscri
minant function based on all N sampling units. Hold out one 
subset and calculate the discriminant function based on the 
remaining k-l subsets. Repeat this latter process for all 
k subsets, i.e. withholding sub.et i from the k subsets in 
the complete sample. Call the discriminant function based 
on the complete sample f{e~) and the other discriminant 
functions f{er), i = 1, ••• , k where f(e1) refers to the 
discriminant function calculated with subset i withheld. 
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Calcul~te the coefficient of each variable according to the 

jackknife method, i.e. for ait the estimated coefficient of 

variable t in f(el}, i = 0, ••• , k qalculate the pseudo
values 

,.. 
ai't = kat - (k-l)a' ot it 1.11.1 

and then 

= 1.11.2 

When the researcher deals with small samples he may regard 

each observation as a subset. In any case, apply the u
method to estimate the rate of misclassification and simul

taneously the jackknife method to estimate stable coefficients. 

Confidence intervals can be constructed usinq student's t with 

k-l degrees of freedom. (See Tukel ' 1958 and Mosteller and T~ey, 
1968). 

Another approach may be followed. When a subset is being held 

out - make a complete jackknife analysis of the remaining (k-l) 

subsets resulting in k equations and classify the results 

in the hold-out set according to all k (i.e. k-l pseudo and 

1 complete) discriminant functions. Do this to all k sub
sets, this results in k2 cross validations and thus also yields 

a good measure of the performance of the variables. The 

pseudo-values also can be used to determine confidence intervals 

for the coefficients. 

The bias in the jackknife estimate in the case of linear es

timators is less than the bias in the original sample estimate 
and frequently approaches zero (see Green, 1964 and Crash et al.) • 
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The jackknife method therefore provides a basis on which the 
strength of classification, not just the number classified, 
can be evaluated. It also provides us with some confidence 
intervals and is excellently applicable" to \ small sample 
analysis. 

, 

I • 
At the moment however, "canned" computer s~ftware using the compiet.e~'~,-~ 
jackknife method is not yet available. Lai,rge samples re- .:.) 

, 

sult in quite a number of computer runs so ~hat the time, 
effort and cost must be weighed against stability of coeffi
cients. With large samples, however there:, is not much to 
gain from the other more common techniques Qf determining 
the discriminant functions. 



,Chapter 2 

I 

PREDICTIVE DISCRIMINATION 

2.1 Introduction 

Sometimes it is of interest to an investig~tor to assess in 'some 

way the relative odds or.probablli~y that r!!!!! multivariate ob~ 
servation ! belongs to one of k multivariate normal populations 
I1i , i = 1, ••• , k. This problem has been thoroughly investi
gated by Geisser (1964) and briefly, summa;~sed by Kendall and 
Stuart (1982) and Fatti, Hawkins and Raathl (1982). 

/ 

A criticism against the linear discriminanF function of Fisher 
is that it takes no' account of the' relative sizes of the 

, 

training samples from the different populations. Another 
I 

criticism against the LDF is that the ass~tions validating 
, , 

the procedure do not necessarily validate the procedure when 
estimators must be used for parameters (Anderson., 1958). 

One way of looking at these problems to ov~rcome them, is to 

look at the predictive distribution for a few vector of ob
servations !, given the sample means and e~varianc:::es for 
each popul·ation. . There are several ways to find these 
solutions, for example a direct odds metho~ (Kendall et' al.), 
a likelihood ratio introduced by AndersCXl (1958),' and a for
mulation based on a Bayesian framework con,idered by Geisser 
and Dunsmore (1966). 

I 

In the first case let i = 1, 2. 
variates 

Consider the Studentized 

T2i = (_z - x )·s-l(z - x ) -i --i 

where S is the pooled sample covariartce matrix based on 

2.1.1 
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-m = n1 +n2 -2 degrees of freedom. Gi ven that z comes from 

population i, niT~/(ni+1) has Hote11in-gs's T2 distributioo"With 

m-1degrees of freedom. The procedure is now to allocate 

the new individual to the more probable population; i.e. 

allocate ! to population 1 when 

P (T~ > observed/H1 ) > p (T~ > observed/H2 ) 2.1.2 

LJL 
I . 
& . 

I '/ 

~. 

T hobs T 1cri t relatively> T loobs T 20cr i t 

.. decide on 2 

Fig. 2.1 

Now both variables have T2 distributions with m-1 degrees of 

freedom so that the decision rule becomes the discriminant 

* where ! is allocated to population 1 if X < o. 

2.1. 3 

When the population covariance matrices are different the 

separate Si must be used in 2. i.1 which then has' a T2 dis

~ribution with n i -1 degrees of freedom. Note that in this 

case the 0~e-samp1e form of T2 is used. To find the appro-
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priate values for T2 use the F tables together with the 
correct multiplication factor. As the probabilities in 
2.1.2 are conditional upon! coming from population i, the 
rule may be extended to cover different prior probabilities 
for Hl , H2 etc.; for example 

1Tl P (T~ > observed/Hl ) > 1T2 P (T~ > observed/H2) 2.1.4 

'Anderson considered a likelihood· ratio test for comparing the 
hypothesis that the new individual comes fro.m population 
i, (i=l, 2) based upon the likelihood for all nl +n2+1 ob
servations. That is, assign to population 1 if 

2.1.5 

where in each 
meter space. 
find that the 
odds ratio 

case the supremum is evaluated over the para
When the two populations are n(p, ~i,I ) we, 

likelihood ratio statistic yields the posterior 

where population 1 is preferred when. A > 1. When 
1Tl =1T2 we find 2.1.3. This rule differs from Geisser's 
results by a constant only. 

2.1.6 
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I. 

2.2 The Bayesian approach to 12r,dictive dlscrimination 

! 

~eisser (1966) summarised the procedure fot the general case 
applicable to any continuous distribution fRd any number of 
parameters. 

I 
I 

Assume k populat1ons TIi , i = 1, ••• , k each specified by a ..,_ -I 

contin!.t0!:-density f( -/01 , "'i)' ei~belng t~e sets. of distinct 
unknownAparameters of TI i • Let Xi be the matiiX set of data 
obtained on TIi based on Ni independent vec~or observations. 
Let z be the new vector C)bservations to be assigned which has 

- I 

a prior probability qi of belonging to TIi where 

k 
I: qi cl. 

i=l 

k k l 
Let 0 = u ai' '" =. U", i then g<0/",) isthel joint prior density 

i=l i=l . I 

I 

of a forkndwn'" and L (Xi/ai' '1) the like1~hood of the sampl.e 
obtained from TI i , with the joint likelihood! obtained on TI i , 
i = 1, ••• , k given by 

k 
L(X/0, ",) = R L(Xi /0 i , "'i) 

i=l 
I 

I 
where X is the set of all the data samples ~1' ••• , Xk • 
posterior density, if it exists, will be 

P(0/X, "') a: L(X/a, ",>g(0/",) 

2.2.1 

The 

2.2.2 

From this the predictive density of !, undet the hypothesis 
that it was obtained from Ri' is ! 

2.2.3 

or 
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2.2.4 

where 

2.2.5 

using e~ as the complement of ei , i.e. ei U e~ = e 

Then the posterior probability that! belongs to ITi can be 
calculated, i.e. 

2.2.6 

For classification purposes we may choose to assign ! to 
that IT i for which 2.2.6 is a maximum. Sets of regions Ri' 
i = 1, ... , k can be constructed for the observation space 
of ! where Ri is the !!1 of regions for which 
ui (!) = qi f(~/X, W, IT i ) is a maxi_um and use these as 
classification regions for future observations. 

Classification errors could be determined as follows: 

PCITi/ITi ) = qi I fC!/X, tII _, ITi)d! 

Ri 

PCITj/ITi) == qi J fC!/X, tII, ITi)d! , i;'j 

Rj 

- J f C!/X, 
c 

= qi Cl W, ITi)d!) PCITi/ITi ) 

Ri 

Hence the predictive probability of ! misclassification 
is 

2.2.7 

2.2.8 

2.2.9 
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2.2.10 
I 

- I 

Geisser also investigated the joint prediciive density in 
the classification of n jOintly independen~ observations 
Zl' ••• , Z and found that - -n 

... , Z e:n i IX, lP, q) -n n 

! 
with the second factor on the right hand sipe being 
equal to 

2.2.12 

I 
I 

With 2.2.11 in mind the procedure in 2.2.6 ~y be called a 
marginal assignment. 

11 

2.3 Application of the Bayesian approach tp predict~ve 
discriminant analysis in the 9aseof mf1tivariate 
normal distributions 

It is important to note that in c1assificat~on applications 
our interest focuses primarily on a statem~t concerning the 
relative likelihood or probability that an rbservation belongs 
to one or another of the population. aa a b~sis for assignment, 

I 
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, 

I 
and not the more Bayeslan appiication of m_king a probability 
statement about the locality of parameter hf). 

Let !ij' j = 1, ••. , Ni' i = 1, ••• , k be 1he set of pxl 
vectors cOming from the k populations with! 

- 1 
Ni 

!i = 
Ni 

~ Xi' 
j=l - J 

Ni 
Ai = ~ (Xi ,-Xi) (Xi ,-Xi) , = (Ni -l)Sl- 1 

j=l - J - - J -
I 

k k 
A = ~. A = (N-k) S, N = ~ N 

i=l i i=l i 
2.3.1 

Assume now that an observation !' = (Zl' •• r.' zp) is ob
served with known prior probability ~i of b~longing to fii 

which is n(p, l!i' ~i) distributed with l!i -I h.l li , ••• " ~pi)' 

~i =[crbti' i = 1, ••. , k; u, t = 1, ••. , pi. 

When l!i and ~ i are both known the posteriori densi ty function 
is identical to the discriminant function ih the classical 
case for known parameters. The two other situations most 
commonly found in practise are the following: 

(a) ~i' Ui all unknown, and 

i 

Press (1972) gives a brief but complete dertvation of the 
results. 
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Let z be the new observation. The posterior density of the - ., 

parameters in the i thpopulation, given the observed data, 
is 

2.3.2 

i.e. it is proportional to the product between the likeli-
hood and the prior dens·ities. 

dent and 
But ii and Ai are indepen-

so that 

Assume that no prior information is available, so we use 
the diffuse prior density 

Therefore the posterior density of the parameters as in 
2.3.2 becomes 

2.3.3 

2.3.4 

2.3.5 

2.3.6 
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The predictive density of ! for classification into popu- ' 
lation i is 

2.3.8 

Substitute 2.3.7 and the sampling density of !-n(p,l!i,Ei ) 
into 2.3.8, then 

II -llls (N l -p) { -1 r - -
Cl: IEl exp -lstrEi lAl +Nl (!l-l!i)(!i-l!l)' 

+ (!-l!l) (!-l!l)'} d!!jdE-1 

2.3.9 

Cl: ( dl!i 

JIAi +Nl (!l-Yl) (!l-l!i)' + (!~l) (!-El) '1\{Nl +1) 

2.3.10 
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2.3.11 

where 

Then 2.3.11 becomes 

2.3.12 

which gives us 

2.3.13 

(from II + ABI = 1 L + a.b'l = 1 + b'a when A and p -p --. .- - pxn 
. \ 

Bnxp are such that n = 1) so that the inteqrand is propor
tional to the mu1tivariate student t-density. Therefore 

2.3.14 

Ni -~N 
I Ai + (z-x ) (z-x )' I i 

Ni +l - -j --i 2.3.15 
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To find now the predictive probability density for classifying 

the new!. into Hi' we must find 

2.3.16 

Note that 2. 3.15 can be wri tten in exact form by taking the 
multivariate t-density ~ : pxl with Ni-l degrees of freedom 
as 

get) 

where k 
N~Nir (:~ (Ni +P») 

:: ~-~---

TI~Pr (~Ni) 

From this follows that 

When the r i are assumed to be equal the multivariate t 
densi ty has N-k . degrees of freedom and 

2.3.17 

[

N. ]\P [ Ni (!-!i) 'A-l (!=i.i) j-\(N-k+l) 
p(TIi/!'{!ij}) QC qi Ni!! 1 + . ' N

i
+! 

2.3.19 

2.111 • •• 
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It can be shown that 2.3.18 arid 2.3.19 both tend to the 
classical case as Ni + co. 

Overall the differences between the predictive and classical 
approaches are slight in terms of the allocation rule applied, 
but they lead to very different estimates of the probability 
of misclassification for the new individual, that is the pre
dictive approach yields more reliable estimators. 

Aitchison, Habbeman and Ray (1977) made the statement that 
ff the statistician wished to have some measure of confidence 
in the reality of the plausibilities that he reports for the 
type, he would be well advised on theoretical grounds to use 
the predictive approach. 

McLachlan (1979) also found in his asymptotic approach, which 
does not rely on Monte Carlo methods that the atypicality in
dices favour the predictive method. He found that for equal 
probabilities the predictive method generally gives less ex
treme estimates of the posterior probabilities. 

Raath and Hawkins (1980) discussed the problem of the chOice 
between the heteroscedastic or hQlDOsceaastic models. In the 
derivation of 2.3.18 it was assumed a priori that the Ei are 
mutually independent with diffuse prior distributions. In 
practise these Ei are not so different 'as may be implied since 
it would be expected that measurements of the same characteris
tics in different populationswould give rise to similar if not 
identical covariance matrices. 

Marks and Dunn (1974) showed that in such a case Anderson's 
estimative technique in the heterc>sceciastic case gives worse 
classifications tbanthe same teChnique in the homoscedastic 
form if the samples are of "moderate"slze. bath and Hawkine 
stated that it seems reasonable that this will also hold for the 
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predictive discrimination approach. This is quite useful, 
because it takes care of the condition that ni>p in order that 

Si be non-singular. 

2.4 Alternative forms and simplification. in ereditive 
discriminant analysis assuming normal distributions 

Although one often has no knowledge of what the covariance matrices 
are, one often has reason to believe that they are related. Let 

the !ij be defined as in the last paragraph, then 

and 

- 1 Ni ~> 
!i = N- L xi ·j - n(p, 1!i' N 

i j=l - i 

N i _ _ 

Ai = L(xi,-xi ) (x. ,-Xi) I - W(p, Ni-I, Li ) , - J - -1J-)=1 

2.4.1 

2.4.2 

Let Ni-l = n i and let 1!i have a diffuse prior and Li be 
distributed a priori as a W-l(p, 0, r) distribution where 
r has a diffuse prior. Then Raath and Hawkins showed that 
if ! c.omes from a population ITr with prior probability qri 

then .!r - n (p, lJ r , Lr> and 

k 
f(!,r/data) « Irl m IT 

1=1 

and from this follows that 

IAil~(ni-p-l) 

I r+B
i 

I \ Cnt+o-p-l 

k 
f(!/data)a:Jlr 1m IT 

i=1 
r 

Ir+Bil\(n{+o-P-l) dr 

2.4.3 

2.4.4 
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where n* = { ni i7'r i 
ni+l i=r 

m = ~ [k (v -p-l) -p-l] 

Bi = [Ai i7'r 

Ai 
Ni 

(~-ii) (I-Xi) I i=r + N.+T 
i 

2.4.5. 

Now, 2.4.4 may be evaluated numerically in special cases. 
r may be known, "plugged" in or diagonal but unknown. We 
will have a look at each of these alternatives - presenting 
the results only. 

In the first instance let 

so that 

Further it follows that for a general known r 

~( N )~p r(~(n +v-p» 
= 1T- N!1 r r~ en !V-P-l5> 

r p r 

~(n +V-p-l) 
Ir+A I r ' r 

2.4.6 

2.4.7 

2.4.8 
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I , 

where I'- (a) = IT \p (p-1) : - r (a-\ (i-1) ) 
l' i=l 

If r is not known it can be estimated U5inp, Ai in the sense 
that a pooled estimator of r will be 

k u-2p-2 
L wi N 1 Ai 

i=l i-= ----~k--------
L wi i=l 

2.4.10 

with the condition that the weights wi are ISU<;!h that Lwi"O, 

e.g. wi could be equal to (l-~i)· Note thit Gi is an un-

biased estimator of r since i 

and 

provided that u > 2p+2. 

so that 

Ni -1 

(u-2p-2) r 

From this f0110~S that 

2.4.11 

2.4.12 

2.4.13 

2.4.14 
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2.15 

Only in case kis small and Ni small will the error be large 

and must one resort to more exact theory. 

In the case of a diagonal r, though unknown, r can be estimated 

using an iteration -model. If 

k -~(n +u-p-l) 
f(r/data) « Irl m R Ir+Ail i 

i=l 

take the logarithm and differentiate with respect to r; 

then 

-1 mr _ 

2.4.15 

2.4.16 

where [{r+Ai)-l]d is the diagonal of the inverse matrix 

(r+Ai)-l Use 2.4.10 now as an estimate for r in 2.4.3 
so that with the constant of proportionality being ca:l

culated 

" ' ~ (n +u-p-l) 
Ir+A I r r 

! 

Raath and Hawkins also discussed transforms which may be 

2.4.17 

necessary to dlagonalise the matrix if it is not so in the 
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, 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

first place. That will however only bel possible if ,the 
ti are believed to be approximately proporfional to an intra
class correlation matrix. In such a caselapreliminary 
Helmert transformation of the data willrefuce ti to an 
approximately diagonal form. I 

! 
I 

I 

i 

They found that the full predictive discri$1nation model 
, , 

obtained by integrating r out is unworkabl, unless p=l 
I 

and k=2. 

Plugging in an estimator of r gives result. that seem quite 
useful. 

They concluded that the IOOdel of a general r may be unreliable 
if there are only a few small populations.1 When the assump
tion of a diagonal r is true however, fewer parameters have 
to be estimated with an increase in accura~y. 

I 
A note on the choice of 0 is given as thisireflects the 
strength of one's a priori conviction in }he similarities 

I of the different t i • i 

i 
Consider 0jji - the variance 
popula tion. The assumption 

of the jth :ofPonent in the ith 
that ti ~ W IfP' 0, r) implies 

a priori that 

I 
I 

i 2.4.18 
I 

I 

Suppose now that one is 95% sure that 
I 

an F-distribution. 
the ratio 0j'ji/<1jjk for an arbitrary 
the range (1,4),- then tables of the 

i, j ~d k will lie in 
F-dis~ribution show 

I 
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that u-2p = 9 or u= 2p + 9. By specifyiqg intervals of 
suitable width and sui.table con fi:dence, uxfay also be deter-
mined in this way. I 

I 

The general assumptions of discriminant antlYSiS are either 
that al~ groups have identical covariance ~trices, or that 
these, matrices are completely general. T~e true situation 
is usually intermediate. While not exact~y equal, the' 
covariance matrices are similar. Such si~larity may be 

I 

modelled by introducing.hyperparameters r and u supposing 
i 

the r i to be centred on r. 
i 

• ! 

Although the efficiency of the classification rule obtained 
! 
I 

by the estimative method doesn't differ muqh from the rule 

obtained by t~e predictive method, especia~ly if the Ni are 
not small and/or markedly unequal, the posierior probabilities 
may be quite different. 

Aitchison, Habbema and Kay (1977) consider~d two p-dimensional 
I .' 

multivariate normal populations and data s~ts that are small 
in relation to the parameter dimension. 1hey found in their 
study that the predictive method with uneqdal covariance matrices 
is slightly better than the same method wi 1h equal covariance 
matrices, which in turn is better than the estimative method 
with equal covariance matrices CLDF). Th, estimative method 
with unequal covaria.nce matrices (OD) cameloff badly. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

McL~chlan (1979) questioned Aitchiaon et a~'s (1977) theoretical 
motivation for the results they obtained ort the grounds that 

I 

their n1 and n2 were very small relati ve.ly 1 to p. He. investi-
gated the relative performances of the difl erent methods and 
found that the predictive method's results lare less extreme 
asymptotically for the posterior probabilities in the case of 
equal prior probabilities as well as uneq~l prior,probabilities 

I 
I 
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" except when the predictive and estimat.i ve rules are on opposite 
sides of 0,5 such that the predictive probability is further ... 
away from 0,5 than the estimative probability. He further 
found that the predictive method is usually less biased than 
the estimative method. 

In a mechanical classification procedure however, it doesn't 
matter much which of the predictive or estimative method is 

used. 



· Chapter 3 

DISCRIMINATION OF DISCRETE AND OR MIXED DATA 

3.1 Introduction 

It has been found by several statisticians that the estimative 
procedures of Fisher and Anderson are robust for deviations 
from the normality assumption (Lachenbruch and Goldstein, 
1979). Fisher's approach in particular is not dependent on 
normality, but as in the case of unequal covariance matrices 
skew distributions will lead to unequal misclassification 
probabilities. It is interesting to note that in the case 
of unequal covariance matrices the quadratic procedures tend 
to be more unstable for deviations from normality than the 
linear discriminant procedures. By deviation from normality 
one refers inter alia to continuous distributions (probably 
multivariate) which are not distributed normally, discrete 
data (probably multivariate) or mixed data where one may have 
a vector for which some variables are discrete and some are 
continuous of a normal type or otherwise. 

Discrete data may be of a type where some variables may take 
on more than two values and some are dichotomous. Some of 
these variables may represent ordered measurements and some 
nominal. 

In the case of ordered discrete variables relatively satisfying 
results may be possible using the linear discriminant function 
CLDF) - i.e. treating the data as an approximation of a multi
variate normal distribution. If the ordered variables form 
part of a mixed vector where the other variables are continuous, 
one may dO the same or treat the mixed variables also as dis
crete variables by collapSing each continuous variable as a 
discrete variable by grouping the observations of each con-
tinuous variable, i. e. by using dwmny variables. In the latter case' 
a purely discrete technique may be used (Cochran and Hopkins, , 
1961) • 
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If however, the discrete variables are of the nominal type. 
it is obvious that one may not use a continuous data method 
like the LDF. In such a case one must use a pure discrete 
technique. 

There are various other approaches to discriminant analysis. 
If one does not want to make any specific assumptions about 
the distributions associated with the groups one may assume 
that the posterior probabilities of each of the groups, given 
a particular observation, has a logistic form. The location 
model as well as the multinomia,l procedures are based on specific 
distributional assumptions, although in the latter case they are 
very broad. Non-parametric methods do exist like the kernel 

It is noteworthy that where some methods are applicable to 
binary (dichotomous) variables only, a variable representing 
more than one category can be replaced by more than one dummy 
variable of the dichotomous type. 

For example let variable x have categories 1, 2, 3 and 4, then 
any representation of a category can be represented by dummy 
variables Yi as follows: 

x 1 2 3 4 

Yl 0 1 1 1 

Y2 0 0 1 1 

Y3 0 0 0 -1 

that is, category 3 in x is represented by y = (1, 1, 0). 
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Theoretically the fact that the method can be applied to binary· 
variables only is therefore no restriction, Practically however, 
it may cause problems regarding the cell f~equencies. 

A brief review of some of these techniques I follows· - with the 
exception of the kernel function method Wh~Ch is described in 
more detail. I 

The LDF temptation however, will always be with us and this 
chapter is concluded with a section on sco ing techniques on 
several types of data so that it can be us d in an ordinary 
LDF analysis. 

3.2 The multinomial model 

Any combination of qualitative items may b 
classification variable x with a discrete -

regarded as a 
ample space. N 

individuals may be sampled from a mixed po ulation or two in-
dependent samples of size n l and n2 ar. gi~en from populations 
ITl and ~ with prior probabilities usually ispecified. 

I 

In the first case denote the number of ind,Viduals from ITi 

with ~ = ! = (Xl' ••• , xp) as the binomial Irandom variable 
Ni (!) with expected value NISi fi (!>, i=l, 2.1 Note that in 

! = (Xl' ••• , ~) each Xi' i=l, ••• , ~ ass~s at most a 
finite number, Si' i=l, ••• , P of distinct values; i.e. there 

p . 
are IT Si possible types of measurements '~ith underlying density 

i=l I 

within each group being multinomial. In ~ach group each of 
p i 

these s = IT s pOints has a probability lattached to it, i.e. 
i-I i 

group IT j is characterised by the mUlt1nOmi~l probability . 
pea) = p(a'l' ••• , 9 j ). (Berenson, Levi e and Goldatein, 

- J s 
1983). I 

I 
I 
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The total number of individuals is N = n l +n2 = rl (!) +!N2 (as) 

Intuitive estimates for prior probabili-ties are given by 
,. n 
0i = ~ and the non-parametric estimates of the class condi-

,. n
i 

(!) 
tional densities or state probabilities by fie!) = , n

i 

i=l, 2. (Goldstein and Oillon, 1978). 

The resulting discriminant scores are then given by 

n i (!) 
=~, -N~- , i=l, 2. 3.2.1 

With independent random samples, prior probabilities are 
usually specified and not estimated. The random variables 
n i (!), i=l, 2 are still defined as the number of individuals 

from ]( i with ~ = !. 

Now, E[ni (!)] = n i fi(!)"where fI(!)is the density at as Or the state 
probability defined by! from n1. as opposed to fie!) as 
defined above. Now ,f! (!) can be estimated by ni (!) Ini • 
If 0* is specified a positive prior probability associated 
wi th ni' then the discriminant score becomes 

3.2.2 

If the sample space is partitioned ~y ° =,.<01' 02>then from 
3.2."1 ~nd 3.2.~ classify! as from 01 if gl (!) ~ ~2 (!) and to 
n2 if 9l(!) < 92 (!)· 

Thus in the case of a mixed sample the classification rule 
" becomes: Assign to 01 if 

3.2.3 

" and to 02 otherwise. 
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In the case of independent samples the rul becomes: 
" 

! e: 01 if 

3.2.4 

and ! e: 02 if 

3.2.5 

Note that this procedure can easily be ext~nded to more than 
two groups. I 

I 

I 
I 

A big problem with this discrimination me~od is the fact that" 

a large number of observations relative to Ithe number of variables 
is required if sufficient data in each sta~ are to be available 
for the estimation of state probabi11 ties. I Another objection 
to the full multinomial model, as is also nown, is that a zero 
state in nl may mean something different t a zero state in n2 • 
Moore (1913) as well as Goldstein and Rabi owitz (191S) came 
to the conclusion that this method is ap~l cable only when 
heteroscedasticity exists between the grou s and when larg~ 
training samples are available. 

3.3 A variation on the full multinomial 

Hills (1961) suggested the nearest neighbo rhood rule as a kind 
of solution to the problem of state sparse 
It should be noted that Hills's method fi 

as set out above. 
s a volume and 

determines the proportion of pOintsfallin in that volume, 
so that it is ~eally a discrete variable k~rnel function 
method (see section 3.6) with a kernel Whit is uniform 
within a certain range and zero outside it I (Band. 1981) • 

The technique introduCed by Hills was summtrised by Goldstein 
and Oillon (1978). " I 

I 
I 
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--

Let all data be dichotomies or use dichotomised dummy variables -
see the previous section, i.e. all variables are of the (oil) 
type. 

Use a sample-based likelihood ratio procedure for classifyinq 
a particUlar response vector!. All responses differinq from 
! in no more than r components are incorporated into the rule. 
For a qiven response vector !, let 

3.3.1 

T. is now the set of resoonses {v.} such that each of the 
J - "-J 

elements differs in no more than r components from !, i.e. we 
have an r-level nearest neiqhbourhood rule. Assume further 
that the samples i=l, 2 are independent with size nl and n2 
from TIi , i=l, 2. Then the discrimination rule is 

!£TI l if 15*1': 
nl(Yj) 

> (1-0*) t 
n2 (i2) 

T. n l T
j 

n2 
J 

3.3.2 

!£TI2 if 
nl(ij) 

< (1- 0*) t 
n2 (ij) 

o*t 
T. n l T. n2 

J J 

and randomly allocate if equality holds. 
used as defined in the previous section. 

Note that 0* is 

Hills briefly discussed the approach in the case of more 
than 2 populations. He found that this method is less 
subject to samplinq variability, but it is not necessarily 
consistent. 

Hand discussed the problem related to the uncertainty of 
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acceptance or rejection for the calculatio purposes in 3.3.1 

when an observation is on the "cell limit. 

3.4 Logistic discriminant analysis 

A series of popular approaches to binary d scrimination problems 
have been based on logarithmic transformat ons. A simple one 
is obtained when we assume that each class1conditional 
lity function can be written as 

probabi-

I 

I 

I 

3.4.1 

i.e. the logarithms of the class-condition'l functions are 

linear. Sometimes! = !, but often ~' = 
for a constant term. Hand (19S2) gave a 
discussion of the former and Cox (1970) 

nique from a regression point of view. 

1, !') to allow 
excellent brief 

iscussed the tech-

More generally however, we can assume only Ithat the difference 
between the logarithms of the class-condit~onal probability 

functions is linear, making no assumption ~bout the linearity 
of the class-conditional probability funct~ons themselves. . 
Note this model does imply the first one, ~ut that the first 

does not imply the latter. This more gen;al assumption is 
equivalent to assuming that the coefficien s of all termS not 
explicitly included in ! are identical in e two populations. 

I 

The motivation for our approach was summarfsed by Day.ahd 

Kerridge (1967) with some theoretical back,round. 

Suppose we have vectors ! where the compon ts are not nor-
mally distributed and where the observatio inde-
penden t. If in addition to this the samp are not 
close to the mode of the distribution of ! in any of the 
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populations then the logistic model supplies part of the 
solution to the problem. It is. of interest to note that 
the logistic distribution shows very desirable properties 
in the sense that it is unimodal in the univariate sense 
and that the distribution has no heavy tails. 

Anderson (1972)adopted this approach, except that he assumed 
that 

3.4.2 

is linear rather than 

3.4.3 

The difference in approach involves only a constant term. 

According to this more general approach now 

3.4.4 

This model is exact for !' = (1, !I) and Xi independent 
binary. It is also exact if the class-conditional probabi
litI density functions are multivariate normal with identical 
variance-covariance matrices. 

In fact a number of distributions used in discriminant 
analysis have posterior probabilities with logistic form, 
e.g. 

(a) as mentioned the multivar1ate normal distribution with 
equal dispersion matrices and. 

(b) also mentioned the multivariate dichotomous or (0,1) 
variables and further 
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(c) the mult1var1ate BernOu1l1· distribu .Ion where the variables 

follow a log-linear model with equal seco~ and higher order 
I 

effects in all k groups and 

(d) a combination of the distributions me+tioned in (a), (b) 
and (c). I 

: 
Note that tneposterior probabilities are .ot based on dis-
tributions for which parameters must be estimated. The 
parameters in the posterior probabilities tre estimated 
directly, i.e. in stead of 

I 

peni /!> «1f i fi (2S) i = 1, •• '., k 1 
where! is classified in the group with th .. highest pos-
terior probability, f i (!) being the densit' 
corresponding to TIi which we have estimate 

let 

function 
up to now, 

i=l, : ••• , k-l 

1 

I 

i.e. the difference between the logs is l~ear, where 
I gi =. (a iO ' a i .l , ••• , a iP) and !' = (xo ' xl':··.' xp> with 

x = 1. o 

Then 

But 

k-l 
E P1._x + PkX_ = 1 

i-l 

i=~, ••• , k-l 

3.4.5 

3.4.6 
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therefore 

. i. e. 

3.4.7 

In this more general case ~ome of the xi may be continuous 
and some even polychotomous (Fatti, 1982). 

Anderson used the maximum likelihood method to obtain a set 
of equations which can be solved for the qi applying an 
iterative Newton-Raphson method to find these solutions. 

LetP(!/ITs ) = f s (!) be the likelihood of ! given ITs and 
denote the number of points from class or population s in 

k-l 
cell ! by nS!· Let nx = i:l ni! and A =[~l' ~2' ••• , ~k-l]· 

Further denote the mixture density of ! by <i>x' and 'lTi the 
probability associated with population ITi' then 

k 
L = IT IT 

s=l x -
but L(!/ITs ) = 

= 

= 

n 
{L(x/IT )} S! . - s 

P(x/IT ) 
- s 

P(ITs/!)·P(!) 
P(ITs ) 

3.4.8 
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= 
3.4.9 

from which follows that 

L = 
k (Psx'«Px)n - - sx IT IT -1T s=l x s --

= 
k (Psx'Px)n 
IT IT - - S! 

s=l x 1Ts 
3.4.10 

k (Psx'Px)n 
log L = E log IT - - S! 

1T s=l x s 

k 
= E E nsx{log Psx Px - log 1T } 

s=l ! - --
s 

k k 
= E E nS!{log PS! p!} - E E n log 1T 3.4.11 

s=l ! s=l x S! s 

To find the first partial derivative w.r.t. a sj ' define 

f - a10gL then keeping in mind that the second term ij - aa ' , ij 
on the right hand side as well as P~ do not contain an a sj' 
let 

k 
log L = E E nsx log Ps~ 1 s=l ! -

k a'x 
E E log -8-= n e. Plc! 

s=l x S! 
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!nS~xj + i j~l{nj~ · 

3.11 

<llOgPk!}l 
3a Sj 

a'x 
k .. l a'x 

= En Xj + E{n • (1 + I: e- i -) 
! s! !! i=l 

-x. e-s - } 

'-1 <!i!2 

= E{n x. - n p x} 
! S! J ~ S! j 

So that eventually 

after an amount of manipulation. 

(1 + E e ) 
i=l 

3.4.12 

Let fsj be equal to zero and solve iteratively for the a ij 
using the Newton-Raphson procedure as described in Anderson. 

Let f . be as in 3.4.12 for j • 0, 1, ••• , P then . sJ 
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Let 

a 2logL 
aatR, §asj 

a2 logL 
aaSR,aa sj 

F = a 

3.12 

:.:.u = s = ~n!PS!Pt!XjXR, s"t i 

aatR, 
, 3.4.13 

afsj = -~n p (l-p )x,xR, I s=t = , 
aasR, ! S! S! J 

3.4 .. 14 

[::Sj 1 
tR, (k-l) (p+l)x(k-l) (p+l) 

3.4.15 

Le. s, t = 1, ••• , k-l and j, R, = 0, ••• ,PI with the ordered 
pair form for (s,j) and (t,R,) of (1,0), (l,l,), ••• , (l,p), 
(2,0), (2,1), ••• , (k-l, p) and f the col~ vector with 

-a I 

(k-l) (p+l) rows, i.e. !a = {fij } with the ,ame ordering. 
Let f and F denote the values of f and Fd· when a l , ••• , _ a -a-
~k-l take on the values indicated by the coiumn vector ~ 

I 

where !' = (~i' ... , ~k-l)· Use as starti~g values for 
the !i as estimator of a the vector 0 and c4ll it !o. The 
next value !l will be 

a = a --2 -1 3.4.16 

As p-l chanqes very slowly for changes in f,! one does not have 
to recalculate p-l for each ~i' but only for l

l 
say, every tenth 

repetition. Having calculated the ~i' the ~ogistic preference 
for any population given any! can be determtned, i.e. allocate 
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to that population for which the index giv,S a maximum for 

~i!' i=l, ••• , k. 

For a more detailed derivation see also Day and Kerridge (1967). 
I 

Anderson (1972) showed that this estimatioq is viable irres-
pective of the case of mixed populations or already s~parated 

I 

data, although the maximum likelihood estimators are not unique 
when there is a complete separation of gro9Ps in the training 
sample, i.e. when a linear discriminant funption can be found 

I that classifies all N sample points correct,ly. In this case, 
, , 

however any solution to equation 3.4.12 will tend to give good 
, 

discrimination although the aij may not be ponsistent. 
I 

I 

For further c:levelopment regarding log-lineaf models refer the 

next section. 

I 

As a last remark it is worthwhile looking at the conclusions 
of Press and Wilson (1978) where they motivated their, preference 
of the logistic model above the estimative'ltechnique. Their 
studies show that whenever a single qualitative variable is 

I 

present the logistic approach gives more aqceptable results, 
although they stress the fact that differenqeswill be small 

, 

except in some specific cases. 

3.5.1 The loq-linearmodel and the discriminant problem 
, 

An alternative to the full multinomial mode~ which suffers from 
the probability of state sparseness and an eixtension to the 

. I ' 

logistiC model of the previous section wassu~gested and des-
cribed by Berenson, Levine and Goldstein (1983), Goldstein and 

I 

Oillon (1978), Haberman (1974), Hand (1981) jatc.. Haberman dis-
cussed the use of this technique in the spec~fic case of ordered 
categories. The model uses the goodness ofl fit statistics as a 
tool of model building, provides a solution to the state sparse-

, 

ne ss problem and incorporates information with respect to or-
derings of the variables. In addi~on to t~is the model takes 
care of association factors among variables. i 

, I 
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Before discussing the application of the mpdel itself, which 
is straightforward, because the model gives us a probability 
for ! which together with the group prObabjili ty , gives us the 
final procedure and solution, we give a brief description of 

I 

the basis of the log-linear model and then I its layout and ex-
tension to the logit form. 

We will see that the sufficient statisticsl for log-linear models 
are easy to obtain and yield the expected cell frequencies with
out having to determine the underlying par~meters. 

PC!) = expCao+a l (xl )+a 2 (x2 )+Q3(x3)+ .1. +ap(xp ) 

+0. 1 2 (xl ,x2 ' , , ••• , p 

where the ai, j for respective ... , 
,. P 

0.
0 

= 8 In P(!)/ n gi 
i=l 

where gi is the number of categories 

'" P 
~l (a) =_ r In p(x)/ n gi-a 

X - i=2 0 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a (a) 

p = ~ 
x -a p 

i 

+alp(xl,xp ) 

3.5.2.1 

i, j ane defined as 
! 

for tJe i th variable. 
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a 12 (a,b) -

..................................... 
A 

a l Ca, ••• ~ c) = • • • p ~ lnPC!)-
!=(a,: •• ,c) 

... -a o 3.5.2.2 

PC!) is the expected value of PC!) under the model assumptions. 

We will view the ai's . as main effects and interactive terms 
I· •• ,J 

analogous to those of the analysis of variance. In terms of 
this it is easy to see that for p=2 and both variables binary, 
a o becomes 

A A A A 

= lnp «0,0» + In? «0,1» + lnP «1,0» + lnP «1,1» 
a o 4 

and a 1 becomes 

A " 

lnP«O,O» + lnP«O,l» 
a l = 2 - a o 

A A A A 

= lnp(10,0» + lnp«O,l» i lnp«l,O» - lnP«l,l» 

3.5.2.3 

With higher order interactions we will see that it is possible 
to economise on the number on interaction terms.-

To describe the modelling teChnique a two-way table, i.e.a two 
variable model is assumed. It will be appreciated that this 
model can be expanded very easily to any realistic number of 
variables. A brief but useful summary can be found in 
Berenson, Levine and Goldstein (1983). 

Let the variables A and B with I and J levels respectively form 
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an IxJ contingency table. Let xij be the observed frequency 
and mij be the expected frequency associated with cell (i,j) 
if a sample of n observations was distributed across the table. 
Using the more common notation of Bishop et al. let 

so that 

with constraints 

= ~llAB(ij) = 0 
J 

3.5.2.4 

3.5.2.5 

3.5.2.6 

Bishop, Fienberg and Holland (1975) showed that it is immaterial 
whether the cell probabilities or the expected counts in each 
cell are used as the mean terms, i.e. the II - terms are just 
transformations of cross product ratios which are invariant 
under row and column ~u1tip1ications, e.g. if I=J=2, then 

1 

~) xl 
:-2' 
N 

As above the II terms can now be defined as 

3.5.2.7 
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= 4 
In mij 3.5.2.8 '\.I 

ij IJ 

In mij 
'\.lA (i) = r - '\.I J 3.5.2.9· 

j 

'\.IB (j) = r 
In mij - '\.I I 3.5.2.10 

i 

, 
'\.IAB(ij)= In mij - '\.IA(i) - '\.IB(j) + '\.I 3.5.2.11 

so that there are (I-I) (J-l) independent pa~ameters needed 
I 

to explain all pos.sible association· in theIxJ table. Note 

that calculation of '\.IAB(ij) necessitates the calculation of 
'\.lA (i) and '\.IB(j) which require the value of: '\.I. This order of 
calculation will always be necessary as hlgrer order '\.I-terms 
measure the deviations between lower order ll-terms. This re
quires the use of the hierarchy principle, i.e. 

i 

(a) for any two sets of indexes {a} and {e ~} such that {e} c: 
i 

{el}, '\.I{e} = 0 implies that '\.I{e l } = o. 

Cb) for any set of indices {a"}, the fact ~hat '\.I{e"}~O im-: 
plies that all lower order relatives of '\.I{e~} are non zero. 

If all '\.I-terms are present in a model, the ~el is said to 
be saturated,otherwise it is said to be uns,turated. As one 

I 

always tries to use the smallest possible n~er of parameters 
. . 

without changing the goodness of fit serioU$ly, focus will be 

on the unsaturated models. If for examplel'\.lAB(ij) = 0 Vi,j 
in a model with three variables A, Band C ~ith levels I,J and K 
then A and B are independent conditional onC. This model 
could also be described as an [AC][BC] model, i.e. leaving out 
that '\.I-term which is absent. 
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In deciding on a model there are three basic object.ives, 

namely parsimony with respect to the number of parameters, 
gO~dness of .fit with respect. to deviance of cell estimates from 
cell observations and interpretability. 

To estimate the theoretical cell frequencies the most advocated 

technique is the method of maximum likelihood. The advantages 
are that the cell estimates will not be influenced by the fact 
whether the table was constructed using a Poisson sampling 
scheme, a product multinomial sampling scheme or a full multi
nomial sampling scheme on the condition that in the case of 
product multinomial sampling the ~-terms corresponding to fixed 
margins are included in the fitted model (Bishop et al) • 

The theoretical cell frequencies are easy to compute and are 
often simple functions of marginal totals. The estimates 
have favourable large sample properties and where closed form 
expressions for the maximum likelihood estimates are not available 
the method of iterative proportional fitting works well (see 
Bishop et al. or Fienberg (1980) for rules for deteoting exis
tence of direct (closed form) estimates and the application 

thereof.) 

Bishop et al. discussed the G2-statistic which is used to assess 
the goodness of fit in chapter 14 in detail with special re
ference to its asymp1:otic behaviour. The G2-statistic is pre
ferred to the well known Pearson statistic: 

2 (Xi -mi) 2 

X = i lIl
i 

3.5.2.12 

X2 is asymptotically chi-square distributed with degrees of 
freedom equal to the number of cells in the table minus the 
number of independent fitted parameters defined by the model. 
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The G2-statistic is based on the likelihoo~ ratio and possesses 
I ' 

a useful partitioning property which can bJ applied in model 

building - a property not shared by the x2Jstatistic. 

3.5.2.13 

wi th degrees of freedom equal to the nwnber, of cells in the 
table minus the nwnber of independent fitted parameters defined 

by the model. As an example assume the A, I Band C variable 
model with IxJxK cells. Assume the model [AB][C], i.e. 

3.5.2.14 

The degrees of freedom == IJK(number of cellr) - l(ll) - (I-I) 
(nwnber of independent parameters with resp~ct to variable A) -
(J-l) (wi th respect to variable B) - (K-l) (vifiriable C)-(I-l) (J-l) 
(\~i th respect to the association parametersl whi't:h are indepE!ndent) .. 

(K-l)(IJ-l) • 

In order to partition the model, define 

3.5.2.15 

3.5.2.16 

th~ G2 can be found as 

3.5.2.17 

Suppose two models are denoted ~y [1] and [~] and that all 
the ll-terms in [2] are contained in model [1], i.e. [2] is 
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nested within [1]. Let the parameter estimates for model 

[1] be denoted by (~[l]). Then the G2-statistic for model 
[2] can be written as 

G2 C[2]) = - 2 (L(m[2]) - LC!») 

= 2(L(~[l]) - LC!i[2]» + 2(L(!) - LC~[l]») 

= G2 ([ 2] I[ 1]) + G2 ([ 1] ) , 3.5.2.18 

1. e. G2 ([ 2]) > G2 ([ 1]) by G2([ 2] I[ 1] ), the conditional like
lihood ratio statistic for model [2] given by model [1]. 
Now G2 ([2]), G2 ([l]) and G2 ([2]/[1]) are asymptotically 

distributed chi-square with respective degrees of freedom 
v2' vI and v2-v l • This then gives us a way to determine 
whether a given }.I-term must be added or ignored from the 

model. For a full description of this stepwise method refer 
Bishop et al. 

A natural extension of the model is being used in discriminant 

analysis, namely the logit models in which interest centers 
upon the relationship of a set of explanatory variables on 
at least one responsive variable, i.e. the relationships be
tween the explanatory variables as such are not as important 
as the nature of the effects on the response variable(s). The 
technique can be illustrated best by means of an example as in 
Berenson et al. 

Assume a one response variable with two levels so that the log 
odds table can'be constructed after a suitable log-linear model 
has been found. Say the response variable is C, where C has 
two levels.~ Suppose the best parsimonious model is given by 
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[AB] [AC][ BC] ,i. e. llABC (ijk) = 0, then 

. i 

In mijk = 1l+IlA(i)+IlB(j)+IlC(k)+IlAB(ij)+rBC(jk)+IlAC(ik) 

3.5.2.19 

I 

The logit model is then defined by 

3.5.2.20 

because 

llC{1) = -IlC(2); llAC(il) = -IlAC(i2); llBC(jl) =-IlBC(j2) 

3.5.2.21 

Therefore it follows that 

logitij In(mijl) + AB BC = =w w +w. mij2 i J 3.5.2.22 

- -AC BC 
with w = 211C (1) , w(i) = 211AC (il) and w(j) = 211 BC (jl) where 
the bar Qver C indicates the variable which the odds refer to. 

Note that the estimated frequencies may be compared directly. 

The odds can be converted to a proportion by using the trans
formation suggested by Berkson (1944) as 

3.5.2.23 

which will estimate the ratio of odds of le~l 1 of variable C 
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against level 2 of variable c. 
fore is: 

The discrimination rule there-

Allocate to population 1, i.e. level 1 of C if Pij ~ 0,5 

Allocate to population 2, i.e. level 2 of C if ~ij < 0,5 

with an arbitrary allocation in the case of equality. 

It will be appreciated that a large amount of work and time is 
saved by these models when closed form estimators may be used 
and even when the iterative procedure must be ~ollowed, because. 
according to Birch's theorem the ~-terms then do not have to be 
calculated (see Berenson et a1. and Bishop et al.). 

3.5.3 The application of the log-linear and logit models 
in discriminant analysis - a summary 

The application is illustrated by means of an example as given 
in Berenson et al. 

Assume a 2xJxK contingency table where the first variable, xl 
identifies the group, i.e. aSSign to population ITl if xl=l and 
to IT2 when x l =2. For the three variable model, xi' i=1,2,3 
the saturated model for the theoretical frequencies is 

3.5.3.1 

Assuming equal prior probabilities and a sample based parti
tion ° = (01 , O2) against the optimal partition ~ = (~l' ~2) 
to define a sample based logit rule: 

Assign a response characterised by ! = (x2 ' x3) = (j,k) as 
follows 
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< 0 

then !€"1 

then !€T12 . 

= 0 randomly 

3.23 

3.5.3.2 

Note that in terms of a log-linear representation, the full 
mu1tinomia1 rule is equivalent to using a completely saturated 
design. 

Discrimination may also be made on ground of the w values in 
the model as in the previous section. 

The procedure as described above should be followed after a 
suitable, more parsimonious model has been constructed, there
by diminishing the number of parameters considerably. 

If there are more than two popu1ations to be cons~dered, say 

p popu1ations then variable xl has p levels, i.e. !1 = (xl) 

and !2 = (x2 ' ••• , xk ), where every Xi' i = 2, ••• , k can 
take on Si different categorical values and vec1:or !i can be classified 

as belonging to n. when 1n(mj2 ••• k ) is a maximum for all 
J m' 2 k 'J ••• 

s = 1, ••• , PJ sJ'j; j=l, ••• , P, 

1n mj 2 ••• k 
m .2 ••• k 

= max {In(mi2 ••• k)} 
s=l, ••• ,p ms2 ••• k 
i=l, ••• ,p 
s,.i 

3.5.3.3 

3.6 Discrimination using a distribution free procedure based on 
the estimation of probability distributions using the kernel 
function method 

3.6.1 Introduction 

Welch (1939) showed that if we want to classify an object that 
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comes from one of two populations with associated densities fl 
and f2 ·then a classification rule. should be based upon the 
likelihood ratio f l /f2 • Under the assumption of sampling from 
normal populations with equal covarlance matrices or even 
different covariance matrices the procedures are fairly easy. 
Studies have shown that these procedures perform reasonably 
well for some non-normal populations, but there is interest 
in approaching the problem in a less constrained way. 

The question is whether it is possible to estimate the likelihood 

ratio fl/f2 with.out estimating fl and f 2 • It ls true howeve;-, 
that much more is known about density estimation than likelj.hood 
ratio estimation. The most direct way to proceed therefore is 
to estimate th.e individual den si ties f 1 and f 2 and then the 
likelihood ratio f l /f2 • 

Wahba (1975) dealt with the optimal convergence properties of 
various classes of nonparametric density estimates and the ad
vantages of these estimates in the classification problem. 
Lachenbruch and Goldstein (1979) summarised these results: 

Let fl and f2 be the two underlying continuous densities from 

subpopulations III and Il2' and Pl and P2 are the two prior pro
babilities. If 0 • (01 , O2 ) is a partition of .the sample space 
X such that XEO

j 
implies that x belongs to Il j for any x€X, then 

the probability of correct classification for the partition of 
rule 0 is given by 

reO) • 3.6.1.1 

If .9- is the set of all possible classification rules then 
0* achieves the optimal probability of correct classification 
if 

reD*) = sup reO) = r* 
O€& 

where according to Welch 0* is defined by 

3.6.1.2 
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I 

Dj = {x/j is the smallest integer suc, that Pjfj(X) 

= max(Pjfj(x})} 
j=1,2 

6.6.1.3 

If a random sample of si,e n ·is available f~om the mixture 
of Itl and It 2, say It and it is determined th~t n. of the obser-

" n J . 
vations are from nj we estimate Pj by Pj =: j/n (refer 3.2.1). 

I 
, 

" 
Den~te the partition in 3.6.1.3 by Dj and an estimate of fj(x) 
by fj (x) at the point x, then with I 

;{D) = : f ~.f.(x)dx 
j=l J J 

D. 
J 

it can be shown tba t 

A A. A.. 

r (D) = sup r (D) 
D€-B" 

3.6.1.3 

3.6.1.4 

Glick (1972) showed that if the density estlmates are con-
A A i 

sistent and provided that I L Pjf.(x)dx conV,erges to unity 
j J 

I " 

or is bounded by a finite constant then sup! I r (D) - r (D) 1+0, 
" ,.. " 

r(D) + r* and rED) + r*, which are very desirable error-rate 
convergence properties. Note that no rest4ictive conditions 
relating to the underlying family of distributions generating 
the data are assumed. 

There are many density estimators, inter al~a the kernel esti';" ) 
mates, the orthogonal series estimates, the Ipearsonian system, 

I 

the Gram-Charlier approach and the maximum likelihood procedure 
proposed by Fishe~references of which may,e found in Wegman 
(1972) • 

This section gives a summary of the properti~s of the kernel 
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functions as well as the application of these estimates in dis

criminant analysis. Given the a priori class probabilities 

and cost constants, if not equal, the usual procedure is 

followed to find the classification rule using the kernel 

function method to find the a priori class conditional densities. 

3.6.2 The kernel function 

Parzen (1962) showed in his paper how one may construct a family 

of estimates of f(x) and the mode such that the estimates are 

.consistent and asymptotically normal. The problem of esti

mating the mode of a probability density function is comparable 

to the problem of maximum likelihood estimation of a parameter. 

According to Everitt and Hand (1981) the estimation of a pro

bability density function may be looked upon as one way of 

approximating a mixture of distributions bya single density 

by increasing the number of parameters. The introduction of 

more parameters would be expected to yield a better approxima

tion than a mixture distribution. The number of parameters 

is increased to the number of sample points in the mixture. 

In application to discriminant analysis where one may have two 

or more 41stlnct classes, each population will be associated 

with a unique density. 

''Paren uses a smooting parameters A(or 2 A) which is dependent 

Qft n, i. e. A = A(n), where n is the number of sample obser

vations under discussion. Then fn(x) can be estimated by 

f (x) = [F (x+~) - F (X-A) ]/(2),) n n n 3.6.2.1 

As n increases, A will decrease. 
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This gives rise to the estimation of a probability using a mix

ture of densities so that when ?Sil' ••• , ?Sin form a sample 
i 

from a multivariate population II i' then the distribution of ~ 
in population I1i can be estimated by 

= 3.6.2.8 

where 0i is the subset of 0 which contains data from population 

I1 i · 

Parzen used the following example to illustrate the method in 
the case of a univariate distribution. (See also Van der 
Merwe and Kotze, 1980). 

Assume ni sample elements from population I1 i , i=l, ••. , k. 

The sample elements from I1i are the vectors ?Sil' ••• , ?Sin. 
We shall use for our example only the 1st element of i 

each vector, i.e. xill ' xi2l ' ••• , xin 1· Let the number of 
1st elements which fall in the interval (Y-A, Y+A) be n. 

We estimate P(~/I1i' 0) as follows 

number in interval 1 
p(y/n i , 0)· total number ·length of interval 

n 
= np-r 

3.6.2.9 

where 
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= 0 forltl > 1 i.e. Iy-xijl l > A 3.6.2.10 

Here we can see why the kernel function is also known as the 

window function, because of the "window" [Y-A; y+A]. 

Therefore each observation has a contribution to make to the 

This contribution is determined by K(t) as well 

as the value of A ~.,here A determines the interval size. 

Meisel (1972) gave the ideal characteristics of the kernel 

function as follows: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

The mode of the fUnction must be at ~ij=Y. 

The contribution of x .. through the kernel function 
-1) 

must decrease as the distance between !ij and 'i in-
creases, i.e. the contribution must be approximately 

zero when !ij is far from ~. 

Equivalent differences between x. , xi ' mFn respective-1m - n 
ly and ~ must result in equal contributions throught the 

kernel function. 

Murthy (1966) showed that p one-dimensional kernel functions 
can be expressed as a single p-dimensional kernel function 

and vice versa so that 

3.6.2.11 

Parzen showed that the kernel function must satisfy the following 

conditions in order to give estimates which are stable and 

asymptotically normal. 
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From 3.6.2.10 

k 
IT Kt(yt/xi't' A) 

t=l J 

= 
k z l-z 
IT A t(l-A) t 3.6.3.4 

t=l 

where Zt = 0 when Xijt ~ Yt 

= 1 when Xijt = Yt and ~ , y ~ 1 so that when 

each binary variable has its own smoothing parameter At 
equation 3.4.3.3 transforms to 

k z l-z 
K{:l/!i" ~) = IT Att{l-A) t 

J t=l t 
3.6.3.5 

where Zt is as in 3.6.3.4. 

Note in 3.6.3.3 that when A-l then the denstty is estimated by 
means of the relative frequency, i.e. 

I = x i ' - J K(X/!ij' 1) = 1 

= 0 I ~ !ij 3.6.3.6 

and when A = ~ the density is estimated by the uniform dis
tribution, i.e. 

:l any vector 3.6.3.7 

(c) (i) When the data ,is multivariate categorical with 

more than 2 categories, Aitchison and AitkeJ. distinCJUis.hed 
tween nOminally scaled and ordinally scaled data. They 
suggest the following kernel function for t e former (see 
also Van der Nerwe and Kotze, 1980). 

be-
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= 3.6.3.8 

where z = t o when Xijt ~ Yt 

= 1 when Xijt = Yt and c t is the number of categories, 

i.e. 0, 1, ... , c t -1 in which Yt is partitioned. 

(ii) For categorical data which are ordina11y scaled, the near

ness of Yt to Xijt is taken into a9count by means of a weighting 

system. The following kernels are suggested: 

When c = 4 t 
categories: 

When c t = 4 

categories: 

Xijt = 0 

= 1 

= 2 

= 3 

: Kt (Yt/Xijt , A) for ordinal variables with 3 

Y = 0 t = 1 = 2 

Xijt = 0 A2 lA (1- A) (1- A) 2 

1 1j(1_A2 ) . 2 1j(1_A2 ) = A 

=. 2 (1- A) 2 2A(1-A) A2 

t - -Y - 0 - 1 = 2 - 3 

A3 3A 2 (l-A) 3A 2 (1-).) 1-A3 

A(1-A 3) A3 A (1-A 3) (l-A) (l-A 3) 
l+A 1+A 1+X, 

(l-A) (l-A 32 A(1-A 3) A3 A (l-A 3) 
l+A l+X l+X 

(1-A)3 3A(1-A)2 3A2 (l-A) A3 
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(d) The kernel function method makes it possible to handle the 
.problem of discrimination when there is a population with mixed 
binary and continuous features. Kotze and Van der Merwe expanded 
on the reference given by Aitchison and Aitken by giving an ex
ample. 

Let each observation vector consist of k measurements of which 
kl are of the binary type and k2 measurements are continuous 

variables so that k l +k2 = k, i.e. !ij = (xijl ' xij2 ' ••• , x
ijkt

' 

Xijkl+l' Xijkl+2' ••• , xijk)· 

Let y 

then 

kl k2 
= (~, y) be a typical vector from the space B x R 

.. '" p(~, y/II i , D) = PC!!, y/Di , Ai' ~i) 

1 
ni 

= .r K(~/!ij' A).L(Y/!ij' l5) 3.6.3.9 ni J=l 

Where K is the cubical binomial density function with smoothing 
parameter A and L the spherical normal distribution with smoothing 
parameter ~ • Note that K as well as L may be the results of 
products of "variable-type" kernel functions themselves. Note 
further that factorisation in kernel functions does not imply 
independency - e.g. 3.6.3.9 does not imply independency be
tween the binary and continuous variables. 

In a -similar way other types of variables can be included and 
taken care of by expanding on the product characteristic of the 
kernel function. 

There are several techniques available for estimation of the 
smoothing parameter(s). 

c 
Ai~ison and Aitken proposed a jackknife likelihood method to 
determine A (or At' ~ etc.), i.e. maximise V(Ai/Di ) using Ai 
as variable in 
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3.6.3.10 

They found however, in the case of the cubical binomial kemel 
function that Ai t,urns out to be Ai = 1, while Ai = 0 for all 
n i in the case of the multivariate normal kernel function, which 
gives rise to a "point" parameter. Habbema, Hermans and Van 
derBroek (1974) proposed a variation of the jackknife likeli
hood technique which Van der Merwe and Kotze showed as follows~ 
The proposed function is 

n
i 

W(Ai/Oi) = ,n P(!ij/Oi-!ij' Ai) 
)=1 

3.6.3.11 

3.6.3.12 

where W must be maximised. 0i-!ij denotes the set 0i with 
the Single vector !ij excluded. 

" Aitchison and Aitk~ showed that Ai converges in probability to 

1 and that P(I/Oi' Ai) converges in probability to p(~/ni' 0i) 
as n-+oo. 

For more examples of estimation methods for the smoothing para
meter refer to Van Ness (1979). 

It is of interest to note that itwas the general consensus of 
Van Ness and Simp.on (1976) and Van Ness (1979) that the choice 
of the kernel function itself is not so crucial, but that the 
choice of the smoothing parameter is critical. The latter 
must be adapted to the covariances. Van Ness used several 
values for A and chose tha,t one which gave the best classifi
cation rate. This technique however is heavy on computer time. 
They found that the kernel function method compares very well 
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with all other discrimination techniques, especially in the case 
of a small number of observations on many variables, or where 
there are variables with large variances, e.g. discrete variables 
with many categories. It is further noteworthy that new data 
with new combinations of the variable may be classified on grounds 
of the existing data bank. 

3.7 The location model 

Krzanowski (1975) proposed a model for the classification of mixed 
data where the observation vectors contain binary as well as con
tinuous variables. 

Let the observation vector be !'. = (!', y') where !' = (xl' ••• , xq ) 
is the vector of q binary variables and ~' = (Yl' ••• , yp) is the 
vector of p continuous variables. Express the q binary variables 
as a multinomial !' = (zl' ••• , zk) where k= 2q so that each dis
tinct pattern of x defines a multinomial cell uniquely. An ob-

servation (Xl' ••• , xq) will be an element in cell c=l+ i Xi2i-l 
i=l 

Assume a further k cells and that ~ is mUltivartate normally dis
tributed with equal dispersion matrix L in all cells and mean 
y(m} in cell m, where m = 1, ••• , k. Let the probability of 

obtaining an observation in cell m be Pm (see also Olkin and 
Tate, 1975). In the case of a two group discrimination problem 
the model is generalised to multivariate means ~lm} and probabi
lities Pim for i = 1, 2 with conmon L for all cells of both 
populations. From this we can summarise that 

3.7.1 

is the conditional distribution of y given !. 

The optimum allocation rule, given all population parameters can 
now be derived. 
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I 

Let Pi (!) "be theprobability density of ! inl II i , i = 1,2. If 
costs and a priori probabilities are assume~ to be equal, then 
w is assigned to III if Pl(~)/P2(!»)1 and otherwise tolI2 • But 

3.7.2 

Suppose that the observation x falls in cell m, then it.follows 
that 

3.7.3 

i. e. Pim = 'Pi (!) for x in cell m and zm the corresponding cell 
in the ! vector. 

From 3.7.1 allocate to III if 

(I!im) -I! Jm) ) r -l{ r~ (I! i m) +I!im) )} ~ In (P2~Plm) 3.7.4 

and otherwise to II2 with m = 1 + f x 2i - l • It follows that 
i=l i 

there is a discriminant function for each o~ the.multinomial 
cells where the discrete components of the ~del determine the 
cut off point in each case. 

In order to determine the misclassification iprobabilities 
P(1/2) and P(2/1) the Mahalanobis distance ~quared, 

. I 
I 

(m) (~) . o! :11 (l!im)-1:!Jm» .~-1(1:!1 1 -1:!2) 3.7.5 

! 

is applied, i.e. the distance squared betwe~ III and II2 condi-
I 

tional on the observation falling in multindmial cell m. If 
the overall probability of misclassificatio~ from IIi 
as the sum of the probabilities of miSClassilfication 

I 

is taken 
for each 
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I . 

multinomial cell of ITi weighted by the probability of its 
occurence, we find that 

P(2/l) = ~ p ~[(ln P2m - 'O!)/Om] 3.7.6 
m=ll Plm 

and 

k [ Plm 2 ] P(1/2) = L P2 ~ (In --- - ,Om)/Om 
m=l m P2m 

, 
, 

I 

where ~(x) is the cumulative standard 
function. 

normai 

i 

3.7.7 

distribution 

When the parameters are not known, they mus~ be estimated from 
the initial samples of sizes nl and n2 respectively. 

Let n lm and n2m denote the number of observltions falling in 
cell m of the q-way contingency table containing k = 2q cells 
each for ITl and IT2 • Let l~~) denote the vector of continuous 
variables associated with the j th observat~on in cell m of, the 
sample from ITi • Then, if 

n 
-(m) 1 im (m) 
y = --- L I. 

i n im j=l )i 
3.7.8 

the maximum likelihood estimates of the popqlation parameters 

Pim' l!lm) and L are given by . I· .. 

A n im A (m) -(m) 
Pim =;-- , Pi = Ii 

i 
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This procedure however, may lead to a problem regarding the size 
of nim which may in some cases be very small if n l and n2 are 
not large relative to k, the number of cells and this may give 
rise to poor parameter estimates. For this 
some approximations of Which one is a second 

model as an approximation for the Pim. For 
to Goldstein and Dillon (1978). 

Krzanowski gave 
order log-linear 
further detail refer 

Krzanowski found that the location model gives better results 
than Fisher's LDF when there is evidence of interactions between 
binary variables and between populations. The usefulness of the 
location model seems to diminish as the number of binary variables 
is more than approximately 7 in random sample cases of nl =n2=50. 
He has however, not done any extensive research regarding the 
advantages of the location model. 

3.8 Gatekeeping analysis for completely nominal data and some 
other approaches 

This simple hierarchical thresholdinq analysis is often easy to 
apply with relatively good results (Montgomery, 1975 and Ken
dall, 1963). 

(i) Search for a variable and for a value of that variable 
which will enable us to reach a classification decision for all 
or a part of our sample while making very few errors. In effect 
we s~ek a variable and a value of that variable above or below, 
if the data is ordinal in nature, which there is little or no 
overlap in the sample distributions f·rom the two (or more) 
populations. This· search may be made on the basis of prior 
logic and/or heuristic methods. 

(ii) Remove from the data base those observations which we 
are ready to classify. 
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(iii) Return to step 1 with the remainder of the data. Repeat 
until sample sizes become very small, or no variable can be found 
which will achieve the objectives, or you are satisfied with the 
classification success. 

One advantage of this approach is that it may be used on rela~ively 
small samples. Unfortunately it cannot be applied directly to 
continuous data, unless categorised. Further it is not possible 
to find~theoretical distributions for the misclassification rates. 
Refer also Kendall (1963),and Montgomery for examples as well as 
Kendall, stuart and Ord (1981) for further comment and examples. 

Further approaches for fully. nominal data may be found in Git
low (1979). He discussed the dummy variable multiple dis
criminant function (MDF) and the multivariate nominal scaled 
analysis (MNA). He found that MNA gave better resul ts than 
MDF in the data he used in his analysis. These two techniques, 
which are relatively new are easy to apply and deserve more at
tention in the future. 

The MDF is often used when the dependent as well as the indepen
dent variables are all nominally scaled. The model is 

p ci-l 
Ykl = b10 + t L bij1xiJok' 1=1, ••• , G 

i-I j-l 
3.8.1 

where i, j and 1 refer to variable, category and group respectively. 

G equals the number of groups. 
b1a is the constant term for the 1th group. 
Yk1 indicates the group membership of· observation k, i.e. 
if observation k is a member of group 2 (1-2) then Yk1=2. 
p is the n.umber of original independent variables. 
ci - l is the n~er of dummy variables needed to represent 
the ci categories of the jth ox:lqinal independent variable. 
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\ 

bij R, is the MDF coefficent for the dummy variable formed 
from the j th category of the i th original independent 
variable for group R,. 

xijk = 1 if observation k shows the typical characteristics 

of the j th category of the i th variable 
= 0 otherwise 

In the case of lOOre than two groups where the dependent variable 
is of a n9minal nature the MNA procedure is appropriate if the 
independent variables are nOminally scaled and an additive lOOdel 
is suitable to represent the data set. The model is: 

R,=l, ••• , G 3.8.2 

where as before i, j and R, refer to variable, category and group . 
respectively. 

G equals the number of groups. 

YkR,=l if observation k is a member of group R, 

=0 otherwise. 

-yR, is the percentage of observations in group R,. 

p is the number of independent variables. 

aijR, is the MNA coefficient which shows the percentage 
deviation from the overall percentage of observations 
in group R, caused by the j th category of the i th inde
pendent variable - see Andrews and Messinger (1973) for 

the derivation of aijR,. 

xijk=l if observations k shows the characteristic re
presented by category j of the i th independent variable. 

=0 otherwise. 

MDF has a distribution. theoretical basis whereas MNA has no 
theoreticalbasi&.MNA on the other hand does not need hOlOOgeneity 
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of variance to perform well and the results are easier to inter
I pret. It is known that MDF is inappropri~te for many data 

structures, e.g. if group covariance matrices are not equal, 
I 

whereas it is not known for what data strurtures MNA may be 

inappropriate. 

I 
I 

Gitlow found in his study that for the data he used the MNA profile 

performed much better than the dumM¥ vari~le MDF profile using a 
I 

hold out discriminatory power test. 

I 

The MNA profile showed less confusion amon~ misclassified obser-

vations than the dummy MDF profile. Press's x2 {O) statistic 

using hold out samples showed that the MNAi,s predictive ability 

is far superior to that of the dummy variable MDF's ability. 

In general it was found that the MNA profile is more representative 

of the true profile than is the case with ~he dummy variable MDF 

profile. 

! 

As MNA is a relatively new and untested procedure G~ow advocated 

more attention for this method which may g~ve very satisfactory 

results when discriminating in nominally spaled data sets. 

3.9 Discriminant Anal ais based on ranks ~ A techniue which 

ives pne some control over the rate f misclassification 

Randles, Broffitt, Ramburg and Hogg (1978)1 and Broffitt, Randles 

and Hoqq (1976) described a "distribution-free" partial discri

minant analysis technique which has a veryl desirable property, 

namely the ability to keep the probabiliti~s of misclassification 

in the case of two sample discrimination tr more or less an equal 
deqree. In addition,the region of uncertainty - or "not classi

fication" can be diminished and spe~ific ratios of PI to P2 can 
i 

be determined. 
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Let !l' ••• , !nl and ll' ••• , ln2 be independent random samples 

from two p-variate populations ITl and IT2 respectively. Another 
random observation say z will generally be classified by means 

of Fisher's LDF say 

with decision rule: Classify 

~€n 1 when 0L C.~) ~c 

~€IT2 when 0L (~)< c 

so that the probabilities of misclassification are 

3.9.1 

3.9.2 

A large overlap between ITl and IT2 and/or a ! near to c may 
cause uncertainty whether to classify or not, and if - where 
to classify. 

The object is to minimise this uncertainty and this can be ob
tained by fixing Pl and P2 within certain limits. With respect 
to the latter it should be noted that Fisher's LDF and OOF do 
not result in a minimum of the average (~1+P2) or in a more or 

2 
less equal Pi' i=1,2, because of deviations from normality and 
differences in variances. 

This method will enable us not only to fix Pl~P2' but even to 
fix desirable ratios if we would like to, e.g. P1-k.P2• 

We define Ai as the occurence or event which favours !€ITi and 
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define !i' i=l, ••• , n, and ,l!:i' i=l, ••• , ~2 as before. Assume 

that !Enl so that the two samples are !l' 1··' !n' !n +1 and 
III 

l!:l' ••• , l!: where !n+l =!. Oetermine ~ discriminant function 
n 2 ' 

D (.) based on these two final samples in ~UCh a way that Oy(·) 
X '-will be positive if the observation is fro. nl and negative if 

otherwise. Any function which is sy~etr~cal with respect to 

!i as well as Ii is acceptable, e.g. Fishet's linear discriminant 
function or quadratic discriminant functiorl as well as others may 

be used. 

The symmetrical discriminant function ther,fore must satisfy the 

following condition; let 

0x{·) = 0x(e/x_l , ••• , x_n ,x • -n,+l' 
- > 1-1. 

. 

Il' I ••• , l!:n ) 
I » 2 

3.9.4 

Let i l , ••• , i
nl

+l and jl' ••• , jn
2 

be arb~trary permutations 

of the integers 1, ••• , nl+l and 1, ••• , n2' then 0&(.) must 
satisfy 

Ox (. I!i ' x . I· , :t . ) . . . , 
-in +1 

, . . . , 
Jl .J - 1 1 . n2 

I 

I 
I 

= o! (. I!l' ... , !nl+l; l!:l' . . . , l!:n ) 3.9.5 
2 

Let R (!) = R (x +1) be the rank of D (z~ among ° (xl)' ••• , 
! ! -nl > ! - ! -

° (x ), ° (x +1)' ranking from smallest ~o largest. As Rx (!) 
! -~l ! -n l - > 

becomes' bigger it seems more likely that !I may be an "!" rather 

than a "y" in terms of its 0X{·) value. NoW if !€nl then 

R (Xi)' i=l, ••• , nl+l and R (z) in partic~>lar have the uniform x - x -
distribution over the integers 1, ••• , nl+~ as long as the dis-

tribution of 0x(!) is continuous. This r~sult is however in
dependent of the distributions of nl or n2r For a proof of or 
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rather, a heuristic argument for this stat~ment, see Randles 

et al. 

a l 
Let al = nl+l ' a l being an integer and define event Al such that 

3.9.6 

i.e. classify l as an observation from nl • i . 

. i 

In cases where nl and n2 overlap substantially 

= P(R (z) ~ a
l

) x --
3.9.7 

To specify A2 as.sume that !. is from n2 , sOl that the sample is 

~l' ••• , In ' ~ +1 where I +1 = z.Compute ° (0) using 
2 n 2 n2 - ! X 

samples of sizes n l and n2+l and determine R (z) = R (I ) 
: ~ -~ n2+l 

as the rank of -D
I

(I
n2

+l) among the n2+l ralues -O~(Il)' 

a2 • 
-OI (I2)' ••• , -OI (I

n2
+1) • Let Q 2 = n

2
+l i with a2 an integer 

so that A2 can be ,defined as 

~ : R
I

(!) > a2 3.9.8 

I 

i.e. classify! as an observation from n2 '1 and again if 
nl and nZ overlap substantially, then 
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= P (R ( z ) ~ a
2

) 
y -
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3.9.9 

If R (z) ~ a l and R (z) ) a2 do not classi fy I or use another x - y - . 
approach. 

Note that 0x(·) and O~(.) are different, b~t in the case of 
nI' n2 large the difference may become ins!qnificantly small. 
To ignore the difference however, will spotl the distribution 
free nature of the approach, although we wtll still have 
PI AI a

l 
and P

2 
l1l:I a 2 • . 

If there is not a substantial overlap a fot-ced procedure may 
be followed, i.e. if ! 

P (z) > P (z) 
! - Y -

P (z) < P (z) 
! - y -

where P (z) = x 

classify z as from ITl 

classify ! As from IT2 

R (z) 
and P (z) -= y

y - n2+1 

3.9.10 

In this case the level of misclassificatio. probabilities is 
not controlled, but Broffitt et al. stated ~hat preliminary 

investigations indicated that they are apPlfoximately equal. 
In the case of equality use another non-ra$kinq technique. 

. I 
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The probabilities in 3.9.10 are valid on the condition that 

o! (!)! 0y (1) have a continuous distribution for III when !€'II l 
and for II2 when !€II2 • Note that 0 (.) and 0 (.) do not even 

! y 
have to be of the same form. The choice of the forms of the 
discriminant functions should be made after having examined the -
data if possible. 

Randles et ~L showed heurist~cally that as n l ,n2 increase the 

uniform distribution of P (z) over 
! -

1 2 
(n7+! ' n +1 ' ••• , 1) 

1 1 

converges to the asymptotic distribution of Px(!l, Le. the 
uniform distribution over [0, 1]. A similar-statement applies 

I to P (z). y -

y 
I 

) 

They further show that P(z) and P (z)are inversely related as 
! - I - . 

! changes. 

Monte Carlo studies by Broffitt et all. and Randles et al. showed 
that not only is it possible to control a l and a 2 , but it is also 
possible to keep (P1+P2 )/2, i.e. the average misclassification 
probability comparatively small. The results which are given 

. 1) 
in these two articles are quite impressive. 

3.10 Scoring difJcrete data for application of the LOF analysis 

As noted earlier it is possible to apply the LOF to discrete data 
if the variables are of an ordered type. The problem however, is 
to decide on the method of scoring. Dillon and Westem (1982) 

found that if scoring is done carefully and the levels of the 
variables increases, a simple dummy v~riable coding of the raw 

1) Ca) Note, when determining the functions Ox (.) and D
i

(.) 

initially, ! may be omitted completely, thereby saving computer 
time. 
(b) Refer also the R-adapt method for possible quadratic forms 
in Randles et al. 
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frequency data followed by a LDF analysis does as well as the 
discrete discriminant procedure. 

i 

Dillon and Western found that reversals in I ratios among groups lead 
to poor results when the LDF is applied, because of the non-monotomic 
behaviour of the likelihood ratio. The s~oring which one applies 
therefore, must dampen the effects of revefsals. A further re
quirement is -that the numerical scores mus~ be applied in such a 
way that the resulting mean difference vectors are ordinal and 
finally the distance between the respectiv~ groups must be as 
large as possible. 

The scoring methods discussed are as fOllO~S: 

(i) K-lev.el coding, called the K ...... thOdf. The categories are 

from 1 to K if the variable has_ K levels. i 

I 

(ii) Dununy variable coding, called the D~-code method: For 
each variable having K categories construct K-l dummy variables. 

I 
1 ! 

(iii) The Info-Gain method: Let Pj(k) = r 
to group i, i = 1,2, in the kth category of 
scoring is done as follows 

[ responden t belongs 
variable j]. The 

3.10.1 

This scoring method gives the kth category! of a variable a 
value equal to the amount of information it furnishes for dis

I 

(See -,lso Gokhale and Kul-crimination in favour of group 1. 
back, 1978). 

(iv) The Diff-PP method based on differ~ces in posterior 
probabilities: Let P (l/j (k» and p(2/j (k» denote the res

! pective posterior probabilities in each group for the kth cate-
gory of the jth variable, then I 

s _ p(l/j(k» _ p(2/j(k» 
j(k) 
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= ~l) 
Pj(k) 

(2) 
- P ( . (k) 

+ 
<3) 

Pj(k) 

3.49 

for the kth c_ategory of the jth variable. 

3.10.2 

(v) The Diff-DS method based on differenceS in discriminant 
scores. If qi' i = 1,2, are the prtor group probabilities and 
j indicates a particular response pattern, i.e., j = (xl ~ 

k; x2 = t ; ••• iXp = m) and qp~i~ •• m; q2P~~~ •• mare the dis
criminant scores for response pattems (kt ••• m}where the P's are 
the respective cell probabilities, assign the score 

S = q p(l) q p(2) 
j 1 kt ••• m 2 kt ••• m 3.10.3 

to pattem j. Here a combination of data is summarised in one 
score. 

Bahadur's method was used for simulating multivariate frequency 
data as described in Bahadur (196l). The number of variables 
as well as levels were changed during the study. 

Dillon and Western come to the following conclusions: 

(i) In the case of binary predictors use discrete procedures 
unless the group means are very different and the variables are 
definitely uncorrelated. The latter point is of the utmost 

impo~tance. 

(ii) Procedures (ii), (iii) and (iv) performed on approximately 
the same level, but with (iii) and (iv) slightly better than (i1). 
Procedure (iii) however is so easy to apply that it is recommended 
unless the number of variables and/or levels become large. 

(iii) Procedures (i) and (v) should be ignored. 

(iv) The full multinomial rule which was also used in this study 
performed poorly, because of sparse cells. 
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It is worthwhile noting that although the f-level coding method 
did poorly in this study it deserves furth~r attention for the 
case where the number of categories are 101 or more as this may occur 
frequently in marketing applications. 

! 



Chapter 4 

CORREspoonENCE ANALYSIS AND DISCRI INANT ANALYSIS 

4.1 Introduction 
I 

Correspondence analysis is a fairly recentitechniqUe where it is 
equivalent to a number of techniques deriv,d in different contexts 
since the mid 1930's. (See Geenacre, 198~ and Greenacre 1984). 

I 

Some of the techniques involved are reciprocal averaging (Hill, 
. I 

1973), simultaneous linear regression (Hirs,chfeJ.,d, 1935) dual 
I 

scaling (Nishisato, 1980), a special case of canonical corre-
lation analysis etc. 

I 

The analysis is primarily a technique for displaying the rows and 
columns of a two-way contingency table as pbints in corresponding 
low-dimensional vector spaces. These spac~s may be superimposed 
for a jOint display. Note that the analysts is basically· suit
able for nonnegative data. 

Whereas correspondence analysis may be desctibed as a special 
case of canonical correlation analysis wher~ the latter is the 
study of linear relationships between two s.ts of variables, 
say Y and Z which tries to maximise the correlations between 
the linear combinations of Y and Z we may slilow that discriminant 
analysis is a special case of this problem. I 

I 
For the theoretical background refer to the I appendix section G. 
An intuitive description can be found in Gr,enacre (1981). 

I 
Discriminant analysis consists of the invesligation into the 
variables and patterns of observations to s e how groups in a 

I 

given partition of say I subjects can be characterised and 
separated, with the possibility of some mor~ unclassified ob

I 

jects which must be classified. Thus, we have a set of variables 
I 

say Z, which is a logical matrix indicating' the groups to which 
the sampling units belong. The rows of Z dontain zeros apart 
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from a 1 in the appropriate column to indicate the group member

ship with the result that Z forms a single qualitative variable 
defining a partition of the sampling units into groups. The 
canonical correlations would measure the ability of the variables 
in Y to linearly discriminate between these groups. 

When Y is a logical matrix as well, then correspondence analysis 
investigates the dependence of two partitions of the same sampling 
units and the process may be called double discriminant analysis. 
Diagrammatically it can be shown as follows: 

III ., 
"" s:: 
::I 

D\ n s:: 
"" r-I 
~ 

~ 
III 

CANOOICAL 
CORRELATION 

ANALYSIS 

variables 

Y 

(a) 

· · 

• 

• 
• · 

Z 

III ., 
.... 
§ 
D\ n s:: 
"" r-I 

~ 
lIS 
III 

DISCRIMINANT 
ANALYSIS 

variables groups 

• 1 0 0 

• 0 0 1 

• 
Y Z 

Cb) 

III ., 
"" s:: 
::I 

D\ s:: 
"" r-I 

~ 
lIS 
III 

n 

CORRESPONDENCE 
ANALYSIS 

groups groups 

P0100:100 . 
P1000'OOl 

• 

• 
Y Z 

(c) 

Discriminant analysis (b) and correspondence analysis (c) as special 
cases of canonical correlation analysis (a). In each case the ob
jective of the analysis can be described as maximising the corre
lation of linear combinations ¥y and IY of the 2 sets of columns 
(Greenacre, 1981). 

Figure 4.1.1 
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The analogy with canonical correlation analysis gives a restric
tive view of the problem. The geometric approach of the French 
school (see for example, Benzecri, 1973) on the other hand gives 
a much broader view of correspondence analysis. 

4.2 Geometric definition of correspondence analysis 

According to Greenacre (1981) correspondence-analysis can be de
scribed by defining firstly a cloud of pOints in a multidimensional 
vector space, secondly the metric structure on this space and 
thirdly the fit of this cloud to a variable low dimensional 
subspace onto which the pOints are projected for display and 
interpretatipn. Keep also in mind that there are two problems 
involved: The display of a cloud of points representing the rows 
of a contingency table and similarly, the columns. 

Divide the rows by the respective row totals and determine the 
average relative row profile -from the column totals. This average 
row profile is the weighted average of the row profiles where each 
row profile is weighted proportionally to the respective row sum in 
the original data matrix; this can also be seen as a centre of 
gra vity. The row masses are defined as the raw totals divided by 
the grand total. 

The metric in the space of profiles is a general Euclidian metric, 
i.e. ea~h squared difference in coordinates divided by th-e respec
ti ve element of the average row profile may be used. In the 
latter case it's known as the chi-squared metric. If the row 
profiles are denoted by !i and the diagonal matrix by Dc where 
£' is the average raw profile, then this metric measures between 
a' and a' by -i -j 

4.2.1 
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The problem now is to find the p-dimensional subspace which is 
closest to all the pOints. The measure of closeness is defined 
as the weighted sum of squared distances from the points to the 
subspace, where the weights are once again the row masses. 

If r i denotes the mass of the ith point and zi the distance of 
this pOint to the subspace, then we must find the subspace that 

2 minimises Erizi - refer the sketch. 
i 

distance=zi 

ith profile point with mass r i -
.... .... not in the plane .... ..... ..... 

' ..... ~i ..... ..... ..... 

fi-projection 

low dimensional subspace 

Figu're 4.2. 1 

c=centre of 
- gravity 

Because the triangle formed by the centre of gravity, the point and 
its projection has a fixed-length hypotenuse di , the minimum of 

2 correspondes to the maximum of Erifi where fi is the dis-
i 

tance of the ith point's projection from the centre of gravity. 

The line along which Eri f~, i.e. the moment of inertia is maximised 
is called the principal axis of inertia, i.e. in m-dimensional space 
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the subspace will have m-l orthogonal principal axes of inertia 
and moments of inertia. The total inertia of the cloud of points 
is thenrrid~ , i.e. the Chi-squa~ed statistic devided by the total 
of the matrix. Geometrically, inertia may be thought of as 
weighted dispersion. 

The principal axes solution is contained in an eigen-equation, 
where the eigen values are A 1 ;> ••• ~Am-l > 0 are the moments 
of inertia with eigen vectors ~l' ••• , ~m-l being the principal 
axes of inertia. The axes form an orthonormal basis in the space 
of raw profiles, using the previously defined metric 0-1 , i.e. 

c 
~io~lYj :;: 0ij. The quality of the display is gauged by the 
moments of inertia expressed as percentages l' of the total 
inertia~ i.e. 

m-l 
l' = 100 x A / r Ak 

a k=l 
(a=l, ••• , m-l) 4.2.2 

The display will now be an approximate representation of the 
points in a space of reduced dimension. 

Each point's contribution to the moment of inertia of the axes 
can be examined closer by looking at the terms of rri f~. 
Usually these are expressed as percentages. The angles between 
Point vectors and the principal axes will also give more insight. 
The sum of the squared cosines of angles of a point over the com
plete set of orthogonal principal axes equals 1. If therefore, 
cos2 e is high, e must be low and the vector can be said to lie 
in the direction of the axis, or correlate with the axis. 

The examination of the contribution of the profile pOints to each 
axis as well as the angles between the point vectors and the axes 
aid a great deal to the interpretation of the basic graphical 
display •. 

The above-mentioned argument with respect to row profiles applies 
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in a symmetrical fashion to the column profiles, i.e. a cloud of 
column profiles with masses in n-dimensional space as well as a 

-1 generalised Euclidian matrix Dr ' ! being the average column 
profile or the vector of row masses previously defined, are de
fined. The subspaces of closest fit are then obtained by identi
fying the principal axes of inertia of the cloud of column points. 

It is the duality in the last paragraph where this technique ob
tains its name from, i.e. correspondence analysis. There is even 
a correspondence of the positions of the row and column points on 
the axes. 

If f contains the coordinates of a row profile point along the 
first principal axis with moment of inertia A and 2 contains the 
coordinates of a column profile, then the coordinates of the 
latter point with respect to the first principal axis in its 

space is 2'~/rr. NC7vf, the elements of e add to 1 so that E'~ 
is the weighted average (centre of gravity) of the coordinates of 
the row profiles. 

Let A and B denote the matrices of row and column profiles res
pectively. Let! be the vector which contains the coordinates 
of a point with respect to the first principal axis, with moment 
of interia A. The following transition formulae can be proved 
(see Appendix A and E) for any column vector g. 

A'B'~ = A! 4.2~3 

B'A'g = A~ 4.2.4 

The solutions for! and 9 simultaneously are equivalent to the 
solutions of a basic structure problem (see Appendix A) • 

In summary the following have been mentioned: 

The inertias and their decompositions along the principal axes 
are identical in the two clouds of points. In the respective 
subspaces row points are attracted to regions of column points 
for which the row profiles are large, and vice versa. Accordingly 
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we can merge the displays into one and represent the row and 
qolumn pOints on the same prinCipal axes. 

Note that the positions of all the row profiles collectively 
determine the position of each column profile point and vice 
versa. As a result of this individual row profiles and column 
profiles can not be compared on a distance basis on the simul
taneous display. 

The axes themselves must be interpreted in terms of the percen
tages-of inertias along successive axes in the cases of two
way contingency data and rank order data. 

4.3 Correspondence analysis and discriminant analysiS 

Previously correspondence analysis was described as a form of 
double discriminant analysis. Let us extend the Y matrix to 
represent a number of qualitative variables Y1 , Y2 , ••• , Ys and 
Z as the matrix of final classification, where Yi is an n x mi 
matrix, mi being the dimension of variable i so that Y is an 
n x m matrix where m = ml + + MS. The correspondence be-
tween the classification Z and the variables in ~ is condensed 
into the contingency table Z'Y where Z'Y represents the totals of 
the rows of Y for each of the p groups, i.e. Z 'Y is a p x m Matrix. 
(Greenacre, 1981). 

The correspondence analysis of this matrix reveals now graphically 
the correspondence between the groups and the set of predictor 
variables. In order to read this display'more easily it is, 
useful to link up the points representing the categories of each 
variable as shown in the sketch below in matrix form 
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Fig. 4.3.1 

m s 

This nOw per~ts' the construction of a classification rule for 
new observations. Given a new observation, form the logical 
vector of categorised data, then determine its position with 
respect to the principal axes, using the transition formula. 
Plot this point in the discriminant space and identify the 
neighbouring pOints which determine its classification. 

The number and radius of nearest, neighbouring points are also 
of interest and may influence the classification. For further 
detail see Greenacre (1981). 

The use of correspondence analysis to determine a discriminant 
space can also be classified as a non-parametric method applic
able to continuous as well as discrete data, although there will 
obviously be some loss of information involved in replacing a 
value on a continuous scale by its corresponding category. To 
attenuate for this latter problem a number of solutions are 
available, one being the coding scheme where e.g. a continuous 
variable must be recorded as one of 3 categories. To show that 
the variable in the sketch is almost-in category 2, use a genera
lised qualitative variable Cl, \,0). 

4.8/ ••• 
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Chapter 5 

MORE ASPECTS WORTHY OF CONSIDERATION 

5.1 Ill-conditioned data matrices and/or dependent variables 

5.1.1 Introduction 

In practice one will often find that measurements are highly 
correlated. This will obviously play a large role in the results 
obtained from an analysis, especially in the linear discriminant 
or quadratic discriminant function techniques of Fisher, for the 
covariance matrices will tend to be ill-conditioned. 

- - I -1 - -Looking at the LDF (!1-!2) S (!1-!2) it is obvious that the 
inverted var-cov. matrix must be of such a nature that it is not 
ill-conditioned in any way and certainly not singular. Even if 

the observations are measured accurately, the minimum mean error 
squared of coefficients in the discriminant function can not be 
guaranteed, because of rounding off errors, intercorrelation of 
the independent variables which may give rise to ill-conditioned 
situations as well as a too. large a number of variables which may 
lead to "dummy" intercorrelation. 

As sample sizes are often small, biasing could probably be used 
whenever classification problems arise. Biasing most greatly af
fects the variables corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues of 
E. However, E ~s usually unknown and the effectiveness of 
biasi~g will have to be determined from the samples. 

Before one starts off on biasing or other techniques to correct 
for intercorrelation etc, one must first try to determine whether 
there really is a problem. Several authors (see Forsythe and 
Maler, 1967; Marshall and Olkin, 1968; Vinoid, 1976) proposed 
the use of the "condition number" to measure the instability of 
a matrix when solving for a system of linear equations (Troskie, 
1980). This is usually defined a8 

5.1.1.1 
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where 0 is usually taken as the norm. 
condition number for A (i.e. X'X) is 

In the linear model the 

5.1.1.2 

where Al > ••• > Ap , the characteristic roots of X'X. 

The condition number is a better measure of the nearness to 
singularity than the determinant of A. According to Belsey, 
Kuh and Welsch (1980) :condition number of more than 10 indicate. 
weak dependencies. A condition number of 15-30 has an associated 
correlation coefficent of 0,9 and a condition number· of 100 and 
more shows serious problems in the solutions. According to 
Troskie condition numbers shouldn't be much larger than lOp • 

• 

5.1. 2 The effect of biasing 

The application of bias to discriminant analysis was discussed 
inter alia by OiPillo (1976). His discussion was based on a 
reduction in variance and the effect of that on the probability 
of misclassification. The following will be based on the same 
frame work but instead of a reduction on the variance of the 
classification rule by biasing S directly, a bias is introduced 
on the correlation matrix. 

Let !' = (xl' .••• , xp ) be an observation from 
normal populations, say ni~n(Yi,p,t), i=1,2. 
The pooled sample var-cov. matrix is S, and R 
lation matrix, i.e. 

S = olJRDIJ 

and the equation of interest is 

S* = OlJeR+kI)OIJ 

one of two p-variate 
Assume that t l -t2=t. 

is the sample corre-

5.1.2.1 

5.1.2.2 
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This way the elements of the main diagonal are not only increased 
directly, but the ratio between main-diagonal and off-dia'gonal 
elements are increased in the matrix of intra-correlations. 

DiPillo called the common LDF the sample-based minimum x2-rule and 
modified S by replacing S by S+kI in 

O.(x) = (x-i.) ,s-l(x-i.) , j = 1,2 
J - - -J - -J 

with rule: 

From 2.1 

O. (x) = (x-i.)' (D~RD~) -1 (x-i ) 
J - - -J - -j 

We will replace R now by R+kI, i.e. S by D*\(R+kI)D~, 

Qj(!) = (!-!j)'(D~(R+~I)D~)-l(!-ij) 

= (x-i ) '(D~RD~ + kD)-l(x-i.) 
- -j - -J 

5.1.2.3 

5.1.2.4 

5.1.2.5 

Let G(!) -Ol(!) - 02(!)' and if G(!») 0 classify in population 
1, otherwise in population 2. Define G*(!) in a similar way, 

i.e. 

5.1.2.6 

and 

5.1.2.,7 

Given that! is from ITl it can be shown that D*(!) is normally 
distributed with 

5.1.2.8 
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, 5.1.2.8 

and 

5 .. 1.2.9 

It can be shown now that 

5.1.2.10 

From 5.1.2.10 it follows now that the probability of misclassi
fication may decrease when k>O. 

The shift in location from G(!) to G*(!) may however cause in
consistent results. This biasedness may be overcome consistently 
by the reduction in variance of the classification rule. 

The probability of misclassification in the case where allpopula
tion parameters are known is ~ (~) with 

5.1.2.11 

In the case where only sample estimates are available the total 
probability of misclassification (PMC) is 

where 
- - -1 - - --

\ (!2-!1) IS (~2+!1) - (!2-!1) IYi 

[(!2-!1) IS-l tS-1C!2-!1)]\ J 
i-l,2 

Under the biased correlation coefficient , let the biased 
probability of misc1assification (PMC*) be 

5.1.2.13 
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5.1. 2.14 

where for 10 0 

i i=1,2 

5.1.2.15 

DiPillo used the sign of the rate o-f change1 of PMC* to determine 

whether PMC* increases or decreases for a given k>O. So 

d die (PMC*) = - 5.1.2.16 

with 

dz* = i 

~ (!2-~h) '"(S+kD) -1 (!2+!1 ~l!i). (!2-!1) , ( +kO) -2 t (~+kD') -1 (!2-!1) 

[(!Z-!l)'(S+kD)-lE(S+kD)-l( Z-!l)]~ 

i=1,2 5.1.2.17 

DiPillo found a marked increase in efficien~y using computer 

runs on his biased procedure S+kI, not so much when the sample 
I 

sizes are large, but especially when n is sFll and or the nWDber 

of variables increases. 

I 

It should be illuminating to apply tne bias~d procedure S+kD 

to the same data sets DiPillo used. 

5.5/ ••• 
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The optimum valne of k is difficult to determine. It should 

obviously be where d(~C*) equals zero - not an easy equation 
to solve. Other methods depend on the maxim1sation of 

z fA -lz 
- *-

5.1.2.18 

as well as examination of reversal in direction of individual 
coefficients in the discriminant function. 

A last remark is in order here namely that OiPillo (1979) was 
investigating the procedure as indicated above, using S+kO in 
stead of S+kI, but no results has appeared as far as the author 
is aware of. 

5.2 Outlier detection in discriminant analysis 

5.2.1 The outlier problem in qeneral 

The problem of outlier detection in univariate statistics has 
been studied quite thoroughly. 

In the case of multivariate data it is not so easy to see an out
lier physically as an outstanding "point" as in univariate statis
tics. OUtliers can be Qf several types and some can be classified 
as follows. Hawkins (1980): 

Assume the p-component sample vectors !l' ••• , 
variate normal distribution : n(p, y, E), i.e. 

, i-I to n. 

x from the multi--n . 

5.2.1.1 

Without losing out on generality we assume that after having 

5.6/ ••• 
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permuted the observations the first k observations are outliers 
in one or other sense with respect to Ho' i.e. 

x ... n(p, l!, E}, 
-~ 

i = k+l to n 5.2.1.2 

while !i' i = 1 to k differ from Ho. Some distributions that 
the outliers may follow are probably multi variate normal as 
follows 

Hla · x .. n(p, l!i' E}, i = 1 to k · -i 

where 

Hlb : l!i = 1J2 = = l!k ~ l! 5.2.1.3 

H2a • !i 
.. n(p, l!, aiEl, i = 1 to k · 

where 

H2b : a l = a 2 = ... = ak ;' 1 5.2.1.4 

H3a !1 .. n (p, l! , E i) , i = 1 to k 

where 

H3b : El = E2 = ... = Ek ~ E 5.2.1.5 

Assuming that the (b) part of the hypothesis is valid in each 
case the problem breaks down from a (k+l) group to a 2 group 
problem, although the third hypothesis implies extra difficulties 
which has had the result that it hasn't been studied as thoroughly 
as the other alternatives. 

Note that outliers are values with high probabilities of occurring 
where the probability density of the true distribution is low and 
remote from the main body~ 

5.7/ .•• ' 
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In a test for a single outlier, say !j ,the following procedure may 
be followed if an Hl case is expected: i 

1 n 
! = - 1: xi ,A = 

ni=l-

n 
X = _1_ ~ x 
-j n-l t.. -i ' . i=l 

i~j 

n 
1: (x -x) (x -xl', -i - -ii=l 

s = 

I 

n _ _ I 

-LA 
n-l 

A. = 1: (Xi-X..)(Xi-X j )', S. = 
J i=l - -1 -. - ~ J 

i~j 

.J:....A n-2 j 

5.2.1.6 

Use the T2 test or variants thereof to test
l

',' for Ho against 
Hl , i.e. 

T~ = (x._X.)A-l(X._i.).(n-l) (n+\1-2) 
J -J -J j -J -J . n 

where \1 is the degrees of freedom associated with 1:. 

determine T!ax = max { T~ } as test statistici. 
j J I 

5.2.1.7 

Now 

Hawkins showed further that H2 for-a single outlier can also 
be tested using T2 = max{T~}. max J j 

Hl and H2 for the multiple outlier case are] tested by using a 
(k+l) group one-way m\1ltivariate analysis o~ variance (MANOVA) 
approach. The tes t procedures include Wi lks • s lambda-, Roy' s 

largest-root criterion and Hotellings T2 o 
Wilks's A is recommended, 

P 
= 11: Ai. 1=1 

I 

Of these 

5.2.1.8 

HO is rejected for small values of A. Iflit is not known a 
priori which of the n observations are out11ers, one computes 

the test statistic for all M • k (~-k) partitions of the data 
into k outliers and n-k "inliers". The m01t extreme of these 
M values is used as the outlier statistic aDd the corresponding 
partition is used to identify outliers. If Ak denotes the value 

5.8/ ••• 
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of A for a k-outlier model then the test for significance must be 
evaluated at the ~/M level of the H distribution. (Wilks, 1963). o . 
Note that Al and A2 cause no real problems, but more care is 
necessary for k>2. 

Hawkins gave some alternative approaches, e~g. the use of the 
principal component residuals. He also pOinted out that scaled 
principal residuals corresponding to the large ~i' i.e. the large 
eigenvalue of E are the worst possible linear functions of x for 
detecting outliers on a single component and suggest their dis
missal. 

5.2.2 The influence function as an aid in outlier detection in 
discriminant analysis 

As we can see from the preceding section one would intuitively try 
the same approach in discriminant analysis for suspect observations, 
but with respect to its "own" group distr~bution only, i.e. deter
mine a statistic based on the group as a whole and· also with the 
suspect observation removed. 
procedure on the statistic. 

Evaluate the influence of this 
Fran this procedure follows the 

name of the evaluation statistic, viz. the influence function. 
In discriminant analysis there is a variety of statistics which 
one can use in the influence function, e.g. Mahalanobis's ~2, a 
function of the coefficient vector of the discriminant function, 
the group means and probably more. 

Campbell (1978) gave a number of references in this respect and 
then carried an to apply the influence function as an aid to 
outlier detection in discriminant analysis. 

He distinguished between the theoretical and sample influence 
functions. Empirically it focuses on a-a_m where a is an esti
mator based on n observations and e is an estimator, similar to -m . 
e, but determined without the mth observation. The influence 
function is then given by 

5.9/ ••. 
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£+0 

where £ is taken as - -1-.1 ' i.e. . n-

5.9 

5.2.2.1 

5.2.2.2 

-Theoretically the perturbed distribution Fk , where the 
parameter e = T(F1, ••• , Fk , •.• , Fg ), maybe expressed as 

5.2.2.3 

Ox being the distribution function which assigns unit probability 
to the point !. 

Note that as k refers to the group, we can ignorek and work with 
one group, say the first only, i.e. we will concentrate on 

~\ == (1-£)F1+£O!. 

Assume a two population 

where! - n(p, ~i' r). 
theoretical 62 == o'r-16 

t n = ~,~-l.- -vec or ~ u t.. 

discriminant function (11 -11 )'r-1x == l'x 
=1 =2 ~ --

Given ~ == ~1-1!2' we have Mahalanobis's 
and the discriminant function coefficient 

In order to determine the influence functions of 62 and &, we must 

determine the influence of perturbing for !m == x on ~i' ~, r and 
r-1 . Let 

5.2.2.4 

with 

5.2.2.5 

For further derivati.ons assume r == LF ' so that the weighting 
Fl 2 
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factors make provision for unequal sample sizes only. 
indicates the perturbed parameter 

where ! = !-\! 1 • 

So, if + 

5.2.2.6 

i.e. in the difference between the centroids, ! will appear 
with probability 1, in stead of \Ll' So 

= 6 + ez 5.2.2.7 .. 
5.2.2.8 

With the same reasoninq as before 5.2.2.7 we have zz' in stead --
of EF l' because !-1!1 == ! appears with probability 1. Further, 

keeping in mind that EF =- EF and that a weiqhtinq factor wl 1 2 
is involved where E = wlEF + w2EF 1 2 

5.2.2.9 

5.2.2.10 
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From 5.2.2.7 and 5.2.2.10 w~ have 

= 2. I I:-1§. 

.... (2,+e:!) I {(l+e:wl ) I:- 1 - e:V
l

I:-1!! 'I:-1~ (§.+e:!) 5.2.2.11 

I 

Let 

5.2.2.12 

Then, ignoring terms in e: where the order if more than one it 
follows from 5.2.2.11 and 5.2.2.12 that 

lJ.2 ... §.II:§. + e:wl 2. ' I:2. + ~§.'I:-1! + e:!'I:-1~ - e:wl2.I:-1~!'I:-12. 
I 

5.2.2.13 

From this the influence function for lJ.2 can Ibe determined, viz. 
I 

5.2.2.14 

5.12/ ••• 
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The' coefficient vector can be standardised using ~, so 
the standarised vector 1 can be written as 1 = A-11. -s -s-

that 
Similarly 

�P can be standardised so that the standardised form of IP is 
IP = A-lIP. Now IP is distributed N(O, A2), i.e. IP - N(O,l). s s 
Then 5.2.2.14 in terms of IP s becomes: 

5.2.2.15 

In the same way as before and using 5.2.2.7 and 5.2.2.10 

& = E-l~ -+( (l+EWl)E-l - EWlE-l!!'E-l)(~+e:!) 

= (l+EWl)E-l_~ -e:w E-lzz'E-l~ 
1 -- -

5.2.2.16 

ignoring terms with e:2 and smaller factors and taking 5.2.2.12 

into account. Then the influence function is 

- (! + EWl! - e:WlE-l!1P + E-le:z) - ! 
I(!, &) = lim &~& = lim --------------------------------

e:+o e:+o e: 

5.2.2.17 

And as before we can determine I(x, 1 ) and also I(!: _1'1_); 
- -s 

where !s refers to the scaled vector: 

-1 -1 A E !(wllP-l) 5.2.2.18 
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5.2.2.19 

In the sample analogues of the theoretical influence functions 
e: is replaced by ~':1 and terms of order (n-2) are ignored. 

= ;--r; == ~l) == c'(x -x ) Further ~ s is replaced by ~ s - -m ~ -s -m -1 ' 

where Es is the standardised vector of the sample discriminant 
n 

function coefficients and wk == k Mahalanobis~ ~2 is re-n l +n2 • 

placed by 0 2 and &'L-l(!m-Yl) is replaced by (!1-!2) 'S-l(!m-!l)J 

S being the unbiased pooled cov. matrix based on n l +n2-2 degrees 
of freedom. 

In an application on real data Campbell plotted the change in 0 2 

against the standardised discriminant score as a deviation from 
that for the species mean, i.e. he plotted 0 2_02 against -m 

--,',- -"-:11, 

, 

c' (x -xl) • If one uses now .the asymptotically normal distribution -s -m -
of the discriminant scores one' can decide' on possible outliers. 

A second technique is to plot 02_02 against a gamma distribution -m 
with parameters estimated by means of the maximum likelihood method 
from the smallest 95 order statistics. In fact Campbell didn't 
use 0 2_02 as such, but -m 

== wil( l-2wlb£~ (!m-il ) + wf02[ E~ (~-~h) ]2 ) 

5.2.2.20 

5.2.2.21 

~ x2 ' with ld.f. and non-centrality parameter (wf0 2)-1 which 
suggests a gamma ~istribution. He compared the moments for 
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2

) with 

(1+Wi20-2) and 

5.14 

those for the cx~, distribution, where C 

u = 1 + (2w202 + W4
1

0 4 ) -1. I 

1 

In a similar way he used a third plot, viz.1 that of 
I 

IM(!J g'£) = 2(1 - wlog~(!m-!l»£'S-l(I!m-!l) 
i 

aqainst the qamma quantiles as in the previbus case. 

= u-l • 

5.2.2.22 

All these' techniques lead to the same indiqation of outliers in, 

his example. 

I 

The study has shown that observations do in~luence 02 rather 
assymetrically and also that the inclusion pf an 'observation 

• I 
lyinq further from the mean of the other group decreases rather 
than increases 02 • All in all Campbell ca~e to the conclus ion 
that probability plots of the 02_02 values1aqainst the appropriate' -m 
qamma distribution would seem to be preferable to probability plots 
of the discriminant scores aqainst expected! normal order statistics 
or'similar appropriate normal plotting positions. 

5.3 Oiscriminant Analysis and the Basic Structure Display 
of a oata Matrix 

The application of the basic structure display of a data matrix 
(BSDM) on the linear discriminant analysis ~an be described as 
explained by Greenacre (1980). For the tht!toretical aspects see 
appendix A. 

Assume n observations in q groups such that!n = nl +n2+ ••• + nq • 
Then the display which tries to separate the groups maximally can 

I \ 

be obtained usinq BSDM: 

BSDM(Z 1 0, f; ~b) - BSOM(X-!!'; On' ~-l; 1,-) 5.3.1. 
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where X : gxm, the matrixo£ group means ori the mvariablesJ \ 
I 

On = diag(n l , ••• ' ng)and A is the pooled [within groups sum 
of squares and cross products matrix. Th,S provides the co
ordina tes of the group centres of gravity !in the discriminant 
subspace. The display of the cases themS~lves can be obtained 
using with Z = X - !!': 

5.3.2 

where a = 1, so that 

5.3.3 

I 

where Vl is the appropriate set of right basic vectors from 
I 5.3.1, i.e. the eiqenvectors .0£ 

5.3.4 

The BSDM for correspondence analysis can bel expressed similarly. 
If X = [X

iJ
'] such that xi'>O and P is defin~d as X divided by its 

J I 

total, then using the definitions as in Appendix E and the basic 
structure display theory in Appendix A the ~orrespondence analysis 

of the rows is: 

and for the columns: 

BSDM(PO-l - rl" 
£ --' 

-1 
0l" O~ J 

or for the simultaneous display: 

BSOM(O-lpOC-l - 11' J' 
~ - --

1, -) 

where 5.3.7 does not show a biplot as a+b~l,and 
, I 

5.3.5 

, 5.3.6 

5.3.7 

5.3.8 
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5.4 Some other aspects and problems 

Looking at the mass of literature on the topic of discriminant 
analysis it is immediately obvious that it is impossible to do 
more than only touch the surface of this subject in one volume. 
Not only is discriminant analysis related to so many fields of 
study, e.g. regression analysis, principal components, canonical 
variables, correspondence analysis and more, but the number of 
techniques involved are almost directly proportional to the number 
of types of distributions and/or variables one may encounter. 

Fortunately we have seen in many cases that if one is willing to 
give up some accuracy one can get a long way with the basic methods, 
as many of these approaches are fairly robust for deviations from 
the assumed forms. 

Despite the remark in the previous paragraph there are however, 
a number of problem areas which have not been emphasised or even 
pOinted out at all. I shall just briefly summarise some of these 
aspects. 

(i) The unequality of the var.,..cov. matrices 1: i can be quite 
problematical, especially when hypothesis tests must be applied. 
Kshirsagar (1972) discussed inter alia the. Behrens-Fisher problem 
and gave some useful results. We have seen that when uncertainty 
exists with respect to 1: i = 1:j' i~j it may often be better to assume 
them to be equal, e. g. the IDF gives better res ul ts than the QDF of 
Fisher when normality doesn't hold fairly well. 

On the other hand some spesific forms of 1: may simplify calculations. 
If the common variance-covariance matrix 1: of two p-variate normal 
populations has the form 

-1: = 1 p p 

pIp 

p p 1 

. . . 
p 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
p •••••••••• p 1 
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then Penrose's size and shape factors can be used for discrimination i 

and these are dependent on only two factors, viz. their variances 

and mean differences. Even if ~ does not have this special shape, ,.. 
it can be approximated by ~ It = (l-p) I + PEp by first standarising . p p 
the variates and then replacing each Pij (the correlation between 
xi and Yj) by p, the average correlation among all variables. A 
more detailled discussion can be found in Kshirsagar. 

(ii) In all the discussions not much mention has been made of 
border line observations. This can be a field of study on its 
~m. The programs in BMDP7M also make use of forced classifica
tion. It is however, possible to keep border line cases out of 
the classification cycle. One can use the miscla·ssification rates 
to obtain confidence intervals for classification purposes. If 
an observation falls in an area of uncertainty according to the 

calcu1ated/~pecified confidence limits it must be ignored. Another 

n 
approach is to use the F distribution with n-k-(p-1). i 0 2 

. np ni+l i = 

F (1) to evaluate the probability of observing a distance as p,n- p-
2 great as or greater than 0i' i=l, ••• , k. These probabilities 

might be called typicality probabilities. Allocate the new indi
vidual to the population corresponding to the largest such.probabi
litYA If these posterior probabilities for an observation are 
lower than a threshhold determined from F, it does not have to be 
allocated (see McKay and Campbell, 1982). 

(iii) Almost all our methods depend on the fact that different 
groups have different means - even when we estimate a function by 
means of the modes as in kernel estimation. It is however, possible 
that distributions may be of the form, say !i-n(P, ~'~i)' i.e. 
centroids are similar but the dispersion matrices are different. 

Possible cases may be ~l = a~Ip and ~2 = a~Ip or ~l = (1-P1)Ip + 

PIEpp and ~2 = a2[(1-P2)Ip + P2Epp l. Kshirsagar discussed these 

problems and how to deal with them in detail. 
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(iv) One aspect which has not been mentioned yet 'is the effect(s) 
of initial misclassification, i.e. in the training sample, on the / 
discriminant function(s). 

Lachenbruch (1968, 1974, 1979) and others paid attention to this 
problem. Some discussion can also be found in Hand (1981). In 
his 1974 article Lachenbruch found that the true error rates of the 
LDF are only slightly affected by initial misclassifica tion of the 
observations in a non-random manner. The apparent error rates as 

2 well as Maha,lanobis's 0 however, are severely affected. In the 
case of random misclass1fication the effects were less severe. -' 

Lachenbruch (1979) found that in the case of the quadratic dis
crimination function the effects of misclassificati'on are quite 

, serious. Equal misclassificationrates in both groups do not 
alleviate the problem as in the equal var.-cov. case. If it 
is known that a large number of observations might be misclass-ifie,d, 
it may be better to resort to cluster analysis techniques where no 
initial classification is available and compare the results with 
the original classification. 

There is a wide field open for a study of the effects of misclassi
fication in the deSign set in the application of other ,discrimina
tion methods, e.g. logistic function~ kernel functions etc. 

(v) Another common problem is what to do with incomplete data. 
One simple option is to estimate substitute values for the absent 
items. This is done not to get more accurate results, but in an 
attempt to retain the simplicity of the existing complete data 
analysis procedures. In such a case care must be taken not to 
accept spurious information contributed by artificial observations. 
A common approach in estimating substitute data is to determine 

. . 
values which will minimise the reSidual sum of squares. (See 
Hand, 1981). 
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Another more realistic approach may be to run a marginal dis
criminant analysis on the data, using only those variables which 
are available in the vector(s) with missing values, i~e. we compare 
the class conditional densities (weighted by priors and costs) in 
the subspace spanned by these components. This is equivalent to 
ignoring the information in the unavailable. components of the design 
set vectors. 

When non-parametric methods are used like the kernel pdf estimators 
or nearest neighbourhood methods one can simply ignore irrelevant 
components of the design set elements. 

For an interesting discussion on this subject and references as 
well as caut~onary notes refer Hand. 

These are the basic aspects and there are probably many more, but 
this section does give an indication of what types of problems are 
common and how to deal with some of them. Some other techniques 
have not even be mentioned at all, e.g. Fourier's approach, Bahadur's 
method, graphical methods, l,inear progranming and the perception 
criterion (Hand), and so forth. Some of these approaches are 
fairly well known, while others are not well-known and further 
research should be done before they will be in general use. 

5.5 Two typical eroblems in marketing research - a brief discussion 

In the back I have included two computer runs on two typical problems 
which may face any company at any stage. The one problem is based 
on continuous ratio data where a firm can establish for itself 
whether it is on the downward slope to bankruptcy or not or for 
the assessment of the solvency of his clients - i.e. if it can 
get hold of the necessary data. The other problem has a bearing' 
on marketing research where a ftrm can decide on its target popu
lation on the one hand for advertising purposes or given a set 
type modus operandi with respect to advertising can decide what 
the impact points of his advertising campaign are 
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After some runs in which it was obvious that standardisation of , ' 

data has no. real impact on the results - in any case much less than 
expected - I left the data in original form: 

(i) Bankruptcy data: (See Johnson and Wichern, 1982) 

Five variables were included in this run and an F to include/exclude 

was used in a stepwise discriminant analysis program - BMDP7M. The 
five variables are as follows: 

1. CFTD = (cash flow)/(total debt) 

2. NITA = (net income)/(total assets) 
3. CACL = (current assets)/{current liabilities) 

4. CANS - (current assets)/(net sales) 

5. SOLVENCY = 1. BANKRUPT = IT 1 

2. SOUND = IT2 

Note that variables 1 and 2 can take on negative values when e.g. 
"total debt".total creditors or net income = net outflo\,l. I assume 

equal priors and equal costs. The training sample consisted of 
44 observations of which 19 were classified as bankrupt and 25 as 

sound. 

, Row 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
11 

12 

CFTD 

-.4485 
-.5633 

.0643 

-.0721 
-.1002 
-.1421 

.0351 
-.0653 

.0724 
-.1353 

-.2298 
.0713 

BANKRUPTCY DATA 

N,ITA 

-.4106 
-.3114 

.0156 
-.0930 
-.0917 

-.0651 
.0147 

-.0566 
-.0076 
-.1433 
-.2961 

.0205 

CACL 

1. 0865 
1.5134 
1.0077 
1.4544 
1.5644 

.7066 
1. 5046 
1. 3737 
1. 3723 
1. 4196 

.3310 
1.3124 

CANS 

• 4526 
.1642 
.3978 
.2589 
.6683 

.2794 

.7080 

.4032 

.3361 

.4347 

.1824 
• 2497 

SOLVENCY ,( ITi ) 

1 • 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1 • 

1. 
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Row CFTD NITA CACL CANS. SOLVEN'CY (ITi ) 

13 .0109 .0011 2.1495 .6969 1. 

14 -.2777 -.2316 1.1918 .6601 , 1. 
15 .1454 .0500 1. 8762 .2723 1. 
16 .3703 .1098 1.9941 .3828 1. 
17 -.0757 -.0821 1. 5077 .4215 1. 
18 .0451 .0263 1. 6756 .9494 1. 
19 .0115 -.0032 1.2602 .6038 1. 
20 .5135 .1001 2.4871 .5368 2. 
21 .0769 .0195 2.0069 .5304 2. 
22 .3776 .1075 3.2651 .3548 2. 
23 .1933 .0473 2.2506 • 3309 2 • 
24 .3248 .0718 4.2401 .6279 2 • 
25 .3132 • 0511 4.4500 .6852 2 • 
26 • 1184 .0499 2.5210 • 6925 2 • 
27 -.0173 .0233 2.0538 • 3484 2 • 

28 .2169 .0779 2.3489 .3970 2. 
29 .1703 .0695 1. 7973 .5174 2. 

30 .1460 .0518 2.1692 .5500 2. 
31 -.0985 -.0123 2.5029 .5778 2. 
32 .1398 -.0312 • 4611 .2643 2 • 

33 .1379 .0728 2.6123 .5151 2. 
34 .1486 .0564 2.2347 .5563 2. 

35 .1633 • 0486 2.3080 .1978 2 • 

36 • 2907 .0597 1.8381 .3786 2 • 
37 .5383 .1064 2.3293 .4835 2. 
38 -.3330 -.0854 3.0124 .4730 2. , 

39 .4785 .0910 1.2444 .1847 2. 
40 .5603 .1112 4.2918 .4443 2. 
41 • 2029 .0792 1. 9936 .3018 2 • 
42 .4746 .1380 2.9166 .4487 2 • 
43 .1661 • 0351 2.4527 .1370 2 • 
44. .5808 • 0371 5.0594 .1268 2. 

The jackknife method was used to determine the percentage of cor
rect classification rate. A 90,9% apparen~ correct classification 
rate was down to an 86,4% jackknifed c1assi icationrate using 2 of 
the variables only, viz. the .2nd and 3rd var ab1es, NITA (net income)! 
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(total assets) and CACL (current assets)/(current liabilities) • 
Two classification functions were obtained and classification can be 
read from the printout by applying the posterior probability of an 
observation with respect to each group. (See section 5.4(ii». 
The discrimination functions obtained were 

SOUND = -2,88188 - 12,97369 NITA + 2,39554 CACL 

BANKRUPTCY = -5,69076 - 1,48693 NITA + 3,88493 CACL 

(ii) Adver~ising Campaign (See Jacobs, 1983) 

The data in this training sample were obtained by means of a type 
of stratified sampling method. The Republic of South Africa was 
divided into 13 regions and the common usage by people of the 
public media was investigated. Although the original data were 
obtained with the aim of investigating some aspects of cinema . 
attendance, the data are useful for further investigation, if one 
can assume that all these media malte use of advertising, to cut on 
costs. 

The question here was: If one has a certain popula,tion' (market) 
in mind for advertising purposes, can one discriminate correctly . 
by paying advertising fees only to certain types of papers, radio 
s ta tions etc.? The question could be formulated differently: 
You are requested to investigate a company's advertising campaign, 
given its optimum target market, can one make any remarks with 
respect to its efficiency in the sense that the right market is 
being reached? 

As in the last example a jackknifed classification was used. The 
data were not standardised as they were in percentage form in any 
case. In spite of the fact that the original data were of a dis
crete type based on unequal population sizes, which were eliminated 
in a sense by using percentages, an apparent rate of 96,7% of 
correct classification was obtained. Using the jackknifed 
classification rate the figure comes down to a still very useful 
92,4% rate of correct classification. 
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Row CIN ENGDAY AFRDAY M!!!! ~ TELV RADV SPRI CLAGRO. 

16. 

17. 

18, 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

'34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 
'44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

23.4 

16.3 

25.2 

20.3 

9.4 

10.1 

16.1 

50.0 

42.5 

22.6 

15.7 

12.8 

19.9 

16.2 

22.0 

13.0 

3.7 

6.2 

26.1 

29.3 

8.4 

5.1 

7.5 

14.4 

10.1 

6.5 

8.5 

2.7 

4.8 

15.4 

15.1 

8.9 

1.4 

31.1 

34.4 

16.8 

50.6 

17.1 

14.6 

17.6 

36.5 

46.9 

38.9 

38.2 

35.8 

29.1 

55.0 

55.1 

25.8 

4.3 

.2 

32.8 

29.6 

31~8 

35.5 

32.3 

26.5 

36.7 

47.6 

13.0 

2.0 

1.5 

28.4 

29.8 

30.2 

28.8 

28.2 

71.9 

41.7 69.4 

35.7 77.0 

25.6 

53.0 

22.0 

28.2 

33.0 

29.2 

26.1 

27.4 

23.9 

27.0 

26.9 

13.0 

5.1 

8.0 

31. 3 

16.9 

10.4 

11.5 

15.3 

14.7. 

11.5 

15.2 

10.0 

3.1 

6.2 

19.5 

19.8 

4.0 

8.1 

12.1 

10.8 

12.2 

8.8 

1.2 

74.2 93.2 63.9 11.5 

67.0 95.3 61.8 6.5 

78.0 92.5 63.5 15.6 

75.6 91.9 64.0 7.4 

33.9 

42.0 

35.8 

32.9 

80.9 93.3 66.1 3.5 34.2 

67.9 96.5 59.3 2.6 35.3 

77.7 93.8 67.4 8.5 35.7 

79.1 96.9 45.5 33.8 31.3 

79.2 97.1 54.4 29.4 36.8 

77.1 95.9 63.6 13.1 32.9 

80.1 95.3 67.8 6.3 33.1 

58.8 48.7 27.1 9.8 21.6 

67.1 48.6 51.4 7.5 41.7 

77.6 60.4 45.5 13.3 28.4 

67.1 58.8 30.5 17.5 23.7 

51.9 43.2 13.9 4.7 21.2 

23.3 23.8 3.5 1.7 13.1 

59.3 44.2 33.0 7.2 23.9 

63.1 59.3 23.4 14.4 23.2 

65.9 60.8 26.5 15.a 24.0 

60.5 54.2 30.2 11.7 17.9 

62.5 44.0 32.8 5.1 26~2 

57.3 60.9 28.9 9.4 31.1 

57.5 62.9 49.7 8.6 52.9 

72.1 72.7 47.0 13.9 37.5 

63.2 69.0 31.8 7.9 40.3 

46.4 55.0 10.5 2.1 26.0 

22.8 29.9 2.0 3.8 21.4 

55.0 58.2 36.1 5.8 34.9 

65.6 72.9 24.2 15.7 29.2 

63.7 77.5 26~5 16.8 28.3 

58.3 64.4 

56.6 54.5 

33.9 

33.7 

6.7 29.9 

5.7 38.2 

86.2 63.7 38.2 31.3 37.3 

1.0 78.8 60.2 50.3 14.8 24.9 

1.3 88.7 64.2 42.7 31.5 33.3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 
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Row £!!i 
21.6 

18.7 

59.5 

58.1 

28.7 

16.1 

17.9 

32.2 

ENGDAY AFRDAY ANYW MAGA TELV RADV SPRI CLAGRO 
~ ,- ----.-. -

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

49.4 

71.2 

73.4 

72.2 

73.6 

73.9 

46.6 

43.2 

60.' 22.4 50.7 

61. 10.7 25.6 

62. 16.3 

63. 37.9 

64. 30.7 

65.16.6 

66. 13.3 

67. 8.3 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

10.5 

21.4 

10.0 

25.3 

35.0 

25.8 

3.8 

8.2 

24.5 

26.0 

22.7 

5.9 

2.6 

3.0 

3.0 

.3 

7.1 

4.6 

45.7 

59.2 

51. 8 

52.8 

43.0 

11.9 

9.9 

17.6 

9.0 

28.0 

18.7 

17.9 

3.8 

13.1 

15.6 

10.1 

25.0 

14.8 

3.6 

4.3 

5.3 

4.0 

17.4 
6'.0 

1.1 

.7 

2.0 

3.1 

.3 

.0 

.0 

.5 

68.5 46.7 22.4 23.8 37.4 

85.2 56.9 42.6 21.7 35.4 

86.3 77.2 36.8 43.5 36.4. 

85.7 76.0 34.5. 41.9 35.0 

90.3 70.6 39.2 

88.2 59.1 47.4 

35.2 42.6 

17.828.-7 

69.5 54.2 42.9 25.9 37.9 

65.8 59.5 51~7 13.4 38.5 

.1 72.3 59.1 48.5 27.1 38.4 

.0 49.0 33.4 20.7 15.5 31.7 

.0' 70.0 53.5 46.3 18.8 42.5 

.3 82.6 76~1 42.8 46.7 27.3 

.2 80.9 75.7 37.8 40.6 32.2 

.0 75.4 58.4 49.2 22.1 49.1 

.0 63.2 46.4 51. 8' 12.4 39.6 

.8 21.3 24.4 4.8 2.4 2.5 

.2 

1.1 

4.8 

1.7 

2.9 

2.9 

.3 

46.6 42.0 

22.7 35.2 

14.9 34.2 

41.8 44.7 

29.2 47.7 

29.2 50.0 

15.9 22.6 

3.5 3.1 _10.6 

3.9 2.5 1.9 

3.2 .4 .9 
6.5 .4.1 3.3 

6.4 2.8 3.2 

7.6 2.3 2.3 

1.2 1.3 4.1 

1.2 21.5 24.8 3.2 

1.1 32.7 46.3 5.1 

1.4 29.6 46.9 4.0 

1.7 37.3 47.9 6.7 

1.3 23.4 24.7 3.3 

.5 10.7 16.1 1.7 

.0 33.4 33.8 .4 

.6 11.7 24.7 2.4 

1.5 5.4 22.2 1.8 

1.5 34.4 44.7 5.2 

2.6 26.1 42.3 10.0 

1.3 2.4 
3.7/ 5.3 

4.4 4.6 

2.7 4.9 
1.6 2.2 

.6 .8 
2.2 .9 

.6 .8 
1: 2 .2 

2.3 2.6 

.9 L6 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
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~ £!!! ENGDAY AFRDAY, ANYW - MAGA TELV ~ ~ CLAGRO 

86. .8 4.5 .0 15.2 36.1 1.7 2.5 1.2 4 
87. 1.4 1.0 .2 10'.5 16.8 .2 .6 .2 4 
88. 1.3 3.9 .3 11. 5 16.0 1.8 .7 .7 4 
89. 6.3 6.3 1.1 24.7 44.3 2.2 2.1 1.1 4 
90. 6.4 4.9 .9 20 •. 2 42.4 1.9 2.3 1.2 4 
91. 2.0 5.7 .6 18.0 23.1 2.6 1.4 .9 4 
92. 1.2 5.7 .4 17.7 21. 7 1.7 .1 .9 4 

What is very interesting in this printout is the fact that six 
variables were viewed as significant by the F in/out as presented 
by theBMDP7M-package, but that variable 2 - English daily news-
paper cannot be used as a discriminator variable. This does not 
necessarily mean that one should not advertise in this newspaper. 
It may obviously mean that "approximately" the same proportion of 
each of the population groups reads this paper. What the results 
can be used for, is to decide which media can be ignored if one 
wants to adVertise with say Europeans in mind; then variable 7 
with a discriminant function coefficient of 0,0520 can be ignored, 
or for Coloureds magazine advertisements can be ignored (discrimi
nant function coefficient of 0,08709), 1.e. if these t tests are 

non-significant - see Appendix 0 and also section 1.5. 

A further interesting point is that if one wants to reach the whole 
population one cannot ignore any of these media. 

These two elementary examples shown and briefly discussed are only 
two of a large assortment of typical applications of discriminant 
analysis in marketing research on a variety of data types. In 
order to see more examples of this sort one just has to page through 
copies of the Journal of Marketing Research, The Journal of Finance 
or similar journals. 
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APPENDIX 

A.l The basic structure display of a data matrix 

The basic structure display of a data matrix (BSDM) is also known 
as the "canonical form" (Eckart and Young, 1936) or the singular 
"decomposition" (Good, 1969). This display is also known as the 
"Eckart-Young decomposition" (see Kristof, 1970). 

Greenacre (1980), like Green and Carroll (1976) preferred the term 
"basic structure" in his research paper where he summarised his 
description of basic structure in his thesis - see Greenacre (1978). 

The basic structure of a matrix is the decomposition of the matrix 
into elements of sample stru~ture with an immediate geometric ap
peal. Given a matrix A and using its basic structure one can ,.. 
find a least-squares approximation A of A with the feature that - ,... 
rank (A) c rank (A). This ,A now provides a graphical display 
of the orgininal A. 

A.2 Basic Structure -Greenacre, 1980 

Any real matrix Anxm may be expressed in the basic structure as 

Anxm = U nxr D V' arxr rxm A.2.l 

r 
= 1: ak ~ v' 

k=l -k A.2.2 

nxl lxm 

where Da = diag (a l , ••• , a r ), a i > 0, i = 1, .' •• , r~ r < min(n,m) 
= rank (A) and U·U = I = V·V. Call ~ the kth basic value, 
!!t the kth left basic vector and !k the kth right basic vector. 

A.2/ ••• 
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A.2 

The column vectors ~, k = 1, ••• , r of U form an orthonormal 

basis for the columns of A and the column vectors Yk' k = 1, ••• , r 
of V form an orthonormal basis for the transposed rows of A. The 
matrices U and V thus determine the multidimensional subspace in 
which A is contained. The basic values in D determine the 

a 
"magnitude" of A in each of its r basic dimensions. 

In the special case when A is a symmetric matrix, say A = Bnxn 
with rank CB} = r ~ n the basic structure of B is 

Bnxn = Unxr D U' A ,rxr rxn 

r 
= L A ~ • A.2.3 

k=l k- ~ 

If it is assumed that the basic values are arranged in descending 
order so that a l ~ a 2 ~ ••• ~ a r > 0 with the basic vectors of U 

and V correspondingly then the basic structure is uniquely deter-
" mined so that one can approximate A by A[p] where 

A.2.4 

\ A[p] is the nxm matrix formed from the first p (i.e. the largest) 
basic values and corresponding basic vectors of the matrix A of 

"'-

rank r where p < r. A[p] is called the "best rank p approximation" 
of A in the sense that it minimises 

11 A - A[p] 11 2 • trace [(A - A[p]) (A - A[p])'] A.2.S 

for all rank p matrices A[p]. 

"'-

In matrix form A[p] can be expressed as 

A.2.6 
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from 

A = Ul D Vi + U2 Da
2 

v' a l 2 

"- "-

= A[p] + (A - A[p] > A.2.7 

where 

U = [Ul u2 
1 n J 

p r-p 

V = [ vl v2 ] m 

p r-p 

o' 

D = Da · 0 p a · 1 . . . . . . . . . 
• 

0 • Da r-p • 
2 

P r-p 

A[op] is called the rank p basic structure of A wher~ A ls the 

rank r basic structure. A measure of the"fit" of A the Ip] , 
"least squares estimate" (Referring to the matrix norm) to A 

is given by 
"- 2 

,.. ,.. 

11 At 2J 11 trace (A[ ]A~ ']> 
T [p] = = 

11 A 112 trace lAA f 0 

P 
1: a 2 

= k=l k 
A.2.8 r 

a 2 1: 
k=l k 

so that 0 ~ T[p) ~ 1 and the error of approximation is given by 

A.4f ••• 
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= _t_ra_c_e __ r_(_A __ -_A~[~p~]_)_(_A_-~i~[~p~]_)_'.1 
r 2 
r a k 

r 
r a 2 

k _ k==p+l 
r 2 
r ak k=l 

k=l 

A.2.9 

computation of the basic structure can be accomplished by the 
algorithm of Golub and Reins·ch (1971) or by using the fact that 
if 

A = U D V' A.2 .10 a 

then 

A'A == VDU' U D V' a a 

= V D2 V· 
a A.2.11 

which is the eigenstructure of· the mxm. symmetric matrix A' A 
with eigenva1ues the squared values a~, k == 1, ••• , rand eigen 
vectors ·the right basic vectors !k' k == 1, ••• , r of A (refer 
2.3).· If m ~ .n, find the structure in 2.11, i.e. V and D2 and a 

therefore Da = + I D~ • Then from 2.10 and 2.1 

-1 
U = A V Da 

If m > n one could use AA' for computational purposes. 

A.2.l2 
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A.3 The Generalised Basic Structure 

In more general terms the basic structure could be determined using 
the "generalised Frobenius norm" in stead of the "Frobenius norm" 
where the latte~ is 

2 n m 
" A 11 = -tr[ AA'] = 1:- 1: a2 . 

i j iJ 
~~ 

= A.3.l 

where ~i is the ith rCM vector of A written as a column vector. 

Use the generalised Euclidian norm to define ~: 

= A.3.2 

where ~ is positive definite. 

The generalised Frobenius norm will then be 

- A.3.3 

where ~ is just a weighting vector. 

The solution to our problem of finding the least-squares lower ,.. ,.. 
rank approximation of the matrix A, i.e. A[p] where A[p] is the 
solution to the expressicn: 

A.3.4 
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, 
can be determined using the generalised basic structure of A. 

The latt,er can be obtained from the ordinary basic structure of 
the appropriately transformed matrix, i.e. 

A = N 0 Mt 
nxm nxr a rxr rxm A.3.S 

"-

where N'ON = I = M'~M gives rise to A[ ] = N1Da Mi' because if 
N = 0-; U and M = ~ -; V, then the tran~formed ;.atrix 

A.3.6 

where (n;~)'(O;N) =.I =(~;M)'(~;M), i.e. A = NO M' where 
a 

N'nN = I = M'~M as stated. This means that 

placed by n;N1Da Mi~; so that the error 
1 

is minimised. 

U 0 V· is re-1 a l 1 

A.3.7 

As a result N1Da Mi is implied as the rank p approximation of 
A in the generallnorm. 

A.4 Basic Structure Display 

A graphical display which approximates the higher dimensional 
rectangular data matrix can now be obtained using features of 
the basic structure. 

Assume a data matrix which is preprocessed, for example to "centre" 
the data and call this processed matrix Z. -Then find the lower 
rank p matrix through the generalised basic structure and call 

"-

this matrix Z[p] where 

A. 7/ ••• 
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A.4.1 

The object is to represent the rows of Z[pll as points in a p
dimensional Euclidian space, i.e. with p a~es, so that the 

I 

between points distances in the display are! exactly the between 
rows distances in the metric~. These dis~layed distances 'are 
approximations of the true distances in the metric ~ between rows 

of the original Z. 

Let the coordinates of the row pOints in the display be contained 

in the rows of matrix F • The linear structure of F is then nxp 
the set of scalar pr9ducts, i.e. 

'" " 
FF' = Z [Pl~Z[p] 

so that one can take F to be NIO • 
Q

I 

A.4.2 

Let p be equal to 2, then the basic concept of a biplot permits 
" the columns of Z[pl to be represented by 

G = HI A.4.3 

i.e. 

" Z [2] = N 0 H' I Q I I 

= OM' I 

= FG t A.4.4 

i.e. 

" 
Zij = f'g -i j 

A.4.5 

A.8/ ••• 
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where £i and 2j are the i th ~d jth rows of F and G respectively 

written as column vectors and iij is an approximation of' the(i ,j) 

th element of the oriqinal Z. 

Other factorisations may be possible: 

" 
Z[2] = FG' where F = Nl and G = MlO

al 
A.4.6 

and 

Z[2] = FG' where F = N O~ and G = M O~ 1 a l 1 a l 
A.4.7 

both havinq ~he biplot property that 2ij • ~lij' but with 

different meariinqs. Note furth.er that from Z =- NO~M' with 

N'ON = I = M',M follow that 

and 

Z = NO M' a 

Z,M = NO M',M a 

Z,M = NOa 

Z,MD-l = N 
a 

Z = NO M' a 

N'OZ = N'ONO Mt 
a 

N'OZ = 0 M' a 

O-~'OZ = M' 
a 

z'rum-l - M a 

A.4.8 

A.4.9 

A.9/ ••• 
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so that for example when Z[2] == FG" with F == NiDal and 
G == Ml we have 

from A. 4. 7. 

A.S Computation of the coordinates 

A.4.l0 

First symmetrise the matrix to be diagonali~ed by pre-multiplying 
by ~~. Then, if one assumes that m ~ n, solve for M first by 
setting up the eigen equation 

that is 

A.S.l 

where.M'~M == I, i.e. V'V == ('~M) '~~M = I anq then M == ~-~V. 
, 

Use A.4.8 to determine the left basic vectors N. 

A symmetric argument for the basic vectors ~ leads to 

(Z~Z'O)N - N0
2 
a A.S.2 

In 5.2 if 0 = I then N - S, the scalar products in the metric 

~ of the rCMS of Z : Sij- !i~!j. 

A.lO/ ••• 
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If n = 0w ~en N = SDw = [sijW j ], Wj being the weights assigned 
to the row points. 

A.6 Notation 

The notation BSDM (Z, n,~; a, b) for the generalised basic 
structure display of the data matrix summarises the procedure 
with the following meanings attached: 

(i) nnxn defines a norm on the columns of Z, or altematively 
a set of weights on the rows. 

(ii) ~mxm defines a norm on the rows of Z, or alternatively a 
set of weights on the columns. 

(iii) 
nand 

If Z = NDaM' is the generalised basic structure of Z with 
~ defined as above, then the coordinate matrices F and G 

b 
M1Da with 

1 
F = N1Da and G = a l 

of the row and column points are: 

Nl , Ml and Da
l 

as defined in earlier sections. 

(iv) a+b = 1 indicates a biplot interpretation as in section A.4. 

Approximate Euclidian distances between rows of Z which are un
weighted would be obtained by having ~ = I and n = I respectively, 
i.e. BSDM (Z; I, I; 1, 0). 

Note the difference between BSDM (Z; I, I; 1, 0) and BSDM (Z; I, 
I; 1, -) where the first indicates that the column points are 
going to be plotted with the biplot interpretation between row 
and column points (since a+b-l). The latter indlcates that only 
row points are going to be displayed. 

A.7 Computation and the BSDM analysis 

Assume m ~ n; then the following algorithm is: 

~ A.ll/ ••• 
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A.II 

(i) Read data matrix X 

(ii) Transform X to Z 

(iii) Perform BSDM (Z; ~, Q; a,b) with ~, Q, a and b specified, 

Le. 

(a) Compute the symmetric matrix 

~~Z'QZ~~ = Q A.7.1 

where ~ is diagonal; 

of ~: 

1.c 
if not compute ~. using the eigenstructure 

~ = UD ut 
A-

= UD~U'UD~U' A- A-

so that 

~~ = UD~U' A-

(b) Determine the eigenstructure of Q 

Q = VD V' 
l.l 

(c) Find F and G in p dimensions: 

and 

F = Z~~V (D~ )a-l 
I l.ll 

A.7.2 

A.7.3 

A.7.4 

A.7.S 

A.7.6 

where D and VI contain the largest p eigenvalues of Q and 
l.ll 

corresponding eigenvectors respectively. 

(d) Complete the plotting routine for row and/or column points 

in selected pairs of dimensions. 

.,. :< 
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so that from 1.9 

H = BZZ'B' 

= BB' B.1.12 

We will first find the distribution of a (the Bart1ett decomposi

tion of the Wishart matrix H) and from B.1.12 the distribution of 
H. After this procedure it is straightforward to find the dis
tribution of D (in B.1.4). 

B.1.13 

it follows that 

j = 1, •.. , i; i = 1, ••• ,p B.1.1:4 

+ ••• i-1, ••• , p B.1.15 

so that 

2 i-1 2 
~b = Ii'Ii - r b i , , 

ii j_~ J 
i - 1, .•• , p B.1.16 

An incomplete random orthogonal transformation specifies i-1 
new variables where the transformation is from ~i to bi1 , bi2 , 

••• , ~1,i-1' i.e. 

= z' -1 
z' -2 

z' . -i-1 

so that bij ~ N(O,l) for j - 1, ••• , 

B.1.17 

2 i-1 2 
i-1 and b ii - III - r b . 

j-1 iJ 

B.4/ ••• 
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B.4 

has the X2 distribution with n-(i-l) degrees of freedom and they 

are unconditional distributions as ~l' ••• , ~i-l do not appear 
in these variates. (See Kshirsagar, 1972). 

The following theorem follows: 

If the pxn matrix Y :11 [Yir] represents a random sample of size 
n, (n>p) from the n(p, Q, Ip) population, and if yy' = BB', where 
B = [bij l, i = 1, ••• , PI j=l, ••• , i is a lower triangular matrix 
(with bii>O, i=l, ••• , p) then the variates bij , i, j=l, ••• , PI 

i>j, are N(O,l), the variates b~i' i=l, ••• , p are independently 
distributed as X2 variates with n-(i-l) degrees of freedom and are 
also independent of the bij'S (i>j). 

Then the distribution of matrix B follows as 

2 
P i-l {l -~.bij } P { 2 2 2} 
IT IT --- e dbiJ· kIT.l Xn-(k-l) (bkk)d(bkk ) 

i=l j=l I2i 

-oo<bij <00 for i>j 

O<bij<oo for i=-j B.l.18 

Prom B.l.12 transform from B to H using the transformation 
Jacobian (see Deemer and Olkin, 1951) 

1 P (b ) i-p-l J(B+H) • =- 2P IT J(H+B) i=l ii B.1.l9 

and 

I HI 
P 2 = IT bii i=l 

B.l.20 

P P 2 tr H = tr BB' = 1: t bij i=l j-i 
B .1. 21 

B.5/ ••• 
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B.5 

The probability density function of H then becomes 

n-p-l 
W(p, n, I) = {Ko(p,n)IHI 2 e-~trH, H>O 

otherwise 

where 

K(p,n) = [2~nprrP(p-l)/4 ft {r[~(n+l-i)]}]-l 
i=l . 

with A>O (meaning that A is positive - definite) • 

So from B.l.ll YY' has the W(p, n, I) distribution. 

From B.l.4 and B.l.6 it now also follows that 

B.1.22 

B.1.23 

B.1.24 

Transform now to 0 using the above-mentioned reference for 
Jacobians again, as well as the second part of B.l.5, then 

J(A+O) = le-lI P+l = IEI-~(p+l) 

IHI = le-ll 10 1 I~-ll = 101/lEI 

so that the distribution of 0 comes out as 

W (p, n,E) = 
. -1 

{K(Ptn)IOI~(n-p-l)e-~trE D, 0>0 
It l 
o otherwise 

B.1.25 

B.)..26 

B.1.27 

And this is the distribution of 0 which we were after right 
from the start. 

When p = 1, then 0 and E are both scalar quantities so that the 
distribution of 0 reduces to E (a scalar) times a x2-variate with 

B.6/ ••• 
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n degrees of freedom. The Wishut distriQution is thus the 
multivariate generalisation ofaX2 distribution and plays the 
same role in multivariate statistics as the univariate x2 distri
bution plays in univariate statistics. 

Although only onr solution to the problem is given, one can find 
numerous different solutions in literature (See Kshirsagar). 

Kshirsagar went on from this pOint and generalised this result 
from the theoretical population parameters, 1J and t and proved 
that! and A as given in B.l.2 and B.l.3 are independently dis
tributed as foll~~s 

-x _ n(p, rn l!, t) B.l.28 

A - W(p, n-l, t), B.l. 29 

i.e. the distribution of the maximum like"lihood estimator of t, 

is that of ~. 
n . 

Note that A is the matrix of s.s. and s.p. of sample observations, 
measured from the sample means and have n-l degrees of freedom and 
not n, like the matrix 0 where the sample .observations are measured 

from the true means ~. 

It is also useful to note that if 

B.l. 30 

so that 

B.l.31 

then !! :" n (p, 2, I) and !!.!! - x2 with p degrees of freedom which 
provides us with a test for the hypothesis 

B.l.32 
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when a sample of size n is available from a p-variate nor~l 
population with unknown mean ~ but known variance covariance 
matrix 

I To conclude this section a summary of lemmas liS given as presented 
by Kshirsagar: 

Lemma 1: If a symmetric pos.-def. matrix 0 is distributed W(p,n,E), 
then the matrix HOH', where H is mxp with constant elements and 
rank m has the WCm,n,HEH i ) distribution. 

Lemma 2: Let O~W(p,n,E) and h, a pxl vector be independently dis

tributed, then u = u'Oulh'EU ~ x!(U) independent of h. 

Lemma 3: LeeO~W(p,n,E), then 101/IEI is distributed as the pro
duct.of p; independent x2 variates with, n, n-l, ••• , n-p-l d.f. 

respectively. 

Lemma 4: Let O~W(p,n,E) then aPP/dPP has the X~-(P-l) distribution 

where dPP, aPP are the last elements of 0- 1 and E- l respectively. 

Lemma 5: Let O~W(p,n,E) and h, a pxl vector be independently dis-
tributed, then h'E-lh/h'o-lh ~ x2 and is independent of h_. 

- - - n- (p-l) 

Lenma 6: I f(XX')dx = (2n)~np KCp,n)lol~(n-p-l)f(O)dO where 

XX'sO 

X is a pxn matrix (not necessarily normal), n>p, 0>0. 

-10 - ~n 
Lemma 7: r· t 01 ~ (n-p-ll e -\trt dO = I El' where 0 and E are 

J ~ 
0>0 

pxp symmetric positive - definite and n>p. . K(p,n) is as defined 
before. 

B.8/ •• ~ 
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Lenuna 8: Given the matrix A which iSpxp symmetric where 
A-W(p,n,I) in the canonical form, then A is invariant for a t~ans

formation of the type A* = HAH I where H is any pxp orthoqonal matri~ 

with constants or variables as elements, distributed independently 

of A. If it is independent then HAH' is distributed independently 
of H. 

Lemma 9: If A-W(p,n,I) then 

(i) E(Ak ) = c(k,n,p)I p 

(ii) E(A-k ) = d(k,n,p)Ip 

where c(l,n,p) = n; 1 c(2,n,p} = n(n+P+l), d(l,n,p) = n-p-l 

Lemma 10: I.f 0 has the W(p,n,I:) distribution·, then 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

E(O) = nI: 

E(O-lI:O- l ) = d(2,n,p)I:-1 

E(O-l) = _...;1;.....,- -1 
1 I: if n-p-l > o. n-p-

k 
Lemma 11: 

k 

If °i-W(p,ni,I:i ), i=l, ••• , k, then 0 = i:10i- W 

(p, I: ni,I:) even if n<p, or even ni<p for some i, in which 
we a~eldealing with the pseudo-Wishart distribution. 

case 

Lenna.12: Let X ; pxn be such that the columns of X, i.e. !-n 

(P,2,I:), then for A : nxn idempotent of rank m we find that 
XAX' ... W(p,m,I:) if m>p and pseudo-Wishart if m~p. 

Lemma 13: Let X : pxn be such that the columns of X, i.e. 

~n(p,m,I:) where ~ is the corresponding column of M, then O-XX' 
is called the non-central Wishart distribution. Further if A 

B.9/ ••• 
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is idempotent of rank m and order n we have that (X-M)A(X-M)' = 

U"'W(p,m,I: and E(U) = mI: and E(XAX') = mI: + MAM' which holds even 

when m<p. 

B.2 The distribution of 02 and other results 
E 

Let ~-n(p,~,I:) and O-W(p,f,I:) independent of ~, then 

2 -1 
T = f~'O ~ B.2.l 

which is known as Hotelling's T2 based an f degrees of freedom 
. 2-1 

with parameter of non-centrality). = ~'I: l!. (See Kshirsagar, 
1972). If ~-n(p'2,I:) and 0 is independent W(p,f,I:) then T2 
has the central distribution. 

or 

Hp (T2/f,).2)dT2 

= _\).2 (,).2) r 
e I: r I 

• 
(T2/f) ,p+r-l 

2 
( 1+ T

f 
) \ (f+ 1 ) +r 

From this we have 

2 . \p-l 
, (f-p+l» •. (T ~f) 

(14) ~(f+l) 

B.2.2 

B.2.3 

. 2 
In the case of B.2.3 we have that f-~+l.~ has an F distribution 
\,li th P and f-p+ 1 degrees of freedom. 

Let us define i, i, n = n l +n2 and A • Ax+Ay' A being the "pooled" 
matrix of corrected s.s. and s.p. from both samples in a 2 group 

B.lO/ ••• 
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discriminant analysis and Sx' Sy' S the corresponding var.-cov. 
matrices in the usual way: x ... n (p, ~ ,1:); v ... n (p,lI ,1:). - -x ~. ~y 

r /' r 

In discriminant analysis we apply Hotelling's T2 with A2 = 0, i.e. 
the central distribution to test the hypothesis 

= 0 B.2.4 

i.e. we use 

B.2.5 

The test is therefore whether 

B.2.6 

equals zero or not. 

Now Mahalanobis' s sample distance measure squared is 

B.2.7 

so that from B.2.5 and B. 2 •. 6 

T2 = 
n l n2 0 2 
n l +n2 

B.2.8 

and similarly 

2 n l n2 
62 A = 

ni+n2 
B.2.9 

B: 11/ ..• 
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a.ll 

The distribution of 02, when ~~y is therefore from B.2.l and 
1-

B.2.2. 

B~2.l0 

The null distribution of 02 is obtained by putting 62 = 0 in 
B.2.l0, so it becomes 

B.2.ll 

So, when 2 6 = 0, i.e. ~x = ~y' the F-test can be used in terms 

2 nl n2 2 
usingT = n +n 0 , or 

1 2 

n +n -p-l 1 2 
p 

n 1n 2 0 2 

n +n • n +n 2 = Fp ,nl +n2-p' -1 
1 2 1 2-

B.2.l2 

2 For an expansion on this for comparisons with respect to 6 
2 P 

and 6k and other combinations refer to Kshir.agar, where the 
discussion was taken further to include the Fisher-Behrens 
problem in the multivariate case. 



C. Wilks's A Criterion 

Kshirsagar (1972) gave a detailed discussion of Wilks's A criterion 

and its applications. Only some of the characteristics of this 

criterion will be mentioned in this section. 

Wilks's A criterion in multivariate analysis can be compared to 

the F distribution in univariate statistics. In multivariate 

statistics \ore have seen that it is often possible to construct 

matrices A and B such that A .... WCp,n-q,E) and independently distri

buted of B where B .... WCp,q,E). Under certain zero hypotheses B will 

be central Wishart1if Ho is not satisfied then B will be non-central 

Wishart. The criterion 

A = tl!~1 
was proposed to test Ho' 

as follows: 

C.l 

We can therefore define this criterium 

If A~W(p"n-q,E) independently of ~r' r=l, ••• , q which themselves 

are independently distributed as ~r""n(p'2,E) then 

where 

A(n,p,q) = 11!~1 

B = 
q 
E z z, 

r=l -r-r 

C.2 

C.3 

where'~ (n,p,q) can be used to test Ho:E (~r) = 2, r = 1, .•. , q. 

Note that n, p and q, the parameters of A are respectively the d.f. 

of A+B, the order of A and B and the d.f. of B. 

Again comparing to univariate statistics, A is called the error' 

s.s. and s.p. matrix and B is called the hypothesis s.s. and s.p. 

matrix. 

B. 2/ ••• 
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where 

B(LI!!..:S, g2)dL' = - 19l LIIJ (n-q-p-l} I I-LI \ (q-p-l),dL, 
-r B(n;q, 2) 

= 0 otherwise 

where 

B(~l, ;2) = 7T\(p(p-l» ft { 
i=l 

L>O; I-L>O -

L being positive definite and I is the identity matrix. 

It can be shown that 

-~ = IC~i' A A+B CC! 

= ICII L/,C' I cl cl 

= ILl 

= I TT' I 

- ITI2 

P 2 • rr tii , 
1=1 

C.9 

i.e. Wilks's A(n,p,q) distribution, when p'q, is the distribution 
p 2 2 rr t ii , where t ii , i=l, ••• , P are independently distributed as 

i=l ' 

B(t~illJ(n-q-i+l), IJq)dt~i • 

When p>q: 

B is not Wishart distributed. Accordingly let 

G = A ... ZZ' C.10 

C.4/ ••• 
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where Z is according to C.l. Let, 

H* = U'U, L* = I-H*, 

i 
then it can be shown that as ILtl = II t 2

jj , 
. j=l 

C.ll 

C.12 

and all tti2are distributed independently for i=l, ••• , q. 

Again 

~ =- IAI 
A == TA+BT I A+ZZ' I 

=- I I -UU 'I == I L* I 

== q. Ila*1 
== i =-

i=l ILt_lf 

q 2 
II tti ' i=l. 

cl L~I == 1), 

q 
i.e. Wilks's A(n,p,q), when p>q, is distributed like II 

i-l 
where tIi2, i=l, ••• , q are independently distributed as 

BCtti21\Cn-p-i+l), \p) dtti2 

We can summarise the results as follows: 

C.ll 

t* 2 
ii 

ACn,p,q) and A(n,q,p) have exactly the same distribution, i.e. the 

p 2 q 2 2 
distribution of II tii if p~q and of n ti i if p>q where tii 

. i-l i-1 
are independent BCt:il\(n-q-i+l), ~q) variables and ti i

2 are 

independent B(tti21 \(n-p-i+l), ~p) variables. 

C. SI ••• 
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. When p = 1,2 we find that 

(1-A(n,17Q)/9 - F 
A(n,l,q) (n-q) q,n-q 

C.s 

(1- lA (n,2,g»/Q _ F 

IACn,2,q)/(n-q-l) 2q,2(n-q-l) 

When q = 1,2 interchange p and q inC.14 and C.1S, then 

(l-A(n'¥7l»/P - F 
A(n,p,l (n-p) p,n-p 

(1 - lA (n,p,2»/p _ 
F2p , 2(n-p-l) IA(n,p,2)/(n-p-l) 

C.14 

C.1S 

C.16 

C.17 

If however p and q take on other values these expressions are 
much more difficult to handle. Bartlett derived an approximation 
for Wilks's A in a transformed form: 

2 
X = C.1S 

If j[n-\(p+q+l)] ~ p2+q2 the approximation is accurate to at 
least three decimal places, i.e. if n is not too small, all 
one needs is the X2 tables and Bartlett's correction factor: 
n-\ (p+q+l) after - loge A has been calcul~ted. 
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" 

o. Testin ificanceof individual· oefficients in the 

linear discriminant 'function - the stan ard deviations , 

Instead of a forward, backward or mixtur~ s~lection procedure for 
inclusion/exclusion of a variable or variables, one might estimate 

I 

the standard error for all p variates and' d;len discard those whose 
coefficients are not significantly different from zero. 

, 
I 

~e motivation for the above-mentioned proc1dure is the fact that 
the F-testl ) is computationally cumbersome, 'unless direct esti
mations of the misclassification probabilittes as a function of ' 
02 are being used and the di~tributions are 'normal (Cochran, 1964). 
Constanza and Afifi(1979) concluded that a ~orward selection 

! 

procedure in some non-normal situations may be feasible if the 
significance level is in the range 0,10 - 0~25. Murray (1977) 
however, warned that stepwise procedures may lead to highly over
optimistic assessments of error rates if th~ 'direct estimates are 

used. 

Kendall, Stuart and Ord (1982) gave a briefderiviation of the 

large-sample standard errors of the coefficiients. 

The discriminant function is l' x where 1 is Ithe coefficient vector,. - - - . 
which is &' .. (11 , ••• , 1p) for p variables. Let us find the 
standard deviation of 1i using the covariance between 1k and 1m 
as calculation step. 

Denote the elements of s-l , the inverse of the pooled samplevar-
. jk 

cov. matrix, by s and S .. [Sjk] 

:"'1 - -1 = s (!1-!2) 

1) F = B(nl +n2-p-l) (D! - D~) 
(p-k) (1 + B[j~) 

is distributed F(p-k, n l +n2-p-l) 

0.1 

under Ho. 

0.2/.~. 
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D.2 

where S-l is synmetrical. From E. t we have now 

n = ~ sjk{-x --x } 
~k j lj 2j D.2 

This leads to 

D.3 

and 

D.4 

so that 

{(- - - - jk ~. - - rm jk - _. dR.kdR.m = ,L Xlj-X2j)(xlr:x2r)ds ds !+(xlj-x2j )s ds d(xlr-x2r) 
J,r . 

- - jk rm - - jk rm -: - (- - )} + (x
lr

-x2r)s ds d(Xlj -X2j }+s s d(x
lj

-x2j )d xlr-x2r . 

D.5 

but means and covariances are independent for normal variations 

so 

Let the sample sizes be n l and n2 for Hl and H2 respectively, 

then 

D.7 

Let r jk be the co-factor of Sjk in I S I so that sjk = r jk/ I s I· 

i 
I· 

D. 3/ ••• 
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Now we can find the covariance 'of sjk and 

r 
ds

jk 
= ,;,d rjk - ~I si 

I si 

rm s : 

'1" . r'k 
= "M;T" r r, k ds Q -~. r r ds 0.8 

ISI a,S J ,as ap Isl 'a,S as as 

with rjk •aS the co-factor of saS in rjk , i.e. 

but accordinq to Jacobi' s theorem I sf rjk ,as = rjk faS - rjS rak ' 
hence 0.9 becomes 

0.10 

So 

0.11 

Substitute 0.7 and 0.11 in 0.6 and then 

• 

0.4/ ••• 
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0.4 

0.12 

= (L + L)smk + 1 
1m1k + 

1 skm L tr(X1r-X2r) n1 n2 n 1+n2 n 1+n2 r 

(L + L) smk + 1 
1m1k + 

1 skm 1'(x-x) = n 1 n2 n 1+n2 n 1+n2 - -1-2 

0.13 

Let k = m = j, then 
.~< 

(L + L)sjj 
t~ 1 t t (x -i ) sjj var ti = + J + n 1+n2 0.14 n 1 n2 n 1+n2 - -1-2 

I . 

., 
<:><~~ ~,),,~ {'" 



E. The algebra of correspondence analysis with special reference 
to discriminant analysis 

In this section the formal algebra of correspondence analysis is 
given as a backqround to the discussion ,of the application of corres
pondence analysis in discriminant analysis (Chapter 4). This sec

tion comes almost directly from Greenacre (1984). 

LetN be a matrix of non-negative numbers excluding trivial 
vectors where sums of rows and columns are zero. The corres
pondence matrix P is defined as' the matrix of elements of N 
devided by the grand total of N. The row and column sums of P 
are denoted by vectors ~ and £. 
matrices Or and Dc are formed. 

From the latter vectors the diagonal 

Therefore, if the data matrix is N = [nij]IXJ' nij~O' then the 
correspondence matrix is 

and 

P = .! N 
n.. ' n.. = ]; 'NJ: E.l 

r = Pl 1 £ = P'l 1 ri' C j >01 i=l, ••• , I; j=l, ••• , J 

E.2 

E.l 

The row and column profiles of the correspondence matrix are 
defined as the vectors of rows and columns of P divided by 
their respective sums, i.e. if ~' =- (r l , r 2 , ••• , r I ) and 

g , = ( cl' c2 , ••• , c J) then 

r' 1 1 
(nil' n i2 , niJ), i=l, I = - ••• I ... , 

r i n •• 

1 
(PiP Pi2' PiJ) = . . . , r i 

E.4 

and 

E.2/ ••• 
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E.2 

1 1 c' =---j C j n •• j=l, ..... I J 

1 = c. (Plj I P2 j I ••• I PIj) 
J 

E.5 

i.e. the matrices of row and column profiles are 

R -1 P r' C D-lp = = Or = = El -1 ; g -
r' -2 

• 

r' -I 

E2 

• 
E.6 

Note this could have been written in terms of' N as well, since 
the analysis is concerned of relative values only and is there
fore invariant with respect to n ••• 

The row and column profiles define two clouds of points in res
pective J- and I- dimensional weighted Euclidianspaces. 

Row cloud 

Points: I pOints El I ••• ', !I in 
J-dimensional space where 

!i is as in E.4 

Masses: The I elements of ! 

Metric: Weighted Euclidian with 
dimension weights defined 
by the inverses of the ele

-1 ments of c, i.e. Dc • 

Column cloud 

J pOints in El' ••• , EJ in 
I-dimensional space where 

Ei is as in E.5 

The J elements of E 

Weighted Euclidian with 
. dimension weights defined by 

the inverses of the elements 
-1 of r i.e. Or • 

The last remarks say that the centroids of .the row and column 
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clouds in their respective spaces are £ and ! respectively, 
because the row centroid is 

!'R/f'l = £'R = £'o;lp = !'P = 9 E.7 -
and the column centroid is 

C'c/l'c = po-lc = Pl = r 
- ~ - c - - -

E.8 
-

The overall spatial variation of each cloud of points is 

quantified by its total inertia, i.e. the weighted sum of 

squared distances from the pOints to their respective cen
troids, or analytically 

Total inertia of row points 

in(I)= rri (!i-g ) 'O~l(!i-g) 
i --

Total i~ertia of column points 

in(J)- tcJ" (cj-r)'o-lCcj-r) 
j - - £ - -

= trace[o (R-1C')O-1(R-1C')') 
~ -- 2 -- = trace[o£(C-!£')O;l(C-!~')'J 

E.9 

and further, the tota 1 inertia is sim! lar in both clouds. 

i.e. 

= in(J) 

in(I) = in(J) • ~ • 1- rr(nij -eij )2 
n.. n •• ij e ij 

E.10 

E.ll 
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because 
nij p = , so that ij n •• 

(Lnij ) (Lnij ) 

eij = i j 
n 

= 
(n •• c.) (n •• r i ) 

J 
n •• 

= n •• ric j E.12 

i.e. 

= 1 't''t' (n • ) 2/ t..t.. i - ricJ.n.. e ij n •• ij J 

= 1 't''t'(n )2/ 
n •• ~j ij - e ij eij E.13 

At this stage we want to find the K*-dimensional subspaces of 
the rev and column clouds respectively which are closest to the 
pOints in terms of weighted sums of squared distances. These 
subspaces are def·ined by the K* right and left generalised sin
gular vectors of P-rc', in the metrics 0-1 and 0-1 corresponding 

-- X £ 
to the K* largest singular values, i.e. the right and left sin-
gular values define the principal axes of the row and column 
clouds respectively. 

/ 

.. 

When we look at the cloud of column pOints defined by the column 

E. 5/ ••• 
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profiles of C = po~l then we see that from section A if the 
centered column profiles 

C - rl' = po-l - rl' = LD M' where L'o-lL = M'O M = I 
-- 9 -- ~' !: c 

E.14 

then the columns of L define the principal axes, and the rows of 
G = MO~ define the co-ordinates. Also from E.14 

p - rc' -- = LO .... (OcM)', whe,re L'o-lL =- (0 M) '0-1 (0 M) = I 
~ !: 9 £ 9 

E.1S 

In a similar way it can be shown that the principal axes of the 
raw cloud, defined in J-dimensional space are given by the col,umns 
of Z in 

= ID,:" Z, , whe re Y' 0 Y = Z' 0 -1 Z = I 
~ !: 9 

E.16 

'i. e. in 

p - rc' = (O!:Y)~IIZ' where (0 Y)'O-l(O Y) = Z'o-lz = I 
v ,!:!: c 

E.17 

We can therefore define: Let the generalised singular value 
decomposition of P - ~£' be 

P '- , !:£ E.1S 

wi thlJ 1 ~ lJ2 ••• ~ lJk > 0, then the columns of A and B define 
the principal axes of the column and row clouds respectively. 

Note that the sets of singular values lJ i , ~i and 1/Ii' 1=1, ••• , k 

E.6/ ••• 
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are identical and uniquely defined up to reflections only, 
assuming that all singular values are different. So the principal 
axesL of the column cloud are identical to the columns of A up to 
reflections. The subspace defined by L is the same as that of, A. 

It can further be shown that the respective co-ordinates of the 
row and column profiles with respect to their,own principal axes 
(i.e. the principal co-ordinates) are related to the principal 
axes of the other cloud of profiles by simple rescalings. 

principal co-ordinates of row 
profiles 

Let F = (O-lp - lc' )O-lB 
r -- c - . -

IxK !xJ JxJ JxK 

be the co-ordinates of the row 
profiles with respect to princi
pal axes B in the chi-square 
metri c 0-1 then g , 

principal co-ordinates of column 
profiles. 

Let G • (O-lp' - lr')D-1A E.19 
c -- ~ 

JxK JxI IxI IxK 

be the co-ordinates of the column 
profiles with respect to principal 
axes A in the Chi-squared metric 
-1 

0l:' then 

E.20 

The co-ordinates of individual pOints are contained in the rows 
of F and G. The co-ordinates of the points with respect to op
timal K*-dimensional subspaces are contained in the rows of the 

first K* columns of F and G. If we write F(2) and G(2) as the 
first two columns of F and G respectively, then the rows of F (2) 
and G(2) define the projections of the row and column profiles 
onto respectively optimal planes. 

The co-ordinates of F and G are related as follows - using 
E.18 and E.20 

1) 
e.g. G = o-l(P-cr')O-lA 

.c. - X 

= o-lBO (A'O-lA) 
c J! .£ 

= o-lBO 
.si 11 

- O-l(AD B') 'o-lA 
.QI! ~ 

o-lBO I 
£l!, 

• 
, , 



E.7 

G = O-lp'FO-l - CFD-l • F = O-lpGO- l = RGO-l 
2 l! 1!. 

, 
£ \l l! 

or o G = o-lp'F 1 . OF· o-lPG E.2l , 
l! £ l.l 2 

With reference to the principal axes, the respective clouds 
of row and column profiles have centroids at the origin. The 
weighted variance (moment of inertia, sum of squares of the 
points' co-ordinates) along the_k th principal axes in each 
cloud is equal to lJ~ , which is denoted by Ak and called the 
k th principal inertia. The weighted covariance is zero. 

Centroid of rows of F 

£ 'F = Q' 

Principal inertias of row cloud 

F'O F=o2 
£ l! 

= 0). -

Centroid of rows of G 

2'G = Q'. E.22 

Principal inertias of column cloud 

= E.2l 

The centerings in E.22 follow because the rows of F and G are 
merely the respective sets of centered profiles with respect to 
new reference systems of axes, e.g. r'(o-lp - lc'} = lIP - c' -r -- ~ 

2' - 2' = Q'. These results follow immediately from the standardi-
sation of the principal axes in E.1S as well as from E.20. 

To be "able to express the results graphically we draw up a table 
of columns which expresses the contributions of the rows and columns 
respectively to the·inertia of an axis. This results from E.9, 
E.10 and E.2l, i.e. the total inertia of each cloud of points is 
decomposed along the principal axes and among the points the~ 
selves. 

E.S/ ••• 
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Decom2osition of inertia 
axes 

1 2 ... ." .... K Total 

1 2 2 2 K 2 
rlfll r l f l2 · . . . . rlflK r 1 I: flk 

k=l 

2 2 2 2 K 2 
r2f2l r2f22 · . . . . r2f2K r 2 I: flk 

k=l .. 

Rows · .... 
· . . . . 
· .... 

I 2 2 2 K i 
rIfIl rIfI2 · .... rIfIK r I I: fIk 

k=l 

Total 2 2 . 2 inertia (I) Al91l A2~2 · .... AK=lJ K • inertia (J) 

1 2 2 2 K 2 
cl<Jll cl<Jl2 · . . . . cl<JlK cl I: <Jlk k=l 

2 2 . <J2 2 K 2 
c2<J2l c2 22 · .... c292K c2 I: <J2k k=l 

Columns · . . . . 
· .. ' .. 
· . . . . 

J 2 2 2 K 2 
cJ<JJl cJ<JJ2 · .... cJ<JJK cJ I: <JJK 

k=l 

Figure E.l 

Note each of these contributions can be expressed as a proportion 
<) of the respective inertia Ak in order to interpret the axis itself. 

These proportions are often called "absolute contributions·, 

E.9/ ••• 
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because they are affected by the mass of e~ch pOint. Each row 
of these tables contains the contributions 1of the axis to the 

! 

inertia of the respective profile point. :Again we can express 
each of these as proportions of the po in ts I! inertia in order to 

I 

interpret how well the point is represented on the axes. These 
I 

are often called "relative contributions", because the masses are 
divided out. 

Note that the columns of F and,G are the (nbn-trivial) eigenvectors 
of the respective matrices RC and CR, standardised according to 
E.23. The non-trivial eigenvalues of both! these matrices are the 

principal inertias. 

Row co-ordinates as eigenvectors Column cp-ordinates as eigenvec:tors 

(RC)F = FOX (CR)G = GOX 

i.e. i.e. 

E.24 

with standarisation with standardisation 

GIOgG = Ox (or O~) . 

E.2S 

Note for example that from (O-lpI)F = GO}! (See E.21) and 
9 

R - o-lp it follows that 
~ 

''I E.26 

Note further that the above eigenequations should not be used 
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separately to obtain F and G, because it will be wasteful com

putationa11y and will also lead to differences in signs of the 

corresponding eigenvectors, seeing that the signs of eigenvector 

solutions are not identified. 

For further discussion of the reconstitution formula of the corres

pondence matrix P which is useful for imputing missing values in 

the data matrix, the "standard co-ordinate" standardisation tech

nique - unit inertias along principal axes, and in the last place 

the principle of "distributional equivalence" - the merging of 

pOints - see Greenacre (1984). 

----------~.-----.-~-------. 
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C t---~-;;--~7~"-' -~13~-:-:-.-tl~Q---------------------------------------__ ---...: 
19 .. 1. 06 llf 2 • 1 ~ 

5 .96 15 -.18 

(
21 6 1.~9 1"6 -.65 
r------t----~·~ .. ~_il~7~--~.~9~5~----------------~--~~--~--~~----~----------------~--~~~~~~~--~~~~ __ ~ 

. '23 8 .89 18 .13' 
9 .59 19 .65 

10 ·le~.o 

6ROUPSOUND ~.~-~-------~~~--------~-----~----------------~--~~~----~--~~~~--~~~~" 
CASE-'CAN.Y-CASE CAN.V CASE CAH.V 

29 

,C31r---~--~~~~~~=-~~~~--------------------------------------~~~~----~~~~ ~I -.'16 

~!;~.:_i:_' ---f25~~-~2~.~2~7~~3~5~---~.~Si2~~=~~L-~-~!~:~~~~~'~'--~--~~~~~~ ______ ~~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ __ ~~~~ ____ ~ ________ ~ 
tr-_~~~~~-::~:~I~2~-..;~~~~~::....e:~~;-;A~_~~:7.:-:,:-:;:-: .. "7"i'~--:--::::":-'::.-': ... :-:. -:-:-:-:-i.:-:,.~.! -::o:-:-:-"-':"'!~'.'-':i.'-:-:-"-:-:-----:------:---'-:--:---:---:---:-----:--~--:--::-----':""-----
'~/ 41 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~ .. ~,~. ~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~~ 
46 

(47 r----..,...---:----:--------~-----------------.;.-----------------...... 
49 

'~1r_----:-----::--:--:--:-:---:-:----=-:---:-----'--:-------:-:-~----------------------....;. 

5:t 

.~~~-----~~---------::----~----~~~-----~----~----::--~--~~-----------
51 

.'c..~~------:--:----:-----:------:----:-:-:--~-:---:-------:--~------.---------
~ .. ' .. 
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PAGE 8 BHOP7" BANKRUPTCY 

HISTOGRAM or CANONICAL VARIABLE 

,< . 

.... . ".-B-J. ~;. s~--ssBslsJi,:~~8 8B:a~: ; B .. . . II~·· . 
•••• +~ ••• + •••• + •••• + •••• + •••• + ••• 2+ •••• + •••• + •••• + •••• + •••• 1 •••• + •••• + •••• + ••• ·+~.·.+.···+····+····+····+ 

-2.80 -2.10 -1 ... 0· -.700 0.00 .700 1 .... 0 ... 2.10 2-80 3.50 ".20 
-2 ... 5 -1.~5 -1.05 -.350 .350 1.OS 1.75 2.'15 3.15 3~85 

NUMBER OF INTEGER WORDS Of STORAGE USED IN PRECEDING PROBLEM 3807 
CPU TIHE USED ... 289 SECONDS 

• "1:: _~ .•. ' 

, . 

," ',,:: 
, < .. ", : ;~~'i\::'~: :, "-:;~ 

. :Ii:: 

, 

.,"--



r' . " 
3 

r 9 
\. 

i 1 

(17 

19 

(21 
23 

25 
C

27 

<29 
31 

e33 

. 35 

31 

'-39 

53 

,(.55 

61 

'~83 

85 

C: 

AGE . tu- "I 1 > ~ 

1 
2}· . 

SHOP7" - ST~PIUSE DlSCR1PUNA~n ANALYSIS~ 
. 

SMOP 5TAT1STICAL SOFTWARE. INC. 
196 .. 1"I£5T\\00D 

:---TZ~~-S 700 
BlVD. SUITE ZiJZ 

PROGRAM RtVIS~D APRIL 19SZ 
MANUAL. REVISED -- 1981 -
COPYRIGHT CCI 198Z REGENTS OF UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 

, 
, '2IiE~RSER:~~SSt~~EAN~W~~A'~ ~F N~R F~AJ~R~e F~R VHE l~T R aRA H. 

:no CiRAH CONTROL INF'ORMATION 

~~~~tT£~A~IIktE!SA~tD¥~RTISING PR~FERtNCE AREA'. 
I 
I ~ORMAT li F'Rttc ! 'VARIA i..E NAM AR IN.ENGUAY.AFRDAY.ANYW.HAGA.TELV.RADV.SPRI.CLAGRO. 

GROUPING IS ClAGRO. 
! 'GROUP CODESl91 ARE I TO It. , , NAKE:.SI9J ARE EURO.CDLDU.AFRl.ASlAN. I 
I '01 SCR.l KIN ANT --_ .. 
I JACKKNIFE. ---! 'PRINT , 

=~. Z" f WITHIN. " 

i 'END I .J , 

PR08LE." TITLE IS 
I AOVLR USING PREfERENCE ARf.A 

. 
I 

! 
I 

NU"IR" OF VARIABLES TO READ IN. • • • • • • • 9 
! • NUM OF VARIABLES ADDED BY TRANSFORMATIONS. • 0 
; 

"~8~4laIt~~B~~S~~ ,aRA~ihE¥N: • • • .. • • • • • • EH09 f • ". • • • • • • • • TO 
J CASE LA.BELING VARIABLES •• • • • • • • • • • • "''" , 
i MISSING VALUES CHECKED BEFORE OR AFTER TRAHS. • NEITHER 
I 

l BLANkS ARC. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • KISSING 
INPUT UNIT NUMBER • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 

i REWIND INPUT UNIT PRIOR TO READING. DATA. • • NO i • i HUMIl£ROF WORDS OF DYNAMIC STORAGE. • • • • • • 1 .. 998 
i -i ."" 

I VAR1M&..isTO 8E USED 
" . 

I \ 
I 1 CIN 2 ENGDAY 3 AFRDAY .. ANYW 5 MAGI. I 

j ~ TELY 7 RADV a 5PRI 9 CLAGRO 
\ INPUT FORMAT IS \ 
i F.flEE i 
I 
I 

MAXIMUK LENGTH DATA RECORD 15 CHARACTERS. I 80 
I 
I 

TOLERANCE. .010 ! • • • • • • • • 
! r-TQ.-£.NtER • • • • • • • • 't.DiJO ...... 00 

F-tU-aEKOVE. • • • • • • • 3.996 3.996 
! M£TMOO .. .. • • • • • • 1 I • • I :;:.'"UII FORCED ~EVEL • .". Cl 

MAXIMUM NUMUER OF STEPS. • 18 
u~lN' vARIABLE •••• • 9 

NUM8£ft or GROUPS • • • • • .. 
PRIOlt PRO£lA61i.l Tlf:S. • • • • .25000 .25,JOO .Z5000 .25000 

-'--' .. "IftA6tE;' KINJMUM MAXIMUM KISSING CATEGORY CATEGORY G~E~iER"tESS"'THAN . . 
. · 

"il:',"<"t -t_ , " '" , , " , , " " .. , " 

" 



/'" 1 I 

3~: -'--'N ..... O-.---..Nr-.-AHt. 

9 Ci-AGRC ~5 , , 

'f 7 '-, -----

9 

LI"rl~T----LL~l~HnlrTr---~C~O~D~t~----~C~O~O~E~----N~A~H~E------TTHK)A~Nr---'O~R~ •• -'T~Or----'------------------~---------------------------

___________________ ~l.~OOOO EU~RC00U_------------------------------------------------------------------~----z. :...gillmCOLOU 
J.~ ..leO AFRI 
't.;;OOC':' ASIAN 

11 -"QMBER O~ASES R!:AO. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 92 

(13 : 
15~; ------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------

17; 
(' i 

19~: ----------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ , 
I 

." 21 ! 
,i r--' --------------------------~------~------'----------------

23
1 

251 

<' I 
ni! --------------------~--------------~-----~----------------------------

I 
i (,29 : 

311: --~----------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------~----------------~--

·(:i~------~--------------------------------~~--------------------------------------------~--~--~----~----~----~ 
I 

371 
C·391!----'--------'---'-------------..:-----------'----------~ 

I 
41 i 

(~Ii ~-~~-------------------------------~-~-------------------~~----~----------------~--------~ 
, 

45 1 
(.47 ri -------------------:---------~-------------------~--------------------------------------~-----------'----~----

i 
491 
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I 

53 I 
L551~----------------------------------------------------~~--------------------~--------------------__ 

f 
57( 

, I 
~'591r-----~--------~----------------~--------~----------~---------------------------------
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PAGE 

," 

/' 

7 RADV 15.10000 
8 SPRI 31.S3~62 

.'" COUNTS 26. 
0 STANDARD DEVI AfloNS 

GROUP • EURO ...-- VARIABLE '" I tiN 11.1&179 :3 
2 ENGDAY" 15.36097 

:5' 3 AFRDAY 10.62502 
C -L 

~ AflYW ~.66993 
5 MAGA 2.09757 
6 T~LV 6.5716~ 

"':! 7 RADY 9.613~5 .... - 8 SPRl ~.96129 '- '"' COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION .' . 

-.; lROuPa EURO 
.r VAR IABL 
\...::: I Eh~DAY :~IJi~ 
<.:; : 3 AFRDAY .35"35 .. A~" • .05883 

,35 5 HAG A .02215 
6 TeLY .1~960 

.t~ , 7 RADV .63665 
r 8 SPRI .15733 
~ ...... ..... 

_lo.:: WITHIN COYARJANCE MATRIX 
r 
~~~ ~------~--------~--------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 

VARIABLE 

CIN 
1 

ENGOAT 
2 

AFRDAT 
3 

MAGA 
5 

F TO FORCE TOLERA~CE. VARIA8~E F TO FORCE 

TELV RADV SPRI 
6 1 8 

TOLERANCE 
REMOVE LEVEL. ENTER LEvEL 

,~~--------------_nD~F~.~~3~~8~9~~~-------------,.r-----------------1DnF~.~~3~~28~8==~~------------------------------------~=-~--~--

• ICIN ".S31 I 10000000. M @ 
.~ 



Jl. 'I. .L 

• 2 ENGDAf if7.630 1 1.000000 " • 3 ArRDAY 109.~'f9 1 I.OJOOOO 
• 'I At~YW 162.ao~ 1 1.000000 
• 5 MAGA '''''.'f1S 1 I.C4)OJOO • 6 TE:Lv 201.399 1 1.0::J!lODO • 7 RADV 'f2.~OO 1 1 .. 0ilOOOD 
• 8 SPRl 160.583 1 1.000000 

< 



3~Gt ' l BKOP1H AD~RTlSING PRtFERtNCE~RtA 
I 

J.. Si STEP r"UMB~R 1 
,-') ! VARIAaL~ ENTERE~ 6 TELV 

... ~, 7 ~ 

F TO FORCE TOLERA~CE. VARIABLE F TO FORCE 
9: REMOVE L~V~L. ENTE.R LEVEL 

VARIAuLE. TOLERANCE 

(' 11 '-,; --L "T'~ OF- 3 88 • OF- 3 87 
u ~~. 20~~1 1.UOOOJO. 1 CIN 7.768 1 .989301 

i • 2 ENGOAT 2'''073 1 .87115'1 
13' • 3 AFRDAT 51.220 1 .998216 

':.;.r-

- \ • 'I AN TW . 21. w08 1 .8::; 71 19 
. t~~!-------------------------------------~.r-----~5~M~A~G~Ar-----~J~q~.r5~I~J~-1r-.------~.'8~8~e~4~D~6-----~---------------

• I • 7 RAOV 30.253 1 .9'13388 
17 I • 8 SPRI 55.979 1 .73709'1 

C I 
, 19 r! ·U"-~S~T·A&VfTIeS'T~I~C"O"R~~~TI'L~K~S~I.roL'A~M~e°DnTA---.'l~2~7Fr13~1~7----,D~E~G~R~t~E~S~0~F~F~R5PE~£~D~0~Mr--TI---,3.------a8~8------------------------------

: APPROXIMATE F-STATISTIC zal.399 DEGREES OF FREEOOM3.0Q 88.CO 

(' :::1 r ---IF----.:-=-·...J"L.LAQ....LTllR.a.I..aX ____ ..... DuE!O..lGII!.!R~E""E!le.;S ___ 3I!.Q!-F--!..F.!.!R!.!!E<..!IIEl!!!O~O~ .. !.._:·::....-_____ 1_.......!!!a~8~ __ .,.__--------------------------------

I ,EURO COLOU AfRl 
~. COLOU 158.55 C I AfRl 51.30 2~.86 

'27' ASIAN 580.01 iD9.'9 
1 

CLASSIFICATION fUNCT ONS 
29 C 1

1

; GROUP = EUBO 
31 I fAR lABLE 

'.' I 6 T~LV .8'1235 

~ ~t CONSTANT -26.6'1070 

-': I 

COLOU 

."100Z 

-7.3697'1 

AFRl 

.S8207 

-13.'1'1'17" 

ASIAN 

.OS02~ 

-1.'17610 

C~r-------------------------------------------~~----------------------------------------~-------
41 

L 
43 

45 
~~.. I 

~Q~r-------~--~~~---------------------------------------------------------------------------~----~ 

491 
~51rl ---------------------~------------------------------------------~----------------------------~--------

S3 f 

L~~i ---------------------------------------------~~-------------------------------------------------------

L:~I---------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------
l 

61 I 
:~:Ii------.,.-------------------------------~---...;...-...;...----------------------
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3 

9 
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11 

15 

( 21 

23 

25 

(27 

{" 29 

- 31 

33 

( 35 

37 
( 

39 

45 

C47 

49 
1'

'~51 

53 

l.55 

57 

C 59 

61 

<-63 

•• J., 
PAGE .. BHDl'7H ADVERTISINb 

STEP NUI1Bt:R 2 
VARlABLE. CNTEREO 6 SPRI 

i 
VARlAbLE f TO fORCE 

j REMOVE Lf:VEL 
Dfa 3 87 

! 6 tELV 7'1.2'12 1 
8 SPRl 55.979 1 

i 
! 
I 

( 
I 

: U-~IM-ISTICOR ViI,KS' LAMBDA 
~AP . xn~Afr-r.;-s-iArST I c 
! 
, f -MATRIX DEGREES Of 
I 
i EURO COLOU 
j COLOU 9'4.36 , 

AF'R 1 50.71 1I.7a 
~~N ~C7.28 1~3.17 
i L SlFICAT ON F NCTloNS 
; 

! GROUP a EURO 
I 

VARIABLE , 6 TELv .70182 
i 8 SPRI .39222 
I CONSTANT -28.61153 
! 
i 
I 
i 
I 

i 
I 
I 

I . - - .- -
I 
\ 
I 
I 

! 
I 
! 
i 

I 
i 
i 
I 

i 

I 
! 
! 

1. 

J J ,:lo-

PR",FERENCE AREA -

TOLERANC::' • - VAR I AIH.E f TO fORCE TOLERANCE 
• ENTt:R - LEVEL 
• Of· 3 B6 

.73709'1 • 1 tIN 1.308 1 .Y8YZ'Z 

.73709'f • 2 ENGOAY 17.S,52 1 .867'117 
• 3 AfROAY 'f0.881 1 .9'1lS9'1 
• 'I Ar~YW 11.012 1 .80'1075 
• 5 MAGA l'f.iJiiS 1 .872bS~ • 7 RADV 20.'f6S 1 .9'11 6 

.~'f336Si OEGRE.ES Of fREEDOM 2 l 88 
I!J.Z2 DEGREES OF FREc.DOM 6.0C 11". OD 

fREEDOM • 2 87 

AfRl 

18a.66 

COLOU AF'Rl 
. ASIAN . 

.15288 .2861l9 .03520 

.71763 .82603 .0'1200_ 

-13.967S0 -22.18619 -1.'1'876 

-----
- - - , --

, - , ._'" ~ .. -- . '--'"", 



I( )111111 11 

., ~, ., : 

STEP NUMBER 3 
VARIAUl£ CNTEREC l AfRDAY 

VARIABLE F TO FORCE TO~CRANCE • REMOVE leVEL • CF- 3 86 • 
l frRlfAy 'I1J.8S! I .«1 'IlS9 'I • 6 E1..V 27.7 .. .731679 • 

),..5 
-( \ : 

" 7; 

9 C i 

VARIAB~E F TO FORCE TO~ERANCE 
ENTER ~EVEl 

OF: l as 

! CIN 6.826 I .99928° ENG()AY 7.623 1 .6'165 6 
8 SPRI "5.0~7 1 .090701 • &f ANYW 10.769 1 .803785 

• • 5 MAGA 0.318 1 .86&f87 .. 
1 RAOV lS.381 1 .928608 

V-STATISTIC OR ~ILKS· LAMBDA .0178a29 17: DEGREES OF FREEDOM 3 3 88 
APPROXIMATE F-STATISTIC 9S.J18 ( : DEGR~ES OF FREEDOM 9.00 209 ... 5 

19~! ~~==~~~~~~~~~~~------------~~~----~~~~=-~~~==~--------~~--~~~=---------------------------~--

I f - MATRIX DEGREES OF FRE~DOM • 3 86 

C· 21 
: 

23 i COLOO iW~~1 COlOU 

AfRI 9S.E.7 16."~ 
ASIAN 321.~3 109."0 
CLASSIfICATION fUNCTIONS 

GROUP • [URO 
VARIABLE 

3 AFRDAY .e6'181 
6 h.LV .63519 
8 SPRI .... s" .. s 

CONSTANT -'1".06353 

AFRl 

128.23 

C01..0U AFRI ASIAN 

... 7107 .2107' .0'1186 

.11/73 .Z/CiJ7 .03208 

.asa31 .8a895 .05 .. 50 

-la.3 .. 737 -Z3.06253 -1.53335 



li. 
( 

3f5AGE: eHOP1MA-ovEfrnSTN~PR.:rr~;:NC~Rr;rEIA.---------------------------------

0 VARIAB~E F TO FORCE TOl-ERANCE 
0 Ef.jTER LEVEL 
0 Of- J SIf 
;et 1 CIN le516 1 .ifI3 .. SU 

I 
". 

0 2 ENG[)"AY 2 ... 87 1 .360787 

" 
13 ' 0 .. ANYW ".62 .. 1 .'I6S'I92 

0 5 MAGA 11.928 1 .560378 

I)EGREES OF FREEDOM 'I 3 ae 
DEGReES OF FREi:DOH 12.00 22S.18 

.. 85 

15 ; 
U-STAT!STIC OR ~ILKS' lAMBDA .~I~B"63 

17 APPROXIMATE F-STATISTIC 6'1.97'1 
C 19 -r - tfA-TflTx 01: GR E E S 0 r r R E~t:rl"\Dn:O"iiH:-;;=-;---.. --e,..-------------'----------------------

21 EURO COlOU 
( 23 ~-l?~YU ~·t: ~-~;---.."Zft8-.,l-::;l,,-----------------------------------------------

ASIAN 286.'18 91.69 1'17.09 

AFRl 

~ CLASSIFICATION fUNCtIONS 
(. 21 f GROUpl5'--;;.:--~E!"1"UTIR510..-~---,'''lO~L:-;Oi'\TIU----~A£lF~RI!STI-----J(A"'1:!S:11nAnN~-------------------------

VARIA8LE: 
m 3 AFROAY .96588 .51l67 .30093 .O'l91~ 

( 6 TClV .77 .... H~ .19"'3~5~ ___ .=-".;..;:2"lS • il'l 'I 'I 1 
31 ---7~ADV .611~7 .321~9 .67n9~9~2~:-----•• ~~,'~.,~·S~~FS7!-------------------------

8 SPRl .63723 .6 .. 821 .80757 wS~7G 

-53.73320 -21.0172'1 -JS.03"uO 
33 . 

( CONSTANt 
35 , 

3i ' 
( 

, 
39 . 

41 . 

C~3·----· 
42,. . CL] i _________________________________________________________________________ _ 

~'~1 :-------------------------------------------------------------------

·:: ..... 55 c--------

57 : 
I 

'- 59 i-; ------

I 
61 i 

( ~: --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 63 l 
! 



, ( 

3 f-A~' r-DKOP7tC"AOfERTTSTNG PR~F1:R1:W~t1"Rr.LTA---------~·~-----------.!·!L----------""':'~--

VARIABLE f TO fORC~ TOLERANCE 
ENTER LEVEL 

OF- 3 133 
rerN 1.23& 1 .11211373 
Z ENGOAY 2.ti'f~ 1 .355553 

;, 

'f ANYW 12.53Z 1 .35572'1 

F - MATRIX OEGR~E$ Of FRE~DOH = 
, 21 

( EURO COLOU AfRI 
'23~C~cru-- 67.6~8----~~~----~~~--------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------

AFRl eJ.~o la.52 
~ ASIAN Z29.b5 7 •• 02 

( CLASSIFICATION~F~U~N~C~T~I~O=N~S~ ____________________________________ ~-----_-----__ --------
27 , 

GROUP 
( 29 

VARIA~L~ 
'~ AFRDAY 

31 HAGA 
6 T~LV 

33' 7 RADV 
(" 35 

8 SPRl 

CONSTANT 
37 , 

= EURO 

.82379 

.5686 .. 

.'193413 

.15235 

.417672 

-63.76137 

COLOU 

.363.2 

.Ul11~ 

.~2007 

.7'1S69 

-25.10908 

AFR 1 

.2681~ 

.1312 

.35938 

.57'fw2 

.a30S 1 

-35.50S't5 

ASIAN 

-.06772 
.'161"8 

-.18025 
-.32261 
-.~7918 

-8.3879~ 

(~;~ --------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------
f 

4l : 
-I -I' 

~'~-. -------------------------~~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

45 

~47~:·------"----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
i 

49; 
('51 ;-, ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--~----

53: 
,. 
~s~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

51 

C5S~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------

51 

~'~,r-------------~-----------------~--------------------------------------------~------------------------~ 



r ., .., I • 
• 1 '-- P"AG~---13--BMOP71'f -ADVt:RTI Sl~-PR~FCm:flCL-A~R-;:"e."'1!A:-------------'~----------~--------------

( ,: __ Jl~r~~~~~E~J:E;_~~Q. _____ . __ 'f _ ~~ YJ!.._ --------
VARIA8LE F TO FORCE TOLERANC:. VARIABLE F TO FORCE TOLERANCE 

REMOVE L~VtL. ENTER LEVEL 
;., cr- 3 Sol • OF= 3 62 \. ., ---;r- A,. R D-A r - ---18-;a 7 If ·-rl----:.:-::an9:n'fr6'r:~::-J.,..--"'iii.;-----,.I--,.C.,1nN:r---~----=lr-.-.)'T· "J-iia-=---,1r------=.-:Il'lr:Zr-Zr lr6'C"6r-------------

'f ANYW 12.532 1 .3557,Z'f. 2 ENGDAY 1.~39 1 .222'179 
:3 S MA~A 21.5.32 1 .'11";'593. 

(,~---;-lit; 4~~~~{---·~.~~1~U~~-~:~------------------------------------
.0 8 :'PRI 3'f.lbl 1 .6'1'1236. 
17 

(- U - S TAT 1ST I COR IH L. K S' L .. A .:..:..,"=0:..,::' D"--"A~_---=-.=Oc;;Or;:~,-,,,2:..:;3,--'f.r;9;,.-__ ..;:;D E G R =:: E 5 0 F F R E E DC M 6 3 68 
19 '-A'PP-RO-X-IkA TE" r';;S TAT IS'l'TC- 7:';.;:; J J O~-BOrFRcr"D~On.Hi-----'=-rl""8-.;;;O""~""" --Z..,...,.JrS=-."""2rDq,....---------------

21 F. - MATRIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM = 83 
( 

n EURe COLOU 
COLOU 6'1.'16 

AFRI 

25 AFR 1 a~. 6'1 2'1.39 
( • ASIAN 189.50 73.65 12b.'fl 
. 27 --CLA-SSrrrCA'Tl'OTrUNCl IONn:S~'---==---':;'~'-------------------------------------------

29 GROUP = EJRO COL-OU AFRI ASIAN 
( 31 ~~~1~~k5A .. Y~-----.·8~3~·2~B~2~----.,'f~'fmSFU'fF5-----.~2~9~S70'f~'f.---~--.~0~6~1~'f~7·---------------------------

'I ANY. .23957 .S9a65 .72531 .16576 
33 5 MAGA .'fSSI3 .~87Q9 -.za330 .39101 

( 6 T~LV .369'13 -.Z9a73 -.016u'f -.2720~ 
. 35 -j --.7---RA0K--07V-------=--.O'S2 10 - -222'15 .21050 -.39196 

37 \ 
8 SPRI .5'1216 .90920 1.0ZB6'f -.~33B9 

(~ 'CONSTANT -6'1.79959 -31.S9192 -'fS.08~QI -6.68505 
~ 39: CLASSIFICATION MATRIX~~~--~~~~=---~~==-=~-----~~~~-------------------------------------------------

41 GROUP PCRCp.T 
-( :. _' ____ - CORR CT 

..... ) . 
EURO lCC.O 

~. COLOU 66.'1 
" AFRI l~O_O 
~ 47 -';STAr"-~--li:m-.""o:---

~ TOTAL 96.7 
( 

51 ! 

f>3 ' 

t. 5S ---------

~7 

59 : 
: 

61 ; 
: 

I.. 63 

NUfH~ER OF CASeS 

-rap-o 
2b 
o 
..i 

26 

COLOU 
o 

19 
o 
o 

19 

CLASSIFIED lNTO GROUP -
AFRI ASIAN 

:J 0 
") ·1 ~ 

18 C .. Z6 .., 
2:l 27 



• \1 I • • 
: fJA~-'-lnmp7M ADVER-TlsIN<;; PRCFt:'Rt.-,;]Nf7"C-rE"-'A~R~E:'l!:A:------""--------------------------------------

,.. _ ,JACKK!HF~D CLAS:;IFlCATION 

. -GROUP pERCEt>. T--WUMIrER OF CASf:-S-CCA~51~F'~I-eE'7U,---,lnN""·TnO"G"l:RnO"uIlPr--::-;;----------------------------------
CCRRECT 

~ 
( 

EURO CO~OU AFRl ASIA~ 
tURO . '6.2 2~ 1 J C 

--lfhlfU-----~4:~r-~~~~~----~~rr------l~1------~~r------------------------------------------------------------
ASIAN l~O.O J J J 26 

fOTAL 2S 19 ZJ 28 

~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-« 
/ -
~-. ----------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I 
-~~. ---------------------------~-------------------------~--------------------

.~~--~------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------~----------

-'; 

, - ---------------~------------------------------------------------------~~ 

-2-----------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------

~i:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-.~~. -----------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------~~~=-~=-[UJ(f 
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3~Gt 1~ BHUP7g-A~VERTTS~I~N7G~pr~Rr-~'F~~~R~~~:NurC?E-'A~R~~~Ar-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

.. """ 5 ~ I 
SUMMARY TABLE 

"';·-S~p 
I I NUMBER 

b 
.r" fj ~ 
\ li ------'j,...------~-a 

l 
7 

13 . 

15 

.or' 11 

'I 
~ 
I;. 

~ 
If 

VA-R'iA6L::' 
,NTCREC R~MOV~D 

f VA~U;: TO 
ENTER, OR Rt:MOV£ 

TELV 201.3986 
SPRI 5~.97a7 
AT"RlaY " .... oB~6 
RA&)V 16.3811f 
MAGA 11.9278 
AN'. 1:. !:.3Z3 

NUHIJER OF U-STATlsTlc APPROXIMATE DEGREES OF' 
VARIA6L£S INCLUOED F-STATI STI C FREEDOM 

1 .1271 2UI.399 3.00 88.ao 
2 .0'1311 110.228 6.00 171f.00 
3 .il179 98.318 9.0D 209 ... 5 
If .OH18 ell.9711 12.00 225.18 
5 .0076 75.186 lS.00 232.2' 
6 .0052 70.633 18.00 235.211 

- .. 19 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------...:.. 

23 ' 

25 . 

(:"27 -' ------------------------------------------------------------

29 
fir 
.. ··31 . 

33; 

1{'35 j 

31 : 

L39~i--------------------------------------------------------------
; 

41 

.~~~.-~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
45, 

--~~.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

49 

L 51 

53 

·L55--------------------------------------~--~--------------------------------------------
57 

···S9.~· ----------------------------------------------~------------------------------------

61 , 

~:i~· --------------=·[lJ:---;:=O~@ 

g--
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3 !F"lcar- -11 
I 

J... S ~ INCORRE..CT .JACKKNl F£:O MAHALANOB 15 D-SQUARE FROM AND 

• 
Jl ' C~ASSIFICATIONS POST~RI0R PROBABILITY FOR GROUP -
l~i~: -G-R-O~U-P--'--~-U-R~O~~~~~~~~~----~-U-R-O--~~~~~-C~O~L~O~U~~~~~~A-F~R~l~~------~-A-S-I-A-N----------------~--------------

" 9' CAS~ 
11 ----=~I~----------------------~~~.~7-.1~.-JnO~Q~----~l~9~.~1---.'C~J~·ftO-----'5~I~.~1--~.~o~O~O------9~7~.~2r--.~D~Q~O~------------------------------

, 2 19.; .972 ~6.9 .021 2&.9 .ooe 07.8 .oeo 
13 3 .a 1'.UOO 35.5 .0.;)0 50.5 .l:iOO &9.9 .000 

,r' 'I 2;J.,j 1.00g a5.'1 .CiJO 101.a • .:.00 177.7 .000 
15~: ----~5~----------------------~1~.~9~1~.~C~0~w~----~~;1~.~lr-~.~0~w~Or---~~3~ar..~s~-7.~~~onur---~~a~5~.~8~~.~C~O~O~--------------~--------------

6 1.9 1.UOO '13.9 .000 61.'1 .000 IQ'I.I .OQO 
171 7 '~ul 1.;JOO '12.7 '.Oi,JO 69.6 .000 107.7 .COO 

(' :-! ____ a ~.o 1.:l00 ::'3.'1 .000 8'JeZ .~OO lCO.6 .r.!OO 
19 1 9~----------------------~1~.~'1~1~.~u~·Q~O~----~'1~1~.¥S--~.~C~w~-oK-----~S~6~.~a~-.~u~'O~,~O----~9~7~.~8r--.~D~O~Or-------------------------------

! 10 1~.9 I.UOO 31.6 .O~O 33.9 .gOO 86.5 .000 
21' 11 1'1." 1.00il '15.3 .Q~O '1'1.0 .;.lOO 11'1.1 .000 

(: t2 1.9 1.;.lOO 3'1.7 .0;)0 '16.0 .000 S8.0 .000', 
23 1 3 ".1 1.000 " ...... o:lD 6".3 .000 93.0 .000 

I 1'1 .9 1.000 31.9 .000 '1'1.z .ilOO &9.2 .000 
~I' 15 COLOU 27.9 .156 25.5 .511 26.'1 .333 78.6 .000 

(I 16 1.a 1.00Q 37.'1 .000 51.7 .uQO 89.3 .000 
vl 17 33.q 1.000 90.S .000 129.& .000 193.9 .000 

i 18 Z.2 1.JOQ 32.0 .CUO 39.7 .000 &9.0 .000 
29; 19 1.Q 1.;;lDD 35.9 .coo 5'1.1 .000 &9.1 .000 

(! 20 3.9' 1.00a. 38.7 .OUO 60.6 .000 101.9 .OllO 
31 i-----7ZT1~----------------------~S~.~U~Ir.~O~O~a~----q~I~.~S~-7.~O~O~Or-----'7~3~.~6~-7.no~o~Or---~~8~9~.~0T--7.~0~Q~0~------------------------------

! ZZ Z.1 1.~OO 37.7 .COO 52.1 .000 9'1.9 .OCO 
33' 23 lC.'I 1.ilOO 3'1.9 .eGO 39.5 .000 9'1.'1 .000 c! Z'I 7.ta 1.QOO 35.'1 .000 37.2 .000 luO.O .0'00 

;, 35 i-I! --'~;;-'2r----------;-1":";: ~T-1 -;ir-:::7tgwB8~---.;rJ;B-• .,.~r--::':""'8~gg~---'g~Jr:~:r---=-: 8~B;n8:r--';:';~5ilr:~!-~: g;nSn;gr----:-----------
37 GROUP COLOU t,URO COLOU AFR I ASIAN 

C~!~ ---C~§~~~E------------------------3-S-.-7----.-0-0-1J----~--Z-.-6----.-9-9-9-------1~6-.-3----.-0-0-1-------3-3-.-6----.-0-D-O------------------------------~ 
" 41 i 28 AFRI '19.1 .ODO 19.2 .CO'l - a.l .996 91.9 .000 
'f 1-1 , ____ ~Z,..9r_----------A-'-F:...;:....;R..:::I~----_'i3ri2__:.:..:;Sr__::_.~;;?i0ria~----_Tl_i0:...;.,7._---.-.:..-alre9r1'9r-____ -.riar:.~0r___:_.-ii8rP0r;Ir_----...;;Sn9~.:,'I...___:_.,.0"0:nOr------------------__________ _ 
'-43! 30 26.1 .QOo 1&.0 .990 21.q .UO] 1&.0 .000 

31 61.a .JQU 1.5 I.COO 3'1.2 .~OO 37.3 .000 
'. 45! 32 ASIAN 9Z.~ .';;00.) 2'1.2 .C05 57.9 .000 13.6 .995 
l47 r-I ----~3~~r-----------------------~~~~~:~~~-7:~~~8Mg~----~~~:~'~~~l~:~~~g~~~----~I~,~:~~~~:~g~AwA~----~~~~~:~6~1--~:~gHgwg~------------------------------

I 35 32.2 .;:,00 2.0 .999 1~.'1 .uOl '10.2 .000 
491 36 32.'1 .ooe 6.5 .998 19.'1 .002 Z7.2 .000 

" 37 '1'1.7 .;l00 5.8 .995 16.3 .005 52.1 .000 
~S1 ~i ----~3~8.-----------------------~3~ .. ~.~Zr-~.~J~omDr-----~1~.'orTl~.?C~J"Or-----;1~Sr:.'5~~.~a~O~OT-----~3MBr.~I--~.~OMO~OT-------~--------------------~ 

. 39 'A~RI ~9.2 .UOOZ7.8 .O~1 22.'1 .939 106.'1 .000 
53! '10 2.:».1 .uOC) 8.0 .7~'1 lCh2 .2'15 60.3 .000 
'I '11 3~.ta .;;lOO 10.ll.CuO 31.Z .;JOO 71.'1 .000 
l'S5 :-----D~;2------------------------r6~~~.~9r--~.U~O"O~----Tl~S~.'~r-l~.~C~~~0~----~S~8~.~1~-7.~a~O~O~----~1~3~.~3~~.~0~O~0~----------------~------------

'13 ASIAN 103.7 .~OO 2'1.8 .CtaO 56.7 .aoo 19.3 .9'10 
~i '1'1 32.'1 .~OC 2.'1 .999 1~.8 .001 ~2.7 .000 

, I 'IS 3~.7 .JOO S.I I.COO 2'1.9 .OCO ~2.6 .000 
~59~!----~'1~6~----------------------~Z~9r.~3~-,-'-.~O~O~Or-----~8r.~5r-Tl~.~Q~OnDr-----~Z"8r.~8~~.~u~enO~----~3n8r.~I--~.~DnD~O~------------------------------

; 

sti 
I 

,~~r-------------------------------------------------------------------~--~------~-------------------------------------------
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1 !_ 

Q :GRO~~-AF""R"J--
9' CASt: 

{' .. 9 
50 
SI 

~ 1 

, 13, 52 

ZS.9 .... 00Z.3 1.000 
'I ~ • S .;.-:: .. =-O=:.O=." _____ 3:=;.... 3 • 9 9 8 

------~~~Z~URO COLOO 

2Z.S .000 
.IS.9 .COZ 

ArR! 
36.8 .000 
SIt.9 .000 

ASIAN 

C', S3 15" ---F~~~------------~--~~~~~r---~~~~MW----~~-'~~--~~~~1n~------------------------

!! 17' SI. 
\~ ~. ----~$47r-----------------------~~~--~~~----~~~--~~r_----~~~.r~~r_----~~~~~~~----------------------~------

lS 

• • n'" ._Iot 22." 

:8g8 7.S ·!l°8 7.1 .00 
19.7 .003 7.a .9'11 16.1 .!JUg 

COLOU AF'Rl ASIAN 

"25 0" C! .s 
.'. . 27 ;,... ---7076~-----------~iiW-=-=;~~~7r----T-S-::;--=-W~-------';'~i-:..::.wn;~-----=-.;;;.y.;::..r-'::';mi:r----.:..-----------------.; 

GROUP ASlAN 

C 29 CASE 
31 ;~--~0~7~----------------------~~,.--~~r-----~r-w---~~r-----~r-~--~~r------.r-w-'-~""~------------------------------~ 

108 
..33 i 09 
(·35:~~Jn¥r-----------------mr.~~~r---~~~~~--~~~~~r---~~~~~--------------~----~ 

72 

9l.4 .000 l6.9 .000 61.1) :888 A· a leOW . -j: 

95.~ .~oo Z ... 7 .096 S6.S 2 .3 .9011 -} 

91.~ .000 .. 1.5 .000 7S.0 .000 .2 I.OOD 
,";: .,. 

9Z· t .0°8 .. 8.9 :888 9t·J .ClOo ~.s 1.0g0 
Si" .00 31.7 6 • .000 .3 1.0 0 ,3! 
83.3 .000 .. 1.7 .000 82.S .000 2.8 1.000 

' .. 37! 73 
;{ i 7 .. 

39 : 7S 
! 71. 

41 I 77 
,! 78 
l43i~' ~-'1y.--~------------~~T-~~~--~~~~~~---;~~-~~~----;~r-~~~----------------~---

I 80 

8 ... 3 .000 .. 6.8 .000 89.2 .~O8 ... s 1.088 99 ... .~Oil 38.3 .oao 71.2 .00 1.9 leD 
102.S .00U 36.0 .000 6%.6 .008 7.6 1:881 <:;;~ 

8 ... 2 .000 3 ... 9 .000 72.6 .00 2." ~ . 
8S.4 .000 J8.7 • £100 77.7 .000 " 2.'1 1.000 .~ . 

82.& .000 33.8 • OQO 71.6 .coo 3.9 1.000 ~; 

95.1 .;;00 35.5 .ouo 61.1 • ..,00 1.1 I.OUO J 

107 ... .uOC "7.7 .000 79.1 .000 ..... 1.0CO 
..... 45: 81 
'( 47 i :~§----------;~r-=-iir---::-;rm1i-:-----r:-r=T----7-m:::ft---vr-=-:r~-=-r.:-;mr----r-::---..;..;.m;~--------~-----

8" 

101.a .000 37.8 .000 7Z.9 .000 ".0 1.000 
102." .;JOC SO.2 .OQO 8~.2 .000 2.3 l.aoo 
101.Q .ilOO 58.7 .O~8 95.1 .£108 6.1f "°88 87.7 .000 37.8 .£la 7~.3 .00 2.1. leD 

49! as :C 51 i-. ----:ii-·~;;----------------------i-irn-~--'-7iTn~-----iira-::;----=-r:m;;:r-------a-~:-a----7-i=m;i=i-------;..::;:...;..-;..;..;:;~it_-----------------------------
88 

53 i 89 
C 55 :'---~i.-T-i---------B-ii-~-::..:;~--ii-.r;;-~rnw-----..m-=..;---=:.;~~---r-:-ir-~~------~------...:...... 

~7 j 

83.S .aoo .. s.o .000 83.S .ilOO 2.'1 1.000 loo.a .aoc Sit. I .000 9 ... 5 .000 2.9 1.000 
110.1 .000 .. 9.1 .DUO 81.9 .000 3.1 1.0tiD 
107.r" .uOO .. 7.2 .OUO 7a.z .000 ..... 1.000 
9tu~ .000 .. 9.8 .OiJO 93.Z .weo 3.0 1.000 
97 ... .uOQ 51.9 .000 9S.0 .£lOO 2.9 1.000 ,-

lal:~ :~88 ~i:J :£98 J~:I :388 l·q 1:888 .s 
<... l-cE.1.GtNVAi.UtS 
'59~ 

• I 
i 

61 i 
r,.S3113 .&3897 

,"-53f CUMULATJ,YE PROPORTION or TOTA,= DIS-P~RSI0N 
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CANONICAL CORRELATIONS 

.96656 .92391 

l'; ~: 

VARIABLe;. CO~FFICIENTS FOR CANONICA~ VARJAB~ES 

• F·· •. 

'3 AFRDAY .08b36 .u~229 .U7163 
,----i .. ii--AUYr-·'-----.:lZ::.:;7.;:;5~----=-• .:::..; ... ~·, 1f9:-ii'lii5:-------:.c.::L.'S~~;:-:lm::i9-----------------------------------------------------------

11, 5 "AGA -.~0931 .10517 .C.O;':'5.) 
6 T~LV .J613S .JS1S3 -.12585 

," 13; 7 RAOV .;)5'168 - • ..I~J19 -.11929 
15 '-, --Sft-'PSPRI' .011011 -.11SS1 • I 24fif4f 

CONSTANT 

GROUEuRO (ANO~!~!~9¥AR1AB~~~oiliLUATE2.~19§!OUP 

11 
( 

19 • 

-6.17106 -.17725 -1.37523 

M;.ANS 

r 21.. COLOU .06735 -1.;;6b2S I.S2389 
~ ____ AFR?Tl~ ______ -=~1~.~7rO;~6~7~1~ ___ -_3~.~d~S~6~7M7r-_____ -_.~9~9~lT~~7~ ________________ ~ ____ ~ ________________________ ~ ________________ ~j; 

... 23 1 K';iJAN -5.38511' 1.1.3~18 -.l7261 '! 

t 
25 ! 

C27~l--------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------
r 

(" 29 : 
~ 31 :r---------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~------~.~. L 

I 

I 
, 33' 
{ ', I 

~~I------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~.J: 

- ~! } 
'f I .. ~ ~I--------------------------------------------~~----------------~----------------------------------------------~--------~ . 39 t , 
-4L~1 ( ~l·--------------------------------__________________________________________________________________________________________ ~-

43' ,. I 
451 

'~l r ------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------, 47! 
I 

49, 
, i 
~'51 ~----~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~!! 

i 

53, 
. I 

.\. ~ 55 i-: ---------------------------------------------'-----------,-----------------------------------------------=---------------.---, 
57 j 

I 
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~S 
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;r 

~E 

37 
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':$~~·TTS-l:Nt·'",,;~weNitJ.·:,ii''' -. -"s'" I' _L I, 0." - , 
~ , I 

I 

C " "-':~. 
J~ 

TO B~ PLOTTED " ';,,: 

! i ,"> 6R OU,.-------- ~-;-~ ~b 1 tf~ Tr: 5--; O~M t ~~ E S F5~M~~~tJ 

r 
y 

~URO q.lJ ~.~1 A ! ,. -EOL:OU------.D9- -H-';1.,27 0 
"AFRJ 1.71 -.l.a6 c l 
13 ASIAN -5.39 1.lq 0 't 

15 GROUP E URO--------

11- CAS~ X Y CASe X y CASE X Y 

,9 1 't • i-'t 2.60 1 1 q.16 1.28 zl 3.36 3.95 
2 2.37 .!lq 12 3.a7 2.50 22 't.17 2.78 

21 3 3.96 z.aq 13 3.82 3.~2 Z3 3.99 1.'t2 
If b.51 3.73 l't q.Ow ".32 .;;:q 't.ql 1.,,7 

----S--"3·ltf--1.9q 15 2.8j ~.'"l3 25 q·i2 3.')S 
/ 

6 q. 0 3.3C lb 3.8 2.'3 26 3. a 3.18 
2E 7 't .,qa 3.'tl 17 6.29 't.~8 

8 't.02 't.S~ 18 3.99 1.9S 
-cr--'t .-3-:') l.15 19 3.a4 l.J6 _I; 

10 3.55 1.Oq 20 q.37 3.05 
j! 

GROUP CQLOJ) ___ 
:~i 

-CAS~ X Y CAS:' X Y CASE X Y 

ii-'r:'~'-- :l:-ijg ~~ :aa -i·'9 ~i :ia -·t q . ~~ 

35 - . .,; -2. if 
:!9 1.27 -I,.9b ~9 2.30 -2.61 

I· 

30 2.03 -.59 qO 1.72 -1.27 
31 -1.29 -1.53 Ifl 1.67 -1.18 
'i~- -3.b9 ~7S If2 -1. 2'1 -.33 J 

- .10 -1.75 't3 -3.66 -1.'17 
31f -.C7 -l.~S If If .35 -1.12 
3~ ____ ~~'~,I.-!_1" 'IS .15 -.68 
36 -.S6 -.lfl 'Il> .09 .10 -' 

.4:. GROUP AfRl 

47 --C AS-:--X-'--' --.,- CAs 0;. X y 

49 - 't9 2.00 -If.a2 59 I.SS -2.20 
S~ .8-l -1.78 ~:l 2.20 -3.~If 
!, r--y;'09 ~r.z9 01 -.91 -'1.35 
~2 .lf7 -S.57 02 1.93 -'t.1,0 

53 ' S3 1.6b -If.61f 63 2.11f -2.q2 -;,," 

51f 2.S1 -3.a3 6'f 1.81f -~.91 
sS- l' ~- 2 ,---.;-~-;r ... 65 reSl> -'f.93 
S6 2.68 --.23 06 1.6..2 -3.'t6 

'&7 ; 57 1.2;; -3.S0 
~8 l ~_~') __ -.!i·_C_O 

GROUP ASIAN 
61 i 

- CAS~ A Y CAS: X y CASE X Y 
" 

07 -S.27 .39 77 -~.~3 1.68 ~7 -lu03 .,.3 'i. 

,1c 
c' -'" ~, i;';·";·~' :;,; .... ":',,,,--t' 
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4 

• 
• A • : 12 

• 
------- -._---- -----------------------------______________________ ,, __________ -----r----____ ~· _____ ~"Ii 

A A. 
3.75 • + 

• 
--------. • 

• 
C 2.~~ + 
A -----------
fIi • 
0 • 
N • 

__ !_h~5 + 
• 

A • 
L • 

• 

--" 

--'1-- iJ. :Jr" .. ----
A • 
F • 
I • -,. • e -1.Z5 + 
L • 
E • 

l) 

ODD 0 

D 0 
0 -G:> 0 DO 

0 D 0 
0 D 

CO 

I) 

B e 

A • 

A 

e A 
e B 

e B 
B 

e e~ B 

6 S-e B 
B C 

CB 

C 

C ~~ C 
C C 

C cc 
c C 

c 
C 

C 
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-e.Z5 -6.7~ -~.2~ -3.75 -2.2~ -.750 .750 2.25 3.75 5.25 6.75 

-9.~O -7.50 ~b.~O -~.S~ -3.~O -l.~O c.ao 1.~O 3.00 ~.50 •• 00 7.50 
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